ABOUT THE COVER
The photos on the front cover display the 3 High Senior Captains of the Blue
Order and the White Corps getting ready to lead their teams during Song Night.
The top: (left to right) Joey Cohen, Noah Oppenheim, and Griffin Yas. The
bottom: (left to right) Dutch Senft, Cole Lepler, and Brandon Karp. Read within
about this year’s memorable Color War!
The inside of the front cover has three pictures taken during our famous Desert
War. The top 2 pictures show excited campers getting ready to be divided into
their Desert War teams. The bottom flashes forward 24 hours after Poison
(purple) prevailed (barely) over Toxic (lime) after the seesaw climactic Capture
the Flag game! Desert War Rock will be purple until next year’s event!
The top picture on the inside of the back cover shows this year’s World Cup
champion: Team England. From left to right: CJ Cellucci, Michael Colon,
Christian Martinez, Nikoles Joseph, Griffin Yas, Jackson Magee, Lee Perryman,
Joseph Roopan, and Coach Jack Lesser. The bottom picture is of Team Brazil,
which went undefeated during the 9 morning, afternoon, and evening activities,
only to be nipped by England in the final dodge ball game. From left to right:
Coach Jack Donaldson, Zylas Abney, Zach Andelman, Nikita Zakhvatov, Devin
Usal, Thomas Cabello, Chris Connolly, Jack Zinman, and Riley Bloch.
The top of the back cover depicts the celebration for the victorious West End
House Camp 15 and under basketball team after our annual House Game against
Robin Hood. The spirit and pride of West End House Camp shines through! The
bottom of the back cover shows one of our many amazing sunsets that we are
fortunate to experience!
Special credit and thanks go out to outstanding photographer Jack Donaldson. He,
along with Danny Walsh, Ramie Lepler, Josh Daigle, Ryan Wilensky, James
Dunlea, Bryna Leeder, and others, should take great pride in these cover photos
and the few thousand pictures that were taken during the season.

DEDICATION
Over the years many people have dedicated their energies to the West End House
Camp. These efforts, indeed, have sustained the camp for its 110 years of history. One
such person was Bert Wynn.
Bert came from the West End of Boston, and was proud of his roots. He was related to
the Manevitch Family which included cousin Teddy Mann, who was long time mayor of
Newton, MA. Bert attended WEH Camp and was a member of the West End House as a
young boy; he remained closely affiliated with the Boys & Girls Club and the Camp
throughout his life. At the age of 17 he enlisted in the navy in World War II. After the
service he married his childhood sweetheart, Esther Goldman.
As an alumnus of the West End House he was instrumental in organizing the Camp
Breakfast as we know it today. He and Esther would not only always attend but would
also bring many prizes and gifts for the youngsters. He also donated and installed
carpeting on the H Dock and Dining Hall porch at camp. In fact, one summer when the
cooks were late in arriving for set-up week, he and Paul McGrath, having installed new
carpeting, cooked the meals for the staff that was present for two full days. (Cooking was
one of Bert’s hobbies and Paul had been a cook in the service.) Bert also served as
President of the WEH Alumni Association and took a lead role in the Annual Dinners
that were held at the Club and every 5 years at a hotel downtown.
When Bill Margolin would call him on the phone, he would kiddingly ask Bert each
time, “What have you done for West End House today?” and Bert would reply by asking
the same question of Bill. He did an incredible amount of work on behalf of the
organization he loved, and was always generous with his time and resources.
Bert Wynn passed away in June of 2017 at the age of 90. He has left a legacy of
achievements that will always remain with us, and a son (Richard) and two grandsons
(Matt and Stephen) who followed in his footsteps as campers (and staff) at WEH Camp.
A fourth generation of Wynns are slated to appear soon!
It is with deepest affection and warmest admiration that we dedicate the 2017 Spirit to

BERT WYNN
In Memoriam

We want to make note of the passing of two longtime friends of the camp, Ken Kandler
and Mark Kesner. Ken was the grandfather of the Steve, Geoff and Greg Dancey and
Tommy Kandler, and great grandfather of Jacob Dancey. Mark Kesner, father of Aaron
and Justin Kesner, was a CPA whose company has overseen the accounting and audits
for the camp for the past 45 years. Both these men supported the camp in many ways;
first and foremost, however, they were our friends and they will be missed.
Also, please take note that the Senior Outstanding Sportsman Award is now named in
honor of Walter Thom, a long time outstanding camper from Brighton who sadly passed
away from cancer in 2016. This will help keep Walter’s memory alive.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The outstanding success of the 2017 camp season was due in large part to the
often behind the scenes contributions of time, resources, and personal involvement of the
following individuals:
·Michael Berger, for his tireless efforts on our behalf as President (2009-2017)
and now as Immediate Past President of WEH Camp.
·Past Presidents Henry Barr and Marty Jacobs for their continued assistance and
wise counsel.
·Members of the Board of Directors, who oversee the operation and whose
committees meet regularly to ensure that WEH Camp is the very best it can possibly be.
Board members are listed elsewhere in the Spirit, and each has been tremendous in his or
her support of the Camp. Special thanks to Scott Eagerman for his work on the website,
to Bill Swiecicki, Bob Goober and Josh Swiecicki for their superb efforts regarding
maintenance and property management, and to Bob Ryter and Geoff Dancey for
overseeing the investment and budget areas of camp.
·Aaron Leppo (Full Line Graphics) – thank you for your patience and generosity
in arranging for the printing of the 2017 Spirit! What a classy publication!
·Tony Goroshko for loading and transporting campers’ luggage in his truck on the
last day of camp.
·Nicole Mulkern of St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in Brighton for arranging for
the donation of medical supplies.
·Mark Dutra and the fine folks at Franciscan Hospital for Children in Brighton –
we thank you for the use of your parking lot for bus departures and arrivals. It is an ideal
meeting space!
·Sincere gratitude to the staff at the West End House Boys & Girls Club,
especially Andrea Howard, Kristin Rhuda, Mark DaCruz, and Jenny Nute.
· Rick Kandler for the donation each summer of hand sanitizers and other healthrelated products, as well as his generous contribution of prizes for the Breakfast raffle.
·Brien Wong and Jimmy Lepler for meeting the returning buses at Franciscan
Hospital and making sure that campers and luggage are accounted for.
·Bob Kessin for his generous donation towards the purchase of staff shirts.
·Piers Dooley and Bill Mills from Boston College for their assistance in arranging
the Annual Breakfast.
·Sue Ng for picking up at Logan Airport and housing overnight on many
occasions campers arriving from China.
Sponsorship
We sincerely thank the following whose sponsorships have helped to offset the cost of
the Camp Breakfast for the past few years. If you are interested in sponsoring a future
Breakfast, please contact Steve Lepler or Bill Margolin.
2015 - Kiwanis Club of Allston Brighton
2016 - Mark Kaplan (in memory of his brother, Eddie Kaplan)
2017 - David Andelman (in honor of his parents, Eddie and Judy Andelman)

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - BILL MARGOLIN
Once again we experienced an outstanding summer at West End House Camp. A veteran
staff and a solid camper group were instrumental in the great time that we had. The weather was
excellent and we can look back at 2017 as being one of the finest summers ever.
Although the Camp operates ten weeks each summer (one week for staff training, eight
weeks for campers, and one week for the Alumni), the task of directing it involves a full 52 weeks
each year. Camp Director Steve Lepler puts all of his energy into efforts to ensure that each
season is the best it possibly can be. His spirit, dedication, energy, creativity, concern, and
organizational skills are unmatched, and the success of these tireless efforts can be seen on the
happy faces of the campers each day. His fervent determination to ensure that West End House
Camp remains the very best among all camps is evident. In tribute to his efforts he was awarded a
special plaque at Old Timers Week 2017. Thank you, Steve, for all you have done and will
continue to do!
Ryan Wilensky has been a tremendous asset to the camp since becoming Director of
Operations in October 2007. His dedication and work are in the true “Spirit of the House,” and he
plays an extremely important and positive role in the management of the camp and in the lives of
the youngsters we serve. Also, thank you, Ryan, for coordinating the efforts to publish the Spirit
each year – often a challenging experience! Special hello to Rachel, Whitney, Wesley, and Wade.
Josh Daigle’s third year as Assistant Director of Operations was a great success. Josh has
been a most important addition to our program. His presence, especially during the evening
hours, is truly appreciated. We look forward to his return, along with Brianne, Harper, and Nora.
Special thanks to Danny Walsh for his efforts both on and off the waterfront! In his calm,
unruffled manner he gets the job done and is willing to help wherever and whenever needed.
We were thrilled that Allan Jacobs was able to be with us for most of the summer. His
expertise at teaching juggling, swimming, and canoeing, his willingness to assist in any way
possible, and his warm, compassionate and enthusiastic personality endears him to all of us.
Our gratitude to Ben Dimond for doing an expert job in tending to the medical needs of
campers. His five years as a medic in the U.S. Army was perfect training for his work at camp.
Under the expert care of Property Managers, John Fredette and Steve Chamberlain, our
facility remains in excellent shape. They are amazing and very talented people who are key
players in the operation of WEH Camp. We are so very fortunate to have them.
Thanks to our three cooks - Jose, Derek, and Mike – for supplying us with great meals
and always cooperating for any special events or situations.
Ramie Lepler, as always, was ready and willing to lend a helping hand, especially when it
came to driving the boat or taking pictures. Thank you, Ramie, for all that you do for us.
To my wife, Bryna–I couldn’t do it without you. Thank you for being there for the camp.
Don’t forget to check out our fantastic website (www.westendhousecamp.org) and to tell
your friends about us. We continue to attract many new campers through word of mouth, so if
you know a good candidate who might like to join us next summer, we welcome your referral.
In the meantime, stay well, study hard, and take care. Please do not hesitate to contact us
(617-783-2267) if we can assist in any way.
-Bill Margolin, Executive Director

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR – STEVE LEPLER
The West End House Camp 2017 season has been over for 2½ months as I sit down on a
warm early November day to write this message. It is fun to think back on the terrific summer
that we had the pleasure of experiencing. Highlights included a large and excellent staff- all but 2
were former campers; 82 rookie campers; 35 eight weekers; 21 campers stayed longer than they
were originally scheduled (this says something!); 24 people joined our Five Year Club, 7 staff
members were inducted into the Ten Year Club; campers and staff were from CA, CT, FL, GA,
MA, MD, ME, MI, NC, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, TX, VA, WA, China, Russia, and Colombia; our
World Cup competition had its first repeat winner in its 8 year history - congratulations England;
Desert War between Purple (Poison) and Lime (Toxic) came down to the final round of Capture
The Flag; Poison emerged and painted Desert War Rock purple; Color War went back and forth,
with the final morning being pivotal - Blue Order over White Corps; and there was frequent use
of the new and beautiful Fitness Pavilion!
In 2017 our veteran staff contributed so much to our success. Our themes for the staff
during training were to think about and give reasons why campers should be excited about having
them as their counselor and also prioritize how we can make the West End House Camp
experience even safer and healthier for the campers. This set the tone for our counselors
interacting with the campers in a positive, supportive, nurturing, and proactive, manner all
summer long, with the first question and answer always being “Is it safe?”
Once again, Ryan Wilensky, our Director of Operations and the primary Editor of the
Spirit, was a major contributor to our success. Ryan does a great job while still finding time for
his family (wife Rachel, and kids Whitney, Wesley, and Wade). Ryan accomplishes so much for
the campers, counselors, and the camp. He cares deeply about the past, present, and future of
West End House Camp.
Danny Walsh, our extraordinary Waterfront Director, led a safe, educational, and fun
waterfront program. Danny is always present to make sure things go smoothly. He gives all of us
a feeling of comfort. We look forward to Danny being one of our key leaders again and to his
wife Emma being a friendly and helpful presence whenever possible.
Bill Margolin, our Executive Director, once again was a vital part of the summer. This
coming season will mark the 60th year since he started as a camper in 1958. Be on the lookout for
ways we will be honoring the contributions of Bill and his super helpful wife, Bryna.
Josh Daigle, Assistant Director of Operations was (and will be) a key member of our
leadership team. He has a wide range of duties, including making sure that the evenings and
nights go smoothly for campers, staff, and the camp in general. Josh’s wife Brianne and their
daughters Harper and Nora enhance the camp environment in so many ways!
Allan Jacobs and his all-around talents, energetic personality, and passion for working
with kids joined us again for most of the summer. Whether teaching juggling, swimming,
canoeing, or knot tying, taking campers to appointments, or doing whatever else was needed,
Allan was and is awesome!
Our Health Care Supervisor, Ben Dimond, was an excellent addition. His calm and
competent style fit in so well. He did his very best to ensure a safe and healthy summer. We are
all very thankful.
I am also very grateful to have such a supportive, patient, and helpful wife, Ramie, who is
a big part of camp too! She, like me, was happy and appreciative that our old cabin became new!
Let’s celebrate 2017 and look forward to the upcoming 2018 season. We truly hope that
you are with us again for a longer period of time. Thanks in advance for helping us spread the
word to people in your circles. You are our best ambassadors. Tell people to enjoy our website
www.westendhousecamp.org and to contact me. Thanks for being part of the family!

Steve Lepler

MESSAGE FROM THE OPERATIONS DIRECTOR – RYAN WILENSKY
Yet another great summer for the camp on its 109th year. I think what I will remember most about this
summer was the enthusiasm of the Senior Counselors, campers, and my own children during the “Junior Science
Lab.” There are times during the summer that I look at what we are doing and think “This is perfect.” We started
a new night activity for juniors to do science experiments. It was that magical combination of incredible
creativity/planning by Luke Stillman, Jack Meaney, Jordan Leppo and Houston Barenholtz. The campers loved
it so much that we had the older campers jealous. As I write this on the Kezar porch, I am literally listening to
kids in the 1’s complaining, “Why can’t we do Science Lab, it’s mad fun.” To me that’s what camp is all about,
taking the talents and passion of our staff and using it to “deliver the fun.”
Several people to thank for making it another great summer. Have to start with my wife, Rachel.
Logistically, to have 3 little kids here is a challenge, but we make it work because Rachel knows how important
this is to me and we want the camp thriving in 4-5 years when Wesley starts in 5A. Rachel constantly keeps our
kids happy finding a daycare, karate, and games to make this work.
Yet again, Steve continues to recruit and retain the best campers around. Our kids are such a wonderful
and diverse group. Our staff takes Steve’s lead; I honestly think when we go to other camps, our kids represent
us better than anyone else. I have always thought of myself as a hard worker, but Steve sets the best example for
having the right work ethic.
Bill Margolin has been at camp long before Lee’s surrender at Appomattox Courthouse. OK, not that
long. People far and wide come to visit Bill and spend time, whether its people from the club, Bowdoin College,
Boston Latin or alumni of the camp. Bill has to be the most universally loved person I know and it’s a pleasure
to work with him.
Thanks to Josh Daigle, who for the 3rd year has taken over as the night guy and this year brought out the
widely popular “Daigle TV,” which supplanted Bill’s superhero serials as the hottest post night activity event.
Josh does a great job of making sure the camp is safe at night and he did all this with a newborn girl, Nora June.
The Women of West End truly are the unsung heroes. Nobody would know it because she never seeks
attention, but Bryna is truly the most selfless person I know. She does a ton of work and never asks for anything
in return. Also, Ramie continues to help with the boat driving and picture taking.
Thanks to Danny Walsh who was busy trying to close on a house all summer and still was as reliable as
ever. Danny loves to make sure every kid can waterski and would wake up at 3AM if he could to help more kids.
I’d like to thank John Fredette and Steve Chamberlain who do everything to keep this place looking as
beautiful as ever. John is such a great caretaker for camp and is always there when you need him. Steve
Chamberlain was as creative as ever, playing a great gag adding an E to Corps on the Color War plaque to spell
Corpse. The white coaches were horrified, until they saw the E was not on permanently.
Finally, I’d like to thank the Senior Counselors individually as they are the key to the staff. I have to
thank Matt Connelly first, as Matt is 21 years old going on 50 in terms of his maturity and thoughtfulness. I
couldn’t ask for a better person to work with. We were lucky to bring back West End Hall of Fame counselor,
Barrett Wilson (he coached the White Rumble by the way). Barrett did a ton of work at the Waterfront this year
and drove most of the camp trips. Like to thank Luke Stillman, for being the unsung hero of the staff. Luke does
everything including Archery, Fitness, Wrestling, Lifeguarding and this year became a Scientist, leading the
Junior Science Lab. Thanks to Jordan Chabot who is another super mature and reliable guy as I learned last year
during CW. I’d love Jordan to give it another shot at his first CW win next year. Thanks to Mark Karmiy who is
an exceptional Basketball coach and has led the team for 2 years. Thanks to Aaron Karasik “Mr. Night Activity”
for bringing us Karasik Park and Safeguard and continuing to be probably the most professional counselor on
staff. Thanks to Jack Meaney, for doing everything, including running 2 leagues, multiple night activities and a
couple intercamp teams. Thanks to James Dunlea, who might be the best bunk counselor we have as he is
always playing with campers and is an exceptional leader and coach. Thanks to Victor Svedloff who has become
one of our best guys coaching 15U hoops and running activities. Thanks to Jack Lesser, “the silver boy,” who
coached outstandingly during World Cup, ran a great Desert War and came back to help his CW team win.
That’s a Triple Crown performance. Thanks to Sam Eggert, who continues to be reliable and ran a great
Intermediate league. I truly think Sam’s coaching during the Omelet games was the key to Blue winning Color
War. Thanks to Jordan Leppo, who is probably the best planner we have. I was super excited to run Color War
with Jordan again and we shared some sad moments when our Color War start failed as well as a few of our
divisions. Finally, I’d like to thank Jack Donaldson who has the task of taking as many pictures as he can on top
of being a terrific counselor, coach and night activity planner. Jack is definitely one of our most valuable guys
and I hope we see him again in 2018.
Steve is already working on a few slogans for the 110th anniversary. So, “See you again for 110,”
“Let’s do it again for 110” and “110 turning Boys to Men.” That last one was a reach.

MESSAGE FROM THE ASSISTANT OPERATIONS DIRECTOR – JOSH DAIGLE

Wow time sure does fly by! As I type this, it is late fall at my home in Maine. The cool
breeze of my air conditioner has been replaced with the warmth of our fireplace. As I
reflect on this past summer at West End House Camp, I am filled with my usual nostalgic
feelings.
West End House Camp was such a huge piece of my childhood. I have many great
memories from my early years there. One of my favorites was Bill’s famous evening
television serials. In the early 2000s, technology was scarce at WEHC, making crowding
around a TV with a bunch of your closest friends a rare and fun occasion. This past
summer I was excited to introduce my own version of this event, a new nighttime activity
to keep campers entertained after cake and milk. I am a product of the 90s and decided to
share some of my favorite 90s Nickelodeon TV shows with any campers who were
interested. I am happy to say Daigle TV quickly became a hit among campers and staff!
Are there any TV shows you would like shown at Daigle TV next summer? Bring your
suggestions to camp, and we will see you after cake and milk!
I also want to express my gratitude and thanks to Bill, Steve, Ryan and Danny for being
great mentors to me as I approach my fourth year as the Assistant Director of Operations.
We are a strong team, and I am fortunate to work alongside people with such passion for
WEHC. Our staff as a whole was amazing this year. From the great leadership of our
senior counselors, to the incredible support from the CITs, you guys are the backbone of
our operation. Finally, just a quick thanks to the entire West End House Camp family for
welcoming mine (now of four!) for yet another memorable summer on Long Pond. This
is a special place to us and we are so happy to spend our summers with such wonderful
people.
Warm regards,
Josh Daigle

WEST END HOUSE CAMP CORPORATION
Members of the West End House Camp Corporation are people who have all had a long
affiliation with the West End House organization and who volunteer extraordinary time and
efforts throughout the year for the benefit of the West End House Camp. The Officers and
Directors, as of January 1, 2018, are:
President: Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
Vice President: Robert Goober
Vice President: James Stoller
Vice President: Bill Swiecicki
Vice President: Stuart Snyder
Treasurer: Geoff Dancey
Clerk: Martha Day
Immediate Past President: Michael Berger
Past President: Martin Jacobs
Past President: Henry Barr
Brett Barenholtz
Adam Barr
Henry Barr
Michael Berger
Dr. Matthew Bloch
Sidney Boorstein
Geoffrey Dancey
Steve Dancey
Martha Day

DIRECTORS
Scott Eagerman
William Faria
Michael Gordon
Paul Gordon
Dr. Evan Hack
Martin Jacobs
Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
Aaron Leppo
John Parker

Lee Rappaport
Robert Ryter
Jeff Seifer
Stuart Snyder
James Stoller
Bill Swiecicki
Josh Swiecicki
Jared Wilk
John Zinman

MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR. AWARD
Mike Cataldo had been affiliated with the West End House since childhood. He served as
President of the WEH Alumni Association, the WEH Boys & Girls Club, and the WEH Camp,
and was Co-Chairman of the Camp Committee for many, many years. He was a most dedicated
and tireless worker for the organization, and we all felt a profound loss when he passed away in
1999. In memory of this outstanding individual, an award is presented annually to a person whose
efforts, commitment, and service to the West End House Camp are in keeping with the tradition
and character so exemplified by Michael W. Cataldo, Sr. Recipients have been:
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Billy Swiecicki
Henry L. Barr
Bert Wynn
Marty Jacobs
Elmer “Bud” Runyon
Hy Escott
Steve Curley
Bryna Leeder
Jim Stoller
Laurie Kaplan

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Sid Boorstein
Brett Barenholtz
Michael Berger
Aaron Leppo
Ramie Lepler
Kenny Klapman
Carolyn & Michael Eggert
Johnny Parker
Bobby Ryter

WEHC ELITE EIGHT 2017
We are pleased to recognize the following campers who made the wise decision to spend
the full 8 weeks at WEHC this past summer. By virtue of their commitment, skills, and
continuity, they were the primary leaders in their age groups and in the camp in general.
They did an outstanding job of guiding camp to one of its best years ever. They received
special privileges, recognition, and responsibilities throughout the season. We hope you
become a member of the Elite 8 during the summer of 2018.

Tristan Goroshko
Brandon Karp
Ryan Karp
Eddie Benson
Jonathan Kraus
Jack Zinman
Griffin Yas
Dutch Senft
Gio Tammick
Christian Martinez
Nick Silva
Andrew Babb
Kevin Peng
Alex Babb
Riley Bloch
Jonah Bloch
Matt Goroshko
Danny Santos
Josh Wolf
Hunter Beaulac
Brady Bloch
Matty Vogel
Max Andelman
Zach Andelman
Spencer Hertz
Jimmy Santos

2017 MID-SEASON AWARDS
At the end of the first 2 weeks and at the end of the first 4
weeks campers are honored for their achievements. The
following campers were chosen from many excellent
nominees by members of the Senior Staff:
Junior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Ori Kohl
Outstanding Junior (1st 4 weeks): Owen Stubblebine
Intermediate Rookie (1st 4 weeks):
Outstanding Intermediate (1st 4 weeks):
Russell
Senior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Jonah Abramson
Outstanding Senior (1st 4 weeks): Will Burger

Ryder Beaulac
Juan Barrios
Nasir Simon
Michael Colon
Shumbu Emmable
Mardochee Mexil
Dom Delgado
Spencer Parco

JUNIOR DIVISION AWARDS - WEST END HOUSE CAMP 2017

Directors' Award
Ryder Beaulac

MVP
Thomas O’Connor

Rookie of the Year
Ross Israel

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Spencer Hertz

Outstanding Sportsman
Michael Gonzales

Jacob M. Burnes Camper of the Year
Max Andelman

Unsung Hero
Ben Bowman
INTERMEDIATE DIVISION AWARDS

Directors' Award
Riley Bloch

MVP
Ben Grabie

Rookie of the Year
Shumbu Emmable

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Liam Grabie

Outstanding Sportsman
Alex Babb

Bill Margolin Camper of the Year
Mardochee Mexil

Unsung Hero
Chris Chun
SENIOR DIVISION AWARDS

Staff Award
Andrew Burton
Brandon Karp
Dezmond Mitchell
Dutch Senft

Unsung Hero
Jack Zinman

Directors' Award
Ryan Karp

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Jonathan Kraus

Rookie of the Year
Justice Keane-Perez

Louis I. Kane Leadership Award
Cole Lepler

Walter Thom Outstanding Sportsman
Joey Cohen

James J. Storrow Camper of the Year
Griffin Yas

MVP
Noah Oppenheim

WATERMELON LEAGUE 2017
Campers and staff truly enjoyed this year’s Watermelon League season! WEHC’s unique
brand of softball, with all campers and staff playing 2 inning games, produced many
close games with memorable moments for all. The teams are led by our Senior
Counselors and Older Leaders, but the campers play the most important positions and are
most often the determining players to success. What was your favorite Watermelon
League moment?
The Watermelon standings after the 7 game regular season were as follows:
Wilson/Karasik
Dunlea/Gallagher
Chabot/Stillman/Leppo
Walsh/Svedloff
Karmiy/Sands
Eggert/Lesser
Connelly/Meaney
Donaldson/ Daigle

6-1
5-2
5-2
4-3
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5

After Color War, there was an 8-team playoff consisting of sequential 1-inning games. In
2016, the regular season champion Daigle/Donaldson/Smyth swept through the playoffs
to have an unblemished, undefeated season. This year’s playoffs went differently! Tied
for last place in the 2017 regular season, the Donaldson/Daigles upset the first place
Wilson/Karasiks in the first round of the playoffs. They then proceeded to capture the
title in a close game vs. the Walsh/Svedloffs and Mark Karmiy’s team. So this was back
to back championships for the team led by Jack Donaldson and Josh Daigle (Brett who?).
All members of the team celebrated and savored their watermelon on the last night of
camp.
Join us to be part of the fun in 2018! Watermelon League is always special!

Intercamp Sports Report 2017
By: Ryan Wilensky
West End probably experienced our best record in modern times with 20 wins, 14 losses and 1 tie
vs. our intercamp competition from Maine and New Hampshire. These are some highlights from
this summer, starting with the championship teams.
House Game – Griffin Yas led the team with 15 points. Andrew Burton played well for West
End. This game was never close and we won by 20 points. LaGordian Brown and Brandon
Buckman played great defense.
13-Under Hoop Finals @ RH – WEHC lost in the finals despite a great comeback. They were
down 10 points with a few minutes left, but would not quit. They cut the lead to 2 with 5 seconds
left, but weren’t able to connect on a last second play. Jaidan Russell led the way all tournament
long. They also had great performances by Carl Headges, Ryan Torres, Jayden Small, Shumbu
Emmable, and Brandon Goldberg off the bench.
15-Under Hoop tournament @ RH –West End walked into the Robin Hood tournament and
destroyed the competition. It’s been a while since we won this tournament, which used to be our
God-given right to win in the 90s. The closest game was a 6 point win and we won the finals vs. a
really good Indian Acres team by 20 points. Griffin Yas, Devin Usal, Andrew Burton, LaGordian
Brown and Brandon Buckman led the team.
16 –Under 2 on 2 mini hoops – We dominate this tournament like the Patriots in the AFC east.
Each of the 3 years this tournament has run, it has been West End vs. West End in the finals.
This year, Ben Kaplan and Josh Kornbleuth won the tournament over Griffin Yas and George
Zabalou. Camp Wigwam might not want to invite us again.
Hood Game – Another easy victory for our team. Griffin Yas had the opening 11 points of the
game. George Zabalou was huge on the glass and John McLaughlin made a 3 at the end to secure
the victory.
15 – Under Baseball – We had a scheduling mistake (on my part) and took this game on short
notice vs. Bridgton Sports Camp. Cole Lepler was terrific as the starting pitcher and Jack Zinman
was Mariano Rivera in relief going strikeout, groundout, and strikeout to end the game.
15 – Under Soccer – The Gottliebers were begging me for this game for a long time. I think we
would have beaten Germany’s World Cup team with this all-star squad. Leading the way was
Joey Cohen, Noah Oppenheim, Devin Usal, Jon Kraus, Carl Headges, Kevin Barrera and Gabe
DaSilva. We won 6-1, but it could have been way worse.
Thanks again to all of the coaches for their planning, preparation, and enthusiasm. Coaching
intercamp is an extra responsibility with a huge time commitment. Special thanks go out to the
15-Under Basketball coaches, Mark Karmiy and Victor Svedloff, who practiced nearly every
single day in the first 4 weeks and had a legendary team. There are some terrific players, who
are eligible next year for the 15-under Basketball. The team for next year should be loaded again
with Griffin Yas, Nasir “The Rebounding Machine” Simon, Josh Wolf, Kevin Works, Edwin
Soto, Lucas Maley, Matt Kern and Jaidan Russell.

Intercamp Sports 2017 Results

Date

Game

W, L, T

6/28
6/28
6/28
6/28
7/1
7/1
7/1
7/1
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/10
7/10
7/12
7/12
7/12
7/12
7/13
7/14
7/19
7/19
7/19

10 - Under Soccer Tournament @ RH
10 - Under Soccer Tournament @ RH
10 - Under Soccer Tournament @ RH
10 - Under Soccer Tournament @ RH
11 - Under Newcombe @ RH
11 – Under Soccer @ RH
11 – Under Kickball @ RH
15-Under Hoop (HOUSE GAME)
13-Under Hoop Tournament @ RH
13-Under Hoop Tournament @ RH
13-Under Hoop Tournament @ RH
13-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH (Semis)
13-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH (Finals)
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH (Semis)
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH (Finals)
12 – Under Lacrosse Tournament @ Win
12 – Under Lacrosse Tournament @ Win
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ Winaukee
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ Winaukee
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ Winaukee
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ Win (Semis)
Spelling Bee Team
15 Under Archery
13-Under Flag Football Tourney @ RH
13-Under Flag Football Tourney @ RH
13-Under Football Tourney@ RH
(Semis)
13 – Under Lax Tourney
13 – Under Lax Tourney
15 – Under Basketball (HOOD GAME)
15 – Under Baseball
13 - Under Soccer Tourney @ Winaukee
13 - Under Soccer Tourney @ Winaukee
13 - Under Soccer Tourney @ Winaukee

Lost
Tied
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won *
Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Won
Lost
2nd, 15U
7th place
Won
Won
Lost

0
0
0
0
2
0
9
47
30
27
8
43
34
23
38
27
36
41
1
0
28
37 ot.
25
29 ot.

3 RH A
0 RH B
3 IA
4 Tec
0 RH
6 RH
8 RH
27 RH
17 RH
17 IA
27 Win
7 IA
36 Win
19 Win
25 RH
21 IA
30 RH
21 IA
11 Win
14 Tec
25 IA
35 Win
22 Tec
32 Tec

32
28
6

0 RH
12 Ken
32 Win

Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Lost

2
4
40
3
2
2
1

10 Win
11 Bridg
28 RH
2 Bridg
6 Teceh
0 Ken
2 Win

7/27
7/27
7/30
8/1
8/1
8/1
8/1
8/2
8/7

WEHC

Vs

16 under 2 on 2 Tourney @ Wigwam Won with Ben Kaplan + Josh Kornbleuth

15 – Under Soccer

Final Intercamp Record: 20 Wins

Won

6

1 RH

14 Losses 1 Tie

Junior-Senior League Report
By: Jack Meaney
This year's Junior and Senior Leagues had some of the most talent I have seen at West
End. In my twelfth year, the energy and intensity was prevalent in each and every game. For the
Juniors, our themes for the team names included Aquatic Mammals, Emojis, and villains whose
names included alliterations. In the first two weeks, Joe Connelly's "Sea Otters" took home the
Championship led by players Brady Bloch, Jackson Magee, and Josh Mawanda. In the second
two, Ben Kaplan's "Skull Emojis" was victorious with new campers Owen Pfeffer, Noe Ponce,
Ross Israel and Omar Benmrad. In the last two weeks, Joe Connelly was victorious again with his
team, the "Gorilla Grodds," led by Brady Bloch again, Spencer Hertz, and All Star Ben Bowman.
These teams may have won, but there were plenty of competitive games and talented athletes on
the other teams.
This year's Senior League had an outrageously talented Gottlieb and G1 to pull from with
a very hard working and competitive 1A and 1B to choose from as well. The themes included
Mario Kart racetracks, the houses of Hogwarts from Harry Potter, and professional teams that no
longer exist. In the first two weeks, Devin Usal's Bowser Castle was victorious with help from
Jonathan Kraus and Nick Silva. In the second two weeks, Devin Usal was victorious again,
captaining the house of "Ravenclaw" with HSC Dutch Senft. Their team included Nick Silva,
Josh Wolf, Christian Martinez, Edwin Soto among others. It should be noted that when Devin
Usal has been at camp for the League Playoffs, he has won the championship every time. He is
very athletic and has skill unmatched in nearly every sport. Teams worked so hard to beat him,
but none was able. In the last four, Noah Oppenheim led his "Expos" crew to the championship,
participating for three weeks with one hand!! (This other hand was broken before camp, not
missing.) Jack Zinman, Nasir Simon, Kevin Barrera and Gabe DaSilva were key parts in winning.
I would like to thank many people who helped make such a competitive and smooth
Junior and Senior League run throughout the summer. First my fellow Land Staff members, who
are well rounded enough to referee just about every sport and be on top of many campers while
refereeing these games. Next, the coaches and captains for each division. The Junior League
coaches included Joe Connelly, Ben Kaplan, Brandon Buckman, LaGordian Brown (First four)
and Aidan Connelly (Last four). These guys did a fantastic job and not only coached, but
mentored these boys and set an example of leadership and behavior for everyone. Campers like
Jonathan Kraus and Brandon Karp stepped in to coach Junior Leagues whenever I needed them to
and they were absolutely fantastic as well. There is no doubt in my mind they will make excellent
staff in the future. The Senior League Captains included Jack Zinman, Tristan Goroshko, Josh
Wolf, Dutch Senft, Joey Cohen, Devin Usal, Luke Lentine, Cole Lepler, Noah Oppenheim, and
Griffin Yas. This may seem like a lot of captains, but I think it really speaks to the depth, talent,
and leadership of Gottlieb this year. I had several of them as a CIT in 3A 2014, and watching
them grow has been a pleasure. This truly is a special group of young men and will do an
excellent job running camp in the near future.
Next, I want to give a shout out to my fellow Commissioner, Sam Eggert, who headed
Intermediate Leagues, and Asst. Commish Alex Joseph. They not only took over when I was not
there, but also worked with me to make competitive and organized League games and schedules
so that everyone was happy. Lastly, I want to thank Steve and Ryan for giving me this position
and opportunity to be a leader and for watching over the sports to make sure camp was enjoyable
for all!

Intermediate League Report
By Sam Eggert
This year’s Intermediate leagues stood out from past years, as there was a new sense of
intensity driven by both the coaches and the players. The first session started off very strong. The
theme for the session was cuts of meat, and the teams were the Filet Mignons, the Sirloins, the
Ribeyes and the T-Bones. Led by coach Jeremy Freed and week 1 MVP Jaidan Russell, the TBones finished the regular season thirty points ahead of the second seed Filet Mignons who were
led by coach Marc-Andy Mexil and week 2 MVP Carl Headges. With little surprise, the
juggernaut T-Bones met up with the Filet Mignons in the final softball game. In a stunning upset,
the Filet Mignons won 13-5 with a strong performance from C.J. Cellucci.
In the second session, the theme was obscure tropical fruits. The teams were the
Mangosteens, Papayas, Cherimoyas and the Chom Choms. With a new flock of talent coming up
this session, intermediate leagues were as competitive as ever as each team was in the mix for the
entire season. In the final game of softball, the third seed Cherimoyas, coached by Jeremy Freed,
faced the one seed Mangosteens coached by Austin Ricker. The Mangosteens earned the league
championship after a strong performance from Alex Babb and Shumbu Emmable in the finals.
For the third session the theme was luxury brands. The teams were Gucci, Versace, Tom
Ford and Rolex. This session was dominated by Jeremy Freed’s Rolex all the way through, as
they only lost one game. On the other hand, Tom Ford struggled mightily as they only won three
games the entire session. Unfortunately, there was not a championship match due to weather
complications. So, Rolex was crowned champions of the third session.
It was an absolute privilege to be Intermediate League Commissioner this year, and I
could not have done it without the help from our Director of Operations Ryan Wilensky,
Junior/Senior League Commissioner Jack Meaney and Assistant Commissioner Alex Joseph.
Also, I would like to thank Jeremy Freed, Marc-Andy Mexil, Austin Ricker, Stu Lustig and Jake
Sudkin for coaching this year. Last but not least, shout out to Alex Babb for capturing the league
championship all three sessions.

Joe C. (Sea Otters)
Angel Davila
Brady Bloch
Jackson Magee
Jacob Roopan
Jaden Dominque
Josh Mawanda
Nikoles Joseph

Junior League 1st 2 weeks
Kaplan(Dugongs)
Gordy (SeaLions)
Charlie McCourt
Alex Cruz
Danny Santos
Andrew Vrigneau
Jakobe Watson
Cole Costello
Julian Badger
Marcus Lizardo
Lee Perryman
Max Andelman
Spencer Parco
Ori Kohl
Zyaire Abney
Ryder Beaulac
Spencer Hertz

Buck (Eye Emoji)
Brady Bloch
Christian Edwards
Danny Santos
Hunter Beaulac
Jack Strom
Jacob Kirwan
Leeon Perryman
Malcolm Metellus
Matty Vogel
Mike Camargo

Junior League 2nd Two Weeks
Gordy (Hunnit Emoji) Joe (Fire Emoji)
Ben Goldberg
Jimmy Santos
Derek Walsh
Lee Perryman
Faiz Ahmed
Mason Felker
Jaden Dominique
Mateo Correia
Jonathan Camargo
Max Andelman
Joseph Hernandez
Owen Stubblebine
Michael Gonzales
Patrick O'Connell
Rafael Lentz
Ryder Beaulac
Spencer Hertz
Spencer Parco
Zach Andelman
Toby Hasanaj
Zyaire Abney

Brandon (Dr Dooms)
Jimmy Santos
Maximo Gomez
Messiah Bowen
Michael Gonzales
Nathaniel Candray
Peter Charles
Ryder Beaulac
Thomas O'Connor
Zach Andelman

Junior League Last 4 Weeks
Kap (Killer Crocs)
Joe (Gorilla Grodds)
Danny Santos
Austin Convard
Eddie Stein
Ben Bowman
Griffin Guzman
Brady Bloch
Josh Wotten
Colin O'Connor
Louis Lasu
Cooper Fitzpatrick
Marcos Renderos
Jack Gervais
Matty Vogel
Jacob Dancey
Max Andelman
Spencer Hertz
Nor-Gul Mohamed

B. Buckman (Earless Seals)
Charlie Weitzman
Hunter Beaulac
Jimmy Santos
Jordan Guevara
Leeon Perryman
Matty Vogel
Robin Zhong
Zach Andelman

Kap (Skull Emoji)
Jack Goldberg
Jaden Segal
Jesse Gagliardi
Noe Ponce
Omar Benmrad
Ori Kohl
Owen Pfeffer
Preston O'Connell
Ross Israel
Touissant Nyamweya

Aidan (Captain Cold)
Bruce Zhou
Christian O'Connor
Desmond Gao
Hunter Beaulac
Josh Mawanda
Malcolm Metellus
Ross Israel
Spencer Parco
Tymon Cui

T-Bones
Jeremy Freed
Christian Claytor
Clark Soderberg
David Michelson
Ethan Grayson
Jaidin Russell
Marllon Santos
Nathan Rivas
Riley Bloch

Intermediate Leagues 1st 2 weeks
Filet Mignons - Champs Sirloins
Marc-Andy Mexil
Stu Lustig
Alex Babb
Aaron Weisberg
Carl Headges
Cassius Buissereth
CJ Cellucci
Jayden Small
Jonah Bloch
Luke Moriarty
Joseph Roopan
Matt Connolly
Kayson Cardoso
Matthew Michelson
Mardochee Mexil
Nikita Zakhvatov
Zylas Abney

Papayas
Marc-Andy
Aaron Weisberg
Ben Grabie
Brandon Goldberg
Brian Tong
Clark Soderberg
Finn Lothridge
Jacob Pellenz
Jaidin Russell
Michael Colon
Samuel Casteneda
Zylas Abney

Intermediate Leagues 2nd 2 weeks
Chom Choms
Cherimoyas
Stu
Freed
Ben Shocket
Brady Hargraves
Dakota LeConte
Chance Hanna
Ferris Way
Chris SooHoo
Jonah Bloch
Corey Perkins
Mardochee Mexil
Jared Stubblebine
Matt Goroshko
Jason Alexander
Matty Burger
Julian Melanson
Mike Sudkin
Liam Grabie
Nathan Rivas
Marlon Metellus
Nikita Zakhvatov
Oliver Eschelbacher
Wilton Eschelbacher
Riley Bloch

Intermediate Leagues last 4 weeks
Gucci
Versace
Rolex - Champs
Ricker
Marc-Andy
Jeremy Freed
Ben Shocket
Antonio Agard
Adam Bowman
Brian Tong
Bailey Belony
Mohaned Aljundi
Chris SooHoo
Charley Cantor
Alex Babb
Corey Perkins
Chris Chun
Dom Delgado
Mardochee Mexil Isaiah Kruse
Harry Wu
M. Goroshko
Jonah Bloch
Mike Colon
Nate Aronson
Liam Grabie
Mike Sudkin
Shumbu Emmable Marlon Metellus
Tim Melton
Steve Alay Giron Ryan Torres
Zack Waxman
William Chen
Thomas Tu

Ribeyes
Austin Ricker
Andres Lara
Dom Delgado
Greg Michelson
Henry Claytor
Matt Goroshko
Michael Colon
Samuel Casteneda
Shumbu Emmable

Mangosteens- Champs
Ricker
Alex Babb
Ben Chandler
Coleman Ballweg
Diego Gatti
Dom Delgado
Rowan McConkey
Ryan Torres
Shumbu Emmable
Teddy Schwab
Tristan Gagliardi

Tom Ford
Jake Sudkin
Ben Grabie
Brandon Goldberg
Cole Betza
Daniel Gelbert
Jake O'Connor
James Kagoda
Jeff Wang
Keegan Fitzpatrick
Riley Bloch
Terry Jin

Senior Leagues 2017 1st 2 weeks
Rainbow Road
Andrew Burton
Connor Zhong
Jack Zinman ©
Jeremy Rivas
Kevin Peng
Khairi Jones
Ryan Karp
Thomas Cabello
Tristan Goroshko ©

Gryffindor
B. Karp
Chris Lambert
Griffin Yas ©
Jack Riguiero
Jeremy Rivas
John McLaughlin
Khairi Jones
N. Oppenheim ©
Ryan O'Connell
Will Burger

Expos
Champions
Chris Victorin
Eddie Benson
Gabe DaSilva
Jack Zinman
Kevin Barrera
Kevin Peng
Max Zhu
Nasir Simon
N. Oppenheim ©

Luigi Mansion
Benu M-Jones
Brandon Karp
Chris Connolly
Cristian Martinez
Dutch Senft ©
Josh Wolf ©
Kale Lloyd
Kevin Works

Yoshi Falls
D. Fremming
Griffin Yas ©
Harvey Chen
Jonny Sotomayor
Juan Barrios
Liam Ross
Nasir Simon
Will Dimidis
Zamayne Abney

Bowser Castle
Champions
Andrew Babb
Chris Lambert
Daniel Wu
Devin Usal ©
Eddie Benson
Gio Tammick
Jonathan Kraus
Nick Silva

Senior Leagues 2nd 2 Weeks
Slytherin
Hufflepuff
Joey Cohen ©
Andrew Babb
Jonathan Kraus
Chris Victorin
Juan Barrios
Cole Lepler ©
Kevin Peng
Eddie Benson
Luke Lentine ©
Eli Champoux
Matt Kern
Jack Zinman
Nasir Simon
Jonah Abrahamson
N. Hasanaj
Nick Lee Soulos
Ryan Karp
Tristan Goroshko ©
Victor Tavarez
Virgil Shaffer

Ravenclaw
Champions
C. Martinez
Devin Usal ©
Dutch Senft ©
Edwin Soto
Ethan Brodeur
Gio Tammick
Josh Wolf
Kieran Flood
Nick Silva

Senior Leagues last 4 weeks
Gunners
SuperSonics
Andrew Babb
Alex Hallion
Cole Lepler ©
Antonio Torres
Dez Mitchell
Brandon Karp
Dutch Senft
Joey Cohen ©
Gio Tammick
John McLaughlin
Juan Barrios
Josh Wolf
Morris Mao
Justice Keane-Perez
Nick Silva
Matt Celorier
Ryan Karp
Matt Kern

Bobcats
Cristian Martinez
Fletcher Zeng
George Zabalou
Griffin Yas ©
Jonathan Kraus
Kieran Flood
M. Aljundi
Tim Beinborn
Tristan Goroshko

2017 League MVPs and Outstanding Sportsmen
JUNIOR DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Jackson Magee
Julian Badger
Owen Pfeffer
Noe Pence
Thomas O’Connor
Spencer Parco
Matty Vogel
Spencer Hertz

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Ryder Beaulac
Cole Costello
Jesse Gagliardi
Jacob Kirwan
Ross Israel
Ben Bowman
Cooper Fitzpatrick
Brady Bloch

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Jaidin Russell
Carl Headges
Shumbu Emmable
Ryan Torres
Mike Sudkin
Ben Shocket
Liam Grabie
Riley Bloch

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Nathan Rivas
Joseph Roopan
Aaron Weisberg
Diego Gatti
Marlon Metellus
Ben Grabie
Alex Babb
Cole Betza

SENIOR DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Devin Usal
Griffin Yas
Noah Oppenheim
Cole Lepler
Joey Cohen
Dutch Senft
Luke Lentine
Andrew Burton

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Tristan Goroshko
Jonathan Kraus
Christian Martinez
Jack Rigueiro
Dezmond Mitchell
Alex Hallion
Jack Zinman
Mohamed Aljundi

WEHC FIVE AND TEN YEAR CLUBS

As we began our second century in the summer of 2009, we were proud to unveil two new
plaques that are prominently displayed in the dining hall. The goal is to recognize and honor
campers and staff who have been at WEHC for five years and for ten years. We hold an induction
ceremony on Visiting Day. These committed individuals have been, and will continue to be, a
huge part of our success. They will proudly show their families now and in the future that they
are members of a special and exclusive club. The 2017 inductees are in bold. Congratulations
and thanks to all the West Enders who are listed below.
The Lepler Family Five Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Chris Moriarty
Andrew DeMarco
Todd Zucker
Ben Yudysky
Ben Olins
Danny Bernard
Jake Leppo
Ben Liebman
Neal Zucker
David Voshchin
Matthew Shivers
Josh Singer
Jared Klapman
Joe McKinnon
Brion Rock
Doug Spink
Justin Avergon
Mike Kirsten
Mark Sands
Ian Solomon
Jeremy Zucker
Kevin Reyes
Zach Leppo
Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Jake Ryter
Roque Reyes
Jarrid McElligott
Jacob Leppo
Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Marcus Tingling
Matt Yudysky
Jacob Sands
M. Mohamud
Aidan Driscoll
Alex Hebert
Dominic Sands
Jacob Stetson
Zach Chason
Aaron Rappaport
Mitchell Lesser
Michael Katzen
Sam London
Jose Noyola
Mike Kirsten
Sam McGann

John Almeida
Denicio Campozano
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
Jason Feldman
Ian Finn
Ben Grosser
Adam Josephson
Panharith Kong
David Lach
Anthony LeBlanc
Vince Leppo
Jack Meaney
Ben Ryter
Neil Sharma
Corey White
Louis Shaevel
David Wong
Evan Swartz
Shin Tsujimura
Josh Mazur
Walden Ng
Thibaut Rochette
Gabe Sands
Zach Borim
Jordan Leppo
Matt Leppo
Asa Cressey
Kevin Wu
Sam Wong
Vajra Spring
Alex Su
Michael Oliveri
Steven Price
Colman Lydon
Farid Mawanda
Gabe Leppo
Alex Johnson
Jordan Cohen
Matt Connelly
Jordan Chabot
J. Gonzales
Danny Brack
Jack Donaldson
Frank Dawson
Jake Yezerski
Oudom Seang

Matt Weisman
Raymond Wu
Evan Vale
Luke Stillman
Joe Rowland
Alex Romantz
Max Robert
Patrick O’Toole
Michael Messina
Isaac Merson
Eric McNeilly
A. Mastrangelo
Jack Lesser
Joey LeBlanc
Matt Heim
Karl Hubbard
Anthony Shea
Dylan A-Kelly
Noah Aspel
Matt Fischer
Anthony Folkes
Cam DeLuca
Keith Denning
Mike Goroshko
Gavin Healy
Joey Lydon
Max Lustig
B. McCrory
Yasin Mohamud
Matt Moriarty
Jalan Price
Aaron Promer
Austin Ricker
Nate Wright
Walter Thom
Tristan Goroshko
Alex Joseph
Ben Kaplan
Ben Keller
Calvin Lok
Alex Kraus
Stuart Lustig
Blake Masse
Zach Miller
Ari Natansohn
Matt Noah
Alan Qiu

Diego Rivera
Brendan Sanders
Ethan Seidman
Drew Seifer
Sam Shapiro
Jacob Sigel
Jake Sudkin
Zach Zysk
Brian Bartlett
Craig Beberman
Max Brody
Brand. Buckman
Brady Buckman
Jacob Denning
Austin Dodes
Liam Flood
Jordan Goldberg
Ryan Karp
Brandon Karp
Andrew Hallion
Joe Connelly
Aidan Connelly
Josh Kornbleuth
Jonathan Kraus
Jeremy Freed
Brendan Flood
Houston Barenholtz
Chris DiPietrantonio
Eddie Benson
Cole Lepler
Liam Rowland
Mark Karmiy
James Lee
Sean Staples
Jordan Sarnie
Andrew Kern
Aaron Karasik
James Dunlea
Spencer Quist
Ignacio De La Torre
Josh Daigle
Victor Svedloff
Almonte Henk
Noah Stonehill
Kentony Chau
Trevor Kelly
John McLaughlin

Brandon Goldberg
Kieran Flood
Joey Cohen
Carl Devis
Noah Oppenheim
Jack Zinman
Griffin Yas
George Zabalou
Isaiah Bedsole
Josh Wolf
Tim Beinborn
Nick Akerstein
Antonio Torres

NEW MEMBERS
Tim Chu
Michael Colon
Zamayne Abney
Zack Waxman
Chris Connolly
Juan Ruiz
Gabe DaSilva
Zyaire Abney
Zylas Abney
Antonio Agard
Mohamed Aljundi
Matt Goroshko
Matt Kern
Corey Perkins
Ben Shocket
Coleman Ballweg
Kevin Barrera
Jonah Bloch
Riley Bloch
Nasir Simon
Nick Silva
Michael Sudkin
Ryan Torres
Christopher Chun

The Kublin Family Ten-Year Club
Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Mike Stawowy
Ryan Wilensky
Brandon Avergon
Mike Jacobs
Rashad Cudjoe
Jason Cohen
Jordan Shapiro
Jesse C-Golden
Andrew DeMarco
Jared Klapman
Todd Zucker
Danny Walsh
Josh Singer

Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Roque Reyes
Jake Ryter
Alex Hebert
Matt Shivers
Brion Rock
Neil Sharma
Zach Leppo
Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Jarrid McElligott
Michael Katzen

Aaron Rappaport
Zach Chason
Mitchell Lesser
Jeremy Zucker
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
Jack Meaney
Ian Finn
Denicio Campozano
Jordan Chabot
Gabe Sands

NEW MEMBERS
Matt Connelly
Jack Donaldson
Josh Daigle
Jack Lesser
Oudom Seang
Luke Stillman
Raymond Wu

Night Activities 2017
By Ryan Wilensky

The “Night Activity Challenge” is a yearly event that takes place before the campers arrive. It is
designed for our staff to come up with a new, creative night activity each year. This year it
happened on the Saturday morning before camp started. The challenge has led to 8 great night
activities in the last 7 years (Inferno, West Endo, Murder Mystery, Domination, Walking Dead,
Trifecta, Lava, Karasik Park, and Safe Guard). This year, the winning group was Hot Takes (led
by Aaron Karasik + Sam Eggert), which was a new Night Activity where the campers would
argue about topics like an ESPN show such as Pardon My Interruption, Around the Horn, or First
Take. This activity worked well with the older campers. We also introduced Pokémon Go (led
by Mark Karmiy), which was a new game in which the CITs dressed as Pokémon characters and
were chased around camp. Finally, the best new night activity we introduced this summer was
Junior Science Lab (led by Jack Meaney, Luke Stillman, Jordan Leppo and Houston
Barenholtz). The younger kids got to make ice cream in a bag, lava lamps, goo and other fun
items. This was a HUGE hit and will definitely be in the mix for years to come. Thanks to all of
the staff for running great night activities this summer such as Gold Rush, Domination, and
Walking Dead. I would like to thank Matt Connelly for again organizing the Night Activities and
for making sure they all ran smoothly.

June 25: Watermelon
June 26: Challenge the Staff
June 27: Bombardment/Movie in Mess Hall
June 28: Safeguard
June 29: Monte Carlo Night
June 30: Trifecta
July 1: House Game vs. Robin Hood
July 2: Watermelon
July 3: Karasik Park
July 4: Story with Bill
July 5: Start of World Cup + T-shirt making
July 6: World Cup
July 7: Walking Dead
July 8: Awards Banquet, League Championships
July 9: Watermelon
July 10: Domination
July 11: Prize or Consequence
July 12: Hot Takes/Jr.-Int Bombardment
July 13: Gold Rush
July 14: Super Monopoly
July 15: Inferno
July 16: Watermelon
July 17: Jr.-Intermediate Jujubee/Ironman Trials
July 18: Beach Resort
July 19: Pokémon Go - DESERT WAR is NOW
July 20: Desert War - Capture the Flag
July 21: Murder Mystery
July 22: Awards Banquet, League Championships

July 23: Watermelon
July 24: Challenge the Staff
July 25: Junior Science Lab/WestEndo
July 26: Elections
July 27: Pokémon Go
July 28: Auction Part 1
July 29: Visiting Day/Auction Part 2/Gold Rush
July 30: Watermelon
July 31: Trifecta
August 1: Karasik Park
August 2: Bombardment/Hot Takes
August 3: All-Stars Part 1
August 4: All-Stars Part 2
August 5: Movie/Story with Bill
August 6: Watermelon
August 7: Liar’s Club – Color War Edition
August 8: COLOR WAR is NOW – Tug of War
August 9: Sr. Apache/Jr. Spelling Bee
August 10: Jr. Apache/Sr. Spelling Bee
August 11: Song Night Practice
August 12: Song Night Practice
August 13: Song Night – END OF COLOR WAR
August 14: Bunk Activities
August 15: Junior Science Lab/Treasure Hunt
August 16: Man Hunt/Name Game
August 17: Funtown Trip to Saco
August 18: Awards Night/Banquet
August 19: Campers Leave

2017 Election Results
By: Ben Keller
Elections for the West End House Cabinet took place on July 26th. Each candidate had to make a
speech in front of the camp and field questions, in a Town Hall style format from our
distinguished panel of former Cabinet Members who have retired. Emerging from these
contentious elections were the following campers. Thanks to all campers who showed enough
courage to run for offices and to Benjamin Keller for acting as the Secretary of State and
certifying each candidate. There were 3 political parties represented at the elections, which were
the Progressive Party (led by James Dunlea), the Traditional Party (led by Houston
Barenholtz) and the Independent Party or Pine Needle Party (led by Mark Karmiy). The
Innovative Party won 5 positions, the Traditionalists won 5, and The Pine Needle Party won 2.
The message has clearly been sent, after the Independent Party swept last year’s elections the
camp realized that their lack of action was concerning. Even Donald J. Trump tweeted “last
year’s candidates were all disgraces to politics.” This year, campers thought that the other two
parties deserved another chance to prove what they are willing to do to help this camp thrive. In
this upcoming year, look for a battle between the two rival parties. There is a very high chance
that nothing will get done for the two parties will be arguing whether lacrosse should be a leagues
sport or not. We may also see more livestock running around camp delivering mail to the
campers. Nothing can be for certain especially with our youngest president ever, Shumbu
Emmable, taking charge; however, the future of West End House Camp looks bright. The Cabinet
meetings were held during the summer and were sponsored by Dunkin Donuts.
Position
Duties
Winner
Political Party
Asst. to Waterfront
Assists in Waterfront scheduling and Andrew Babb
Progressive
announcing
Liaison to the Cook
Facilitates mediation between the Liam Grabie
Traditionalist
cooks and the general public on ways
to improve the delivery of our cuisine.
Junior Mail Postmaster
Distribute and coordinates camp mail
Jimmy Santos
Progressive
Intermediate Mail
Distribute and coordinates camp mail
Charlie Cantor
Pine Needle
Postmaster
(Independent)
Senior Mail Postmaster
Distribute and coordinates camp mail
Kevin Peng
Progressive
Junior League Assistant
Assists in League scheduling and Thomas
Traditionalist
announcing
O’Connor
Intermediate League
Assists in League scheduling and Jonah Bloch
Traditionalist
Assistant
announcing
Senior League Assistant
Assists in League scheduling and Dutch Senft
Progressive
announcing
Junior Sargent at Arms
Raises and lowers the flag and saves Brady Bloch
Traditionalist
camp and provides military expertise
Senior Sargent at Arms
Raises and lowers the flag and saves Griffin Yas
Progressive
camp and provides military expertise
Vice President
Is available if the President is unable Ryder Beaulac
Pine Needle
to execute his duties. Also, serves as a
(Independent)
consultant.
President
Is in charge of the camp from a camper Shumbu Emmable Traditionalist
perspective.

All-Stars 2017
5A
Messiah Bowen
Jacob Dancey
Ryder Beaulac

19.5
18.5

5B
Michael Gonzales
Christian O'Conner

27
23

2A
Thomas O'Connor
Hunter Beaulac

15

29
27

2B
Nathaniel Candray
Eddie Stein

28
21

Colin O'Connor

23

Matty Vogel

23

Josh Wotten

18.83

Nor Gul Mohamed

11

Peter Charles

11

3A
Antonio Agard
Jake O'Connor

26
13

3B
Ben Grabie
Dom Delgado

27
21

4A
Jayden Small
Mohaned Aljundi

19.5
19

4B
Ben Shocket
Damian Auguste

25
15

Keegan Fitzpatrick

13

Riley Bloch

18.5

Corey Perkins

16

Zach Waxman

14

Isaiah Kruse

12.5

1A
Matt Kern
Nick Silva

28.5
16

1B
Kevin Barrera
Dezmond Mithcel

25
17.5

GOTTLIEB
Eric Jansky
Mohamed Aljundi

26
24

G1 + others
Jack Zinman
Dutch Senft

22
21

Justice K.Perez

15.5

Chris Victorin

15

Josh Wolf

14.1

Griffin Yas

14

Noah Oppenheim

14

Thomas O'Connor

29

Matt Kern
Nathaniel Candray
Michael Gonzales
Ben Grabie

28.5
28
27
27

SUPER DUPER STAR

Events
Soccer Shootout
Dash

Softball Throw
Football Punt

Underwater Swim
Wiffleball Homers

Basketball shots
Pull Ups

Broad Jump

Frisbee Throw

Spelling Test

Archery

2017 SPELLING BEE
On Thursday, July 13, West End House Camp competed in the 14th Annual Maine
Summer Camps Spelling Bee in Portland. A total of ten different camps participated,
with some of them fielding 2-3 teams in each age division. WEH Camp was represented
in the 12-and-under division by Brian Tong, Christopher SooHoo, and Ryder Beaulac. It
was a tough battle and we just narrowly lost out in the individual category.
Dutch Senft and Jonathan Kraus joined veterans Chris Victorin, Ryan Karp, and
Brandon Karp to comprise the Senior Group (13-15 year olds). After what seemed an
interminable period of time and lots of tie-breaking rounds, our Senior Spellers emerged
in Second Place. The afternoon was capped off by the annual trip to Dairy Queen, where
Bill Margolin indulged in his annual blizzard ice cream.
Thanks to Aaron Karasik for his help in preparing for the event and to Bryna
Leeder for driving the van. We are looking for spellers for next year in both age groups,
so study those words and let Bill know if you are interested.

World Cup 2017 Report
By: Andrew Seifer & Houston Barenholtz
With the entire mess hall demanding the Russian flag being taken down, our 2017 World Cup
started with great intensity and vigor. Although many of the teams were incredibly competitive, not
too many people would have guessed that this year’s winner would have been England, coached by
Jack Lesser and headlined by returning players Griffin Yas and Jackson Magee.
As World Cup began, many of teams were looking competitive; however, the favorite to win
was without a doubt Brazil from the World Division, coached by Jack Donaldson and containing eight
returning players including Jack Zinman and Devin Usal, two powerful seniors. Another strong
competitor was Spain which contained one of the leading juniors, Julian Badger. Spain also swept the
morning activities leading the Europe division. Other countries such as Ireland, Italy and Mexico
watched their dreams slip away by only receiving 1 point in the morning out of 10 possible points. In
between the extreme leaders and losers was a very close race between Greece and England for second
in the Europe Division and Russia and China in the World.
As the afternoon activities kicked off, France, coached by Gabe Sands had a surprising
comeback by sweeping in the fields with the help of Dutch Senft and amazing addition, Angel Davila.
Spain continued to run strong while Ireland coached by Jordan Leppo and captained by Giovanni
Tammick, followed closely behind. Down at the waterfront, the World Division was having an insane
swing of events. Although Brazil continued to run an undefeated streak, USA, coached by Luke
Stillman and headlined by both Brandon and Ryan Karp, gained 8 points, bringing them into second
place, with determined Russia creeping behind. China which had currently been in third had a huge
slide into a losing streak, causing them to fall out of the running. This allowed their rival, South Africa
to take action and rise into the running for second seed. Going into the evening, Brazil was a lock for
the semi-finals, but everything else was unsure. Russia, USA and South Africa were all close enough
to snag the second seed for the World Division. In the Europe Division, the top 5 teams were all
within eight points of each other, and any combination of wins or loses could change the course of this
year’s World Cup drastically, putting a majority of our teams in contention for the win.
As the evening games came and went, the Europe Division semi-finals were secured by
reigning leader Spain and surprise comeback team England. However, competition became a lot more
intense in the World Division. In the last game there was a possibility of a first ever tunnel ball relay
tiebreaker between USA and South Africa, coached by Aaron Karasik. Sadly, both USA and South
Africa lost to their rivals, putting Russia against the undefeated Brazil in the World Semis.
This year, new Bombardment rules were added to prevent stalling and speed up the pace for
the night activity. One of the rules was to put a time limit on the semi-finals and finals. Luckily, this
rule did not have to go into full effect because both of the semifinal games ended with one team being
fully eliminated, putting both Brazil and England into the final bombardment match. In the finals it
was a close game, going back and forth between who had the most participants still in play. Towards
the end, while it looked like Brazil was going to take the win, an out-of-nowhere shot by Joseph
Roopan bounced into the basket bringing in back all eight members of England, followed by Nik
Joseph catching a throw by Devin Usal. Brazil’s chances fell low as their players narrowed down to
their only junior, Zach Andelman. In one epic moment, valiant Zach Andelman was finally eliminated
giving England the World Cup championship.
Although, no new team claimed the win, it is an understatement to say that the last few
minutes of World Cup were exciting. England deserved their win. This makes England the first team
to ever win a World Cup twice and puts Griffin Yas, Christian Martinez and Michael Colon as the
only challengers with a chance to obtain the Triple Crown. Jackson Magee was given the “Golden
Ball” award given to the MVP of the entire World Cup event.

WORLD CUP 2017 Teams
Battle for Random Togetherness

Cold War

S. Africa - Karasik

China - Dunlea

USA - Stillman

Russia - Svedloff

Connor Zhong (S)
Juan Barrios (S)
Chris Lambert (S)
Carl Headges (I)
Brandon Goldberg (I)
Robin Zhong (J)
Marcus Lizardo (J)
Danny Santos (J)

D. Fremming (S)
Harvey Chen (S)
Liam Ross (S)
Ethan Grayson (I)
Luke Moriarty (I)
Shumbu Emmable (I)
Spencer Hertz (J)
Jaden Dominique (J)

Brandon Karp (S)
Ryan Karp (S)
Will Dimidis (S)
Jaidin Russell (I)
Marllon Santos (I)
S. Castenada (I)
Charlie McCourt (J)
Zyaire Abney (J)
Matty Vogel (J)

Eddie Benson (S)
Nasir Simon(S)
Nick Silva (S)
Henry Claytor (I)
Matt Connolly (I)
Andres Lara (I)
Ori Kohl (J)
Charlie Weitzman (J)

Battle for Latin America

Battle for the Mediterranean

Brazil - Donaldson

Mexico - Eggert

Italy - Meaney

Greece - Chabot

Devin Usal (S)
Jack Zinman(S)
Chris Connolly (S)
Thomas Cabello (S)
Riley Bloch (I)
Zylas Abney (I)
Nikita Zakhvatov (I)
Zach Andelman (J)

Andrew Burton (S)
Kevin Peng (S)
Kale Lloyd (S)
Mardochee Mexil (I)
Matt Michelson (I)
Nathan Rivas (I)
Hunter Beaulac (J)
Jakobe Watson (J)

Andrew Babb (S)
T. Goroshko (S)
J. Sotomayor (S)
Jonah Bloch (I)
David Michelson (I)
Matt Goroshko (I)
Spencer Parco (J)
Max Andelman (J)

Jeremy Rivas (S)
Benu M.-Jones (S)
Jonathan Kraus (S)
Aaron Weisberg (I)
Greg Michelson (I)
Cole Costello (J)
Jimmy Santos (J)
Jordan Guevara (J)

Battle of the British Isles

Battle for the Pyranees

England - Lesser

Ireland - Leppo

France - Sands

Spain - Connelly

Griffin Yas (S)
Christian Martinez (S)
Joseph Roopan (I)
CJ Cellucci (I)
Michael Colon (I)
Lee Perryman (J)
Jackson Magee (J)
Nikoles Joseph (J)

Giovanny Tammick(S)

Dutch Senft (S)
Kevin Works (S)
Ben Shocket (I)
Alex Babb (I)
Christian Claytor (I)
Leeon Perryman (J)
J. Mawanda (J)
Angel Davila (J)

Khairi Jones (S)
Zamayne Abney(S)
Josh Wolf (S)
Jayden Small (I)
Clark Soderberg (I)
Cassius Buissereth (I)
Julian Badger (J)
Ryder Beaulac (J)

Daniel Wu (S)

Ryan Torres (I)
Dom Delgado (I)
Kayson Cardoso (I)
Jacob Roopan (J)
Brady Bloch (J)
Alex Cruz (J)

WORLD CUP 2017 RESULTS
EUROPE
Morning
Points Afternoon Points
Ireland

L

L

T

England

L

W

W

France

W

L

L

Greece

W

W

L

Italy

L

L

T

Spain

W

W

W

1
7
3
7
1
10

L

W

W

L

L

W

W

W

W

W

L

L

L

L

L

W

W

L

WORLD
1
2
3
4
5
6

Brazil
Russia
China
USA
S. Africa
Mexico

7
3
10
4
0
6

Night

Points

W

L

L

W

W

W

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

W

W

W

W

W

3
10
0
0
7
10

EUROPE
30
17
12
12
12
4

1
2
3
4
5
6

Spain
England
France
Ireland
Greece
Italy

26
20
13
11
11
8

WORLD
Morning
Points Afternoon Points
Brazil

W

W

W

USA

L

L

W

Mexico

L

T

L

South Africa

L

L

W

Russia

W

W

L

China

W

T

L

10
3
1
3
7
5

W

W

W

W

W

T

L

W

L

W

L

T

L

L

W

L

L

L

10
8
3
5
3
0

Night

Points

W

W

W

T

L

L

L

L

L

T

W

L

W

L

W

L

W

W

10
1
0
4
7
7

WORLD CUP 2017 RESULTS morning
MORNING

TEAMS

SPORT

RESULT

MVP

Brazil
China
Russia

V. USA
V. S. Afr
V. Mexico

Crab
Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

China
Russia
Brazil

V. Mexico
V. USA
V. S. Afr

Crab S
Kickball
Ultimate

Chi. 4, Mexico 4
Russia 4-3
Brazil 12-0

D. Fremming/K. Peng

Russia
Brazil
China

V. S. Afr.
V. Mexico
V. USA

C. Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

South Africa 4-3
Brazil 8-5
USA 9-6

Carl Headges

Spain
Ireland
Greece

V. England Relays
V. France Volleyball
V. Italy
Handball

Spain 6-4
France 2-0
Greece 44-21

Khairi Jones
Angel Davila

Brazil 7-2
China 6-5
Russia 13-3

Zylas Abney
Harvey Chen
Charlie Weitzman

Nasir Simon
Devin Usal

Zylas Abney
Jaidan Russell

Greg Michelson

France
V. Greece
Spain
V. Italy
England V. Ireland

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

Greece 6-4
Spain 2-0
England 62-21

Greg Michelson
Julian Badger

Ireland
England
Spain

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

Ireland 5, Italy 5
England 2-0
Spain 37-20

D. Wu/T. Goroshko
Jackson Magee

V. Italy
V. Greece
V. France

Jackson Magee

Clark Soderberg

WORLD CUP 2017 RESULTS - afternoon
TEAMS

SPORT

RESULT

MVP
Devin Usal
Brandon Karp

Brazil
USA
China

V. Russia
V. Mexico
V. S. Afr.

Water Hoop
Regatta
Wiffleball

Brazil 7-6
USA (6:32)
South Africa 3-2

Mexico
Brazil
Russia

V. China
V. S. Afr.
V. USA

Water Hoop
Regatta
Wiffleball

Mexico 10-5
Brazil (5:55)
USA 10-7

USA
Russia
Brazil

V. S. Afr.
V. China
V. Mexico

Water Hoop
Regatta
Wiffleball

USA 4, S. Africa 4 B. Karp, Headges
Charlie Weitzman
Russia (7:20)
Thomas Cabello
Brazil 6-1

Spain
Greece
England

V. Ireland
V. Italy
V. France

Crab Soccer Spain 9-1
Kickball
Greece 6-4
Ultimate
France 10-5

Clark Soderberg

Greece V. France
England V. Ireland
Spain
V. Italy

Crab Soccer France 7-2
Kickball
Ireland 4-2
Ultimate
Spain 22-3

Dutch Senft

England
Spain
Greece

Crab Soccer England 8-3
Kickball
France 2-1
Ultimate
Ireland 10-7

Jackson Magee

V. Italy
V. France
V. Ireland

Danny Santos
Andrew Burton
Chris Connolly
Brandon Karp

Jimmy Santos
Angel Davila

Dom Delgado
Josh Wolf

Angel Davila
Ryan Torres

WORLD CUP 2017 RESULTS night
TEAMS
USA
Mexico
Brazil

V. S. Africa
V. Russia
V. China

SPORT
Relays
Volleyball
Handball

RESULT
USA 5, S. Africa 5
Russia 2-0
Brazil 34-30

MVP
B. Karp, Headges
Nick Silva
Zylas Abney

China
USA
S. Africa

V. Russia
V. Brazil
V. Mexico

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

China 6-4
Brazil 2-0
South Africa 48-28

D. Fremming
Devin Usal
Carl Headges

Brazil
China
USA

V. Mexico
V. S. Africa
V. Russia

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

Brazil 6-4
China 2-0
Russia 19-11

Thomas Cabello
Luke Moriarty
Andres Lara

Ireland
France
Spain

V. Italy
V. England
V. Greece

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Ireland 11-0
England (6:40)
Spain 5-4

Ryan Torres
Nikoles Joseph
Jayden Small

Greece
Ireland
Italy

V. England
V. Spain
V. France

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

England 12-2
Spain (7:03)
Italy 5-3

Griffin Yas
Ryder Beaulac
Jonah Bloch

Spain
Greece
Ireland

V. France
V. Italy
V. England

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Spain 9-3
Italy (7:40)
England 7-1

Julian Badger
Tristan Goroshko
Jackson Magee

World Cup Semi-finals Bombardment
WORLD:
EUROPE:

Brazil defeated Russia
England defeated Spain

MVP: Devin Usal
MVP: Griffin Yas

World Cup Finals Bombardment
FINALS:

England defeated Brazil

GOLDEN BALL
(MVP of World Cup):

MVP:
Joseph Roopan
Jackson Magee

Desert War 2017
By: Jack Donaldson and Jack Lesser

On the night of Wednesday July 19th, Jack Donaldson and Jack Lesser surprised the campers of
West End during the new activity, West End Pokémon Go. By jumping out of the new Eddie Andelman
Fitness center, Jack and Jack sounded a siren and screamed “Desert War is now!” Contrary to usual starts
in the past, all the campers were caught completely off guard; the start was not traditional as the campers
were not already in the council ring. But, once the campers reconvened in the council ring, the colors and
teams were announced. Poison, purple, and Toxic, lime green, were split into teams and the coaches were
revealed. Brady Buckman, Drew Seifer, Josh Kornbleuth, and Marc-Andy Mexil coached Poison. Luke
Stillman, Alex Joseph, Brandon Buckman, and Ben Keller headed Toxic. After the unveiling of the teams,
both sides spent the rest of the night strategizing and meeting with their teams.
As always, Desert War started with the much anticipated Color Rush. With the camp split into 2,
Poison and Toxic set up constant rushes to make an enjoyable morning that saw fast, physical play. Poison
was able to take control early by grabbing 3 of 5 first balls (one round no balls were retrieved), which led to
taking those 3 rounds, and winning the morning split of color rush 3-2. Poison was able to grab this lead by
using timely rushes and strategic jailbreaks. Color Rush works best when both teams are rushing and going
for the crate, and both teams did a good job picking their spots and attacking the opposing end.
After lunch, Poison held a 70-35 lead. The two sides prepared for the Jr. Westendo Challenge and
Senior Ironman. In the Westendo challenge, Toxic showed quickly that they weren't going down without a
fight by winning both the short relay and the paddleboat relay. Poison struck back in the tug of war by
sweeping all 4 of the tugs. In the long relay, Poison had a strong start, but due to some costly penalties
Toxic was able to pull out a win. In the new water bucket challenge, both teams were challenged by finding
the perfect balance of water spillage to sprint speed. In the first round, Poison filled their bucket much
higher than Toxic’s. Toxic appeared flustered by their recent loss, but were able to swing back in the next
two games and take home the ten points. The final score of the fields was 40-20 Toxic, making a small dent
in Poison’s monumental lead. Then, the Ironman triathlon that consists of swimming, biking, and running
began. The race was close, but Poison was ultimately able to pull away with it with strong performances
from Jonathan Kraus, Devin Usal, and Ethan Brodeur. Impressive performances like these allowed Poison
to take 8 of the 10 top spots in camp to earn them an extra 33 points on top of the 50 they received for
winning the race. But, the biggest story of the afternoon may have been Tristan Goroshko blowing the
competition out of the water and claiming not just the top time in camp, 17:57.5, but also claiming the 6 th
best Ironman of all time and getting his name hung in the mess hall for years to come. At the end of these
afternoon results, Poison was sitting conformably with an 81-point lead heading into the night activity,
capture the flag.
In recent memory, Desert Wars have been competitive, but not very close in score. The 2017
Desert War seemed to be headed toward the same path with both teams battling their hearts out, but Poison
coming away with the victories. However, as each game of capture the flag increases in worth every round,
Toxic felt that if they could get aggressive in their rushes, they'd overcome an insurmountable comeback to
win the war, and this is exactly what they did. Just about 30 seconds into the first Junior round, Nathan
Rivas quickly retrieved the flag and gained Toxic a quick 10 points. Thus began the heavyweight title fight
that Connor McGregor and Floyd Mayweather could only hope to replicate. 15 Rounds of the Capture the
flag through 75 minutes led to incredible back and forth games with jaw dropping catches, flag pulls, and
returns. As time continued and the point values increased, Toxic successfully ran back 3 straight flags to
take their first lead of the entire day. This caused Poison’s coaches to call an audible in their game plan and
take a more offensive role. Flag returns from Jonathan Kraus and outrageous Frisbee catches by Nick Silva
inevitably led to the game clinching run back by Finn Lothridge that saw the time run out and Poison claim
the Desert War victory.
As the war concluded, the camp congregated in the council ring to congratulate Poison for their
phenomenal performance all day long and thanked the campers, coaches, and staff for all their hard work
throughout the whole day. The final score ended up being 494-437, but obviously it was much closer than it
reads. This may have been the best Desert War that West End has ever seen. We, as runners, couldn’t have
been more proud to organize this event and have the whole day be competitive, smooth, and fun for the
campers. Once again, we’d like to thank the 8 coaches for laying it all on the line for the kids and putting
on the best performance possible. Thanks to Steve, Ryan, and Bill for allowing us to run such a great event.

Desert War 2017 Teams

Poison
Toxic
Brady, Bleuth, Seifer, Candy Stillman, Brandon, AJ, Keller
Gott/G1
(20

Brandon Karp
Devin Usal
Dutch Senft
John McLaughin
Jonathan Kraus

Kieran Flood
Luke Lentine
Ryan O’Connell
Virgil Shaffer
Will Burger

Cole Lepler
Eddie Benson
Griffin Yas
Jack Zinman
Joey Cohen

Josh Wolf
Nick Lee Soulos
Noah Oppenheim
Ryan Karp
Tristan Goroshko

1A/1B
(20)

Chris Lambert
Edwin Soto
Ethan Brodeur
Fletcher Zeng
Jack Riguerio

Jeremy Rivas
Kevin Peng
Khairi Jones
Matt Kern
Nick Silva

Andrew Babb
Chris Victorin
Christian Martinez
Eli Champoux
Gio Tammick

Jonah Abramson
Juan Barrios
Nasir Simon
Nathaniel Hasanaj
Victor Tavarez

4A/4B
(20)

Brandon Goldberg
Brian Tong
Clark Soderberg
Dakota LeConte
Diego Gatti

Jacob Pellenz
Jaidin Russell
Ryan Torres
Samuel Castenada
Zack Waxman

Adam Bowman
Alex Babb
Ben Shocket
Chance Hanna
Chris Soohoo

3A/3B
(24)

Aaron Weisberg
Dom Delgado
Ferris Way
Finn Lothridge
Jared Stubblebine
Julian Melanson

Liam Grabie
Marlon Martellus
Michael Colon
Nikita Zakhvatov
Riley Bloch
Shumbu Emmable

Ben Chandler
Ben Grabie
Brady Hargraves
Coleman Ballweg
Jason Alexander
Jonah Bloch

Corey Perkins
Mardochee Mexil
Mike Sudkin
Rowan McConkey
Will Eschelbacher
Zylas Abney
Matt Goroshko
Matty Burger
Nathan Rivas
Oliver Eschelbacher
Teddy Schwab
Tristan Gagliardi

2A/2B
(23)

Ben Bowman
Brady Bloch
Danny Santos
Jack Strom
Malcolm Metellus
Matty Vogel

Max Andelman
Noe Ponce
Ori Kohl
Spencer Hertz
Zach Andelman
Zyaire Abney

Hunter Beaulac
Jaden Dominique
Mateo Correia
Michael Camargo
Omar Benmrad
Owen Stubblebine

Patrick O’Connell
Preston O’Connell
Ross Israel
Spencer Parco
Toby Hasanaj

5A/5B
(19)

Christian Edwards
Jacob Kirwan
Jaden Segal
Jesse Gagliardi
Jonathan Camargo

Joseph Hernandez
Lee Perryman
Leeon Perryman
Mason Felker
Rafael Lentz

Ben Goldberg
Derek Walsh
Faiz Ahmed
Jack Goldberg
Jimmy Santos

Michael Gonzales
Owen Pfeffer
Ryder Beaulac
Toussaint Nyamweya

DESERT WAR 2017

Color Rush
Toxic
Round One – Poison 6-2

Owen Stubblebine
Owen Pfeffer

Round Two – (No Balls)
Round Three – Toxic 6-3

5 points
Ben Chandler- First Ball (5 points)
Coleman Ballweg
Patrick O’Connell
Matty Burger
Ben Grabie
Nathan Rivas
15 Points
Chris Victorin
5 points

Round Four – Tie 1-1
Round Five – Poison 5-2

Round Six – Poison 6-0

Jimmy Santos- First Ball (5 Points)
Owen Stubblebine

Poison
Liam Grabie - First ball (5
Points)
Ferris Way
Jack Strom
Marlin Metellus
Spencer Hertz
Rafael Lentz
15 Points
5 Points
Zyaire Abney
Aaron Weisberg
Marlin Metellus

Ryan Torres – First Ball (5
Points)
5 Points
Zyaire Abney
Jack Strom
Noe Ponce
Jonathan Camargo
Rafael Lentz
15 Points
Jonathan Kraus- First Ball (5
Points)
Virgil Shaffer
Jeremy Rivas
Chris Lambert
Jacob Pellenz
Mason Felker

Morning Score: Poison: 70 Toxic: 35

Ironman

Westendo Challenge

Poison – 2:24:51 (50 Points)
Toxic - 2:29:32
Tristan G.
17:57.5 Toxic
Jonathan K.
18:38.2 Poison
Ethan B.
18:57.0 Poison
Devin Usal
19:06.6 Poison
Joey Cohen
19:10.3 Toxic
Luke Lentine
19:25.1 Poison
Jack Rigueiro 19:32.6 Poison
Will Burger
20:03.8 Poison
Kevin Peng
20:12.0 Poison

Short Dash relay: Toxic (10 Points)
Long Dash relay: Toxic (10 Points)
Paddleboard Challenge: Toxic (10
Points)
Tug-of-War:
5’s tugs- Poison (5 points)
2’s tugs- Poison (5 points)
3’s tugs- Poison (5 points)
4’s tugs- Poison (5 points)
Water Bucket Challenge:
Toxic (10 points)

Poison 84, Toxic 16

Poison 20, Toxic 40

Afternoon Score: Poison: 174, Toxic: 91
Capture the Flag
Junior Round 1 – Toxic (Nathan Rivas)
Senior Round 1 – Poison (Ryan Torres)
Junior Round 2 – Toxic (Ben Grabie)
Senior Round 2 – Poison (JAIL OUT)
Junior Round 3 – Toxic (Ben Chandler)
Senior Round 3 – Poison (Jonathan Kraus)
Junior Round 4 – Toxic (Coleman Ballweg to Owen Stubblebine)
Senior Round 4 – Toxic (Noah Oppenheim to Cole Lepler)
Junior Round 5 – Toxic (Ben Grabie)
Senior Round 5 – Poison (Jonathan Kraus)
Junior Round 6 – Poison (Spencer Hertz to Dominic Delgado)
Senior Round 6 – Toxic (Jack Zinman to Corey Perkins)
Junior Round 7 – Toxic (Ben Grabie)
Senior Round 7 – Poison (Brandon Karp to Nick Silva)
Junior Round 8 – Poison (Finn Lothridge)

Final Score: Poison: 494, Toxic: 437

Triple Crown
There were no new members of the “Triple Crown” in 2016.
However, in 2017 Michael Colon won the first 2 legs, with England in
World Cup and “Poison” during Desert War. Michael was not originally
signed up for the entire summer, but extended his stay. This has to be the
most miraculous Triple Crown win with 3 legendary victories. Team
England was a monster underdog in the World Cup championship and won
on a half court shot. Poison was down late in Desert War and took back the
lead at the end. Finally the Blue Order was down 50 points and won 11 of
their last 15 games to win Color War by a mere 12 points. Michael is a great
camper who is well deserving of this honor. Winning World Cup is the
hardest of the 3 Triple Crown events as there is only a 1/12 chance of
winning. Add that to the odds of winning Desert War (1/2) and Color War
(1/2) and winning the Triple Crown becomes a 1/48 chance for campers who
are Elite 8-ers. There is a reason it has only happened 7 times in 8 years

CAMPER
Ian Finn
Kevin Wu
Farid Mawanda
Anthony Folkes
Brady Bloch
Gio Tammick
Michael Colon

YEAR World
Cup
2010
2011 NONE
2012
2012
2013
2014 NONE
2015
2015
2016 NONE
2017

Desert
War

Color
War

Mexico

Night

Krewe

Greece
Greece
England

Fortune
Fortune
Crimson

Juveniles
Juveniles
Reign

Ireland
Ireland

Dusk
Dusk

Hustle
Hustle

England

Poison

Order

Color War 2017
Coach
Softball

White
Aaron Karasik

Blue
Sam Eggert

Soccer

Victor Svedloff

Football

Officials

Steve Lepler
Stuart Lustig

Alex Joseph
Jeremy Freed

H. Barenholtz

Juan Ruiz
Aidan Connelly

Josh Kornbleuth

J. Meaney - HC

Jack Lesser

Barrett Wilson
Br. Buckman
Nick Akerstein

Sean Karass
Brendan Flood

Basketball

M. Karmiy - HC

James Dunlea - HC

Ryan Wilensky
Jake Sudkin

Joe Connelly
M. Andy Mexil

Waterpolo

Jack Donaldson

Matt Connelly - HC

Drew Seifer
Jordan Leppo

Ben Keller

Volleyball

Jordan Chabot

Luke Stillman

Brady Buckman

Ben Kaplan

Raymond Wu
OD

G. Gallagher

AOD
Tim Chu

Mess Hall
When not in Kitchen
Vijay Blair
Christian Ho
Seva Filatov
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Color War 2017 - Divisions
High Senior (20)

White
Alex Hallion
Andrew Burton
Brandon Karp
Cole Lepler
Devin Usal
Dutch Senft
Eddie Benson
Jonathan Kraus
Luke Lentine
Ryan Karp

Blue
Dezmond Mitchell
Eric Jansky
George Zabalou
Griffin Yas
Jack Zinman
Joey Cohen
John McLaughlin
Mohamed Aljundi
Noah Oppenheim
Tristan Goroshko
Josh Wolf

Middle Senior (20)

White
C.Martinez
Ethan Brodeur
Gio Tammick
Kevin Barrera
Kevin Works
Kieran Flood
Lucas Maley
Matt Celorier
Matt Kern
Nasir Simon

Blue
Chris Lambert
Chris Victorin
Christian Limb
Edwin Soto
Gabe DaSilva
Juan Barrios
J. Keane-Perez
Kevin Peng
Nick Silva
Tim Beinborn

Seniors (20)

White
Adam Bowman
Antonio Agard
Antonio Torres
Ben Shocket
Br. Goldberg
Carl Headges
Chris Chun
Damian Auguste
Mike Sudkin
Zack Waxman

Blue
Andrew Babb
Corey Perkins
Darren Belizaire
Jayden Small
Julian Targete
Mohaned Aljundi
Ryan Torres
Shumbu Emmable
Thomas Tu
William Chen

Low Seniors (21)

White
1 Alex Babb
2 Bailey Belony
3 Ben Grabie
4 Dom Delgado
5 Isaiah Kruse
6 Jake O'Connor
7 James Kagoda
8 Jeffrey Wang
9 Jonah Bloch
10 N. Aronson

11

Blue
Brian Tong
Chris SooHoo
Cole Betza
DeAndre Auguste
Giancarlo Miro
Keegan Fitzpatrick
Liam Grabie
Mardochee Mexil
Michael Colon
Riley Bloch
Tim Melton

Intermediates (20)

White
1 Danny Santos
2 Desmond Gao
3 Eddie Stein
4 Harry Wu
5 Hunter Beaulac
6 Josh Wotten
7 Matt Goroshko
8 NG Mohamed
9 Ross Israel
10 Thomas O'Connor

Blue
Brady Bloch
Bruce Zhou
Charley Cantor
Matty Vogel
Michael Gonzales
Nathaniel Candray
Spencer Hertz
Spencer Parco
Terry Jin
Tymon Cui

Juniors (20)

White
1 Austin Convard
2 Charlie Weitzman
3 Christian Edwards
4 Colin O'Connor
5 Griffin Guzman
6 Josh Mawanda
7 Jimmy Santos
8 Mason Felker
9 Max Andelman
10 Messiah Bowen

Blue
Ben Bowman
Chr. O'Connor
Cooper Fitzpatrick
Gabe Klapman
Jacob Dancey
Louis Lasu
Maximo Gomez
Peter Charles
Ryder Beaulac
Zach Andelman

2017 COLOR WAR IS NOW...
Some background story on this year's Color War start. The entire summer, counselors have been
playing hit songs by great recent West End alumni, Jeremy Zucker. Jeremy was a Color War
coach just 3 years ago and seems destined for greatness. He has signed with a major record
label. Jordan Leppo and I had the idea early in the summer to ask Jeremy to dub in "Color War is
Now" into one of his famous songs. So, after sending us one version, which we felt wasn't loud
enough, Jeremy sent us the final version. Jordan Leppo was OD (Officer of the Day) and the
campers were waiting in the Council Ring ready to be called down. Unfortunately, for us, there
were a few unexpected distractions, which made this year’s start less than ideal. The loud Sysco
food truck came at the worst possible time, as we were trying to play the music and settle the
kids. Then a camper had a random bloody nose, which caused some campers to get louder and
we had to send him to the Health Center. He was fine. By the time the spliced words came up,
the camp was too loud and quite frankly we probably should have used the loudest speaker we
could have found. At the 2 minute mark of the song "Heavy," the song cut out and Jeremy's
voice came on "West End, this is Jeremy Zucker, COLOR WAR IS NOW!!!!"I would say 1/3
of the camp heard it clearly, 1/3 heard it barely and the other 1/3 not at all. We were so
disappointed that when we went over the rules, we played the version again and at least the
campers could hear what it was supposed to be like. They seemed to like idea. Just very bad luck
for us. I'm a little bummed.
2 Solid themes this year. It is the White Corps, a Marine Corps theme. They have 3 captains,
Cole Lepler, Dutch Senft and Brandon Karp. Cole is the 2nd Lepler High Senior captain; you may
know the first one. Their head coaches are Jack Meaney and Mark Karmiy. White Corp has
incredible signs, maybe the best ever and used current West End House counselor, Gary
Gallagher to help them with their entrances and the US marine theme.
The Blue Order is a Secret society theme, like the Illuminati (if you read the Dan Brown books).
Their captains are Griffin Yas, Joey Cohen and Noah Oppenheim. This is the 2nd camper with
the name Joey Cohen to be a High Senior Captain since 2011. Their Head coaches are Matt
Connelly and James Dunlea. The Blue Order had a crazy, awesome show for their
entrances. They turned the Rec hall into a dark secret society meeting with candles. It was
awesome. Other cool ideas they did was to send the campers not on their team a letter in the mail
saying they are not welcome into the Blue Order.
For those hardcore fans out there, the ref theme is West End Playlist. Division names are
Spotify, Soundcloud etc. Jordan Leppo and Drew Seifer named me "Did it My Way" by Frank
Sinatra. I suppose because of all the good ideas I have and my general flexible nature. Jordan and
Drew are the co-runners of Color War and have been a terrific help already. Jordan and I helped
run Color War last year and he is my kind of guy, a planner and detail guy. Same with Drew.
Some interesting camper facts…
•

•

•
•
•
•

Brandon Karp for the 2nd straight year won the Color War prediction challenge nailing
11/12 coaches (AGAIN) for the white team. Zach Andelman won for the Blue team and
both will receive coach’s shirts from their teams. I think Zach is the only non-Senior to
ever get this. He actually got the 5th most points, but was lucky that the top 4 were on
white, making him the highest point getter on Blue. Zach was pumped.
Michael Colon is the only camper still eligible for the elusive “Triple Crown” which is
winning World Cup, Desert War and Color War in the same year. He won World Cup on
England and Desert War on Poison so far this summer.
White team's coaches have some terrible Color War Records. Jordan Chabot (0-7),
Victor Svedloff (0-4), Mark Karmiy (0-4).
2 Bloch's are on blue (Riley and Brady) and 1 on white (Jonah)
Cousins - Andelman's (Zach + Max) on different sides.
For the 1st time ever the Karp twins are on the same team (White High Seniors)

•
•
•

There are 4 O'Connor brothers, all are on white except for Christian
Different sided brother tandems - Goroshko, Grabie, Babb, Auguste, Beaulac
Same side brother tandems - Aljundi (blue), Fitzpatrick (blue), Karp (white) Santos
(white),

Day 0 results
Archery/Tennis/Tugs
White dominated Archery and the tennis was close. At night, for the first time, we moved the
Tugs to the softball field, b/c the footing is better on the nice grass field. It was split 3-3.
Score after Day 0: Blue: 22
White: 32
Day 1 Predictions
Morning Predictions
Not sure I should be allowed to make predictions after last year’s debacle of me going 0-6 on the
last set of games. But, I’m going to try anyway. In Junior Kickball, I am with Blue. Christian
O’Connor is probably the best player and Jacob Dancey can kick really far. But, this game is
always crazy. For Intermediate Soccer, this is game is going to be great. I like Blue with the
combination of Matty Vogel, Spencer Parco and Nathaniel Candray. White has in my opinion the
best athlete in the group, Thomas O’Connor and Nor Gul Mohamed is great too. But, I think
Blue wins by 1 goal. Low Seniors scare me the most right now. White coaches are adamant that
their group is amazing. It’s hard to tell. In Hoop, White has Isaiah Kruse. Enough said. He is
by far the best hoop player in the division, so I am going with White by a considerable margin. In
Senior Volleyball, I like Blue. Athletically, this division is probably the best in Color War
relatively. So many great athletes. I like blue because they have some better guys up front. In
Middle Senior Waterpolo, I like white because Matt Kern should dominate. Justice Keane-Perez
could neutralize him for Blue though and he is a major X factor in this Color War because he is a
big, fast athlete and it’s his first color war. In High Senior Softball, I love Blue. They have so
much depth with Eric Jansky, Jack Zinman, Joey Cohen, and George Zabalou. White could pull
the upset as they have Cole Lepler, Devin Usal and Luke Lentine. I received a huge “What were
you thinking” from the blue coaches as they think their guys are way better. I am sorry, I have
done this many years and if there is 1 dominant athlete in the group, that group never does worse
than 2-4. Devan Usal is definitely a dominant athlete and I think he’s as good as recent superstars
like Jimmy Fitzhenry, Coby Tippett and Tony Adams. In fact, I could argue Devin is even better
because he is a top 4 player in every single sport and every event he will participate in. So, I got
Blue 4-2 in the morning.
Afternoon Predictions
In Junior Soccer, I am going with Blue again, but I don’t feel strongly about it. In Intermediate
Kickball, I like White, but again, another close game. Just think Thomas O’Connor is a beast at
shortstop. In Low Senior Volleyball, I like Blue. I just think they will have better chemistry with
Riley Bloch and Liam Grabie leading the way. In Senior Hoop, I like White in what could be an
epic game. The combination of Corey (CP) Perkins, and Ryan Torres is really good. But, I think
Carl Headges is just a beast out there and he has enough help with Antonio (Double A) Agard,
Mike Sudkin, Zack Waxman, and Brandon Goldberg. So, I am going with white. The X factor in
this game could be William Chen for Blue as he is underrated. In Middle Senior Softball, I like
Blue. Just think they have more depth and I like their speed on the base paths. In High Senior
Waterpolo, I like White. Eddie Benson is great in net. I just think Devin Usal is going to be great
and Cole Lepler too. Griffin and Joey Cohen are really good for Blue. This could go either
way. So, I got 3-3 in the afternoon.
Evening Predictions
Impossible to predict, but I am super interested in 2 things. First, which Karp is White going to
choose to do the Mystery question? They are both by far the best in camp. I’d probably go with

Brandon and put Ryan on the Sweatshirt swim. I am also interested in who Blue will use for their
Mystery question. I’d probably go with Griffin Yas, but Griffin is money at the free
throws. Maybe Jack Zinman is the play. Or Maybe Griffin just goes twice. Should be
interesting. I am going with White though. Karps dominate Mystery questions.
Day 1 results
Much better predictions today. The good news we have had a great CW and its super close. The
bad news is every division there is a team that's 2-0. Kind of scary.
Morning Games
3-3 this morning and I was only wrong about 1 game. So maybe I'm back. Kickball went as
expected 6-3 for Blue. The most shocking part is that it was well played. Intermediate Soccer
was a debacle unfortunately. Ironically White scored first, but lost 15-2. Matty Vogel was
dominant with 10 goals!!! Low Senior hoop went exactly how we thought with Isaiah Kruse
dominating with 32 point and white winning comfortably. They got great contributions from Ben
Grabie on d and the boards and Dom Delgado. Riley Bloch, Liam Grabie and Tim Melton played
well for Blue. In Senior Volleyball, White won 3-1. Michael Sudkin doing Michael Sudkin
things like WINNING and showing great leadership. Blue's players melted down a little. I worry
about Blue's chemistry here a little. In Middle Senior Waterpolo, Matt Kern dominated as usual
in this sport for White. Blue supposedly played much better in the 2nd half. Gio Tammick
played well. Finally, in High Senior Softball, Blue won 14-7. White was up early, then Blue
took a 2 run lead and then Blue exploded in the 9th. George Zabalou hit 2 home runs for
Blue. This was the 1 HS game we felt strongly about either way.
Afternoon Games
Junior Soccer Blue won 2-0. Jacob Dancey scored a goal for Blue on a free kick and Gabe
Klapman was great too. In Intermediate Kickball, Blue won 4-0. I am very worried about this
division. But, I've been told these were Blue's best 2 sports. Bruce Zhou has been unreal so
far. In Low Senior Volleyball, White won 3 games to 1. Dom Delgado has been the MVP of this
division so far. Worried about this division too. In Senior Basketball, I was dead on. An
absolutely epic, all-time great one. This game finished last and had a "House Game" atmosphere
for the last 1.5 periods. Blue was in control the entire game up about 10-14 throughout. Then
Carl Headges fouled out and it looked like that was that. But, Michael Sudkin did Michael
Sudkin things again, stealing passes, hitting a monster 3 to tie and the place went berserk. Ryan
Torres and Corey Perkins played great for Blue, but fouled out late. With 3 minutes left, it
looked like White had it as the game was tied and Blue was down their best 2 guys. But, Jayden
Small held the fort, kept them in it and it was tied with 10 seconds left. However an unlikely
hero, Damian Auguste, hit a 4-foot shot. Blue scurried without any timeouts and attempted a 3 at
the buzzer that was blocked. Great comeback win for White, heartbreaking loss for
Blue. Perkins ended up with 19 and Jayden Small 17. For White, Antonio Agard, Damian
Auguste and Michael Sudkin each had 12 points. In Middle Senior Softball, White dominated,
18-8 with Gio Tammick as MVP. White looks really good right now in that group. Finally, in
High Senior Waterpolo, Blue took an early lead with Jack Zinman scoring 3 goals. White
climbed their way back in despite Devin Usal getting a cramp in his leg and scored 3 goals late to
cut it to 6-5. They had a Hail Mary attempt at the end that did not make it. Blue is 2-0 and again
maybe I screwed that one up. We'll see. I still think Devin wins 2 games on his shoulders at
some point. So 3-3 again, with the hoop game being the last game played of the day.
Evening Games
Blue won 2/3 spelling bees. Bill was back in time after having to come back from Boston. In the
Apache Relay, Blue had 2 huge performances from Edwin Soto on the Wiffleball (1st try on the
roof) and Nick Silva (first try on Archery). White chose to go with Ryan Karp on the Mystery
Question.
So, Blue took a lead and is up 10 now themselves. Fun day, but hopefully all 6 of the 0-2
divisions win games tomorrow or I will cry.

Day 2 predictions
Morning Games
In Junior Relays, Blue is kind of rolling. But this sport the color war points aren’t awarded 10-0
for a win. If the score is 6-4 Blue, then Blue gets 6 points and White gets 4. That’s what I'm
going with. Think Blue has a few more fast kids. In Intermediate Waterpolo, we just thought
Hunter Beaulac would be an automatic win in this group, so I'm going with White. They need
this after 2 poor games yesterday. In Low Senior Football, White has Ben Grabie who is
probably the best running back and a good line with Dom Delgado and James Kagoda. I just
don’t see Blue scoring much, so in a low scoring game, I'm going with White. In Senior Softball,
this should be another great game. Blue has Torres and Shumbu (a new awesome camper this
year). I like White's depth and momentum right now as they have Brandon Goldberg, Double A,
Zack Waxman and Sudkin. I'm going with 9-7 white. In Middle Senior Volleyball, it’s probably
a tossup. I'm going with White as they have the momentum right now. But Nasir Simon may not
be able to play, which would make a huge difference. High Senior soccer might be the best game
of Color War. I am glad I have relays so I can watch most of it myself. Both teams have 2
superstars. Blue has Joey Cohen and Noah Oppenheim and White has Devin Usal and Jonathan
Kraus. If that were it, I'd lean Blue. But, I think White has better depth with Lentine, Dutch and
Burton. Blue has Jansky and Mohamed, but not as great depth as White. I am going 3-2
White. Sure, this is wishful thinking on my end with the Blue HS up 2-0. That would make it a
5-0-1 morning for White, which is unlikely.
Afternoon Games
In Junior Waterpolo, I think this is going to be a Charlie Weitzman vs. Jacob Dancey show and it
will end up 1-0 or 0-0. I am calling a 0-0 tie. In Intermediate Hoop, I really think this is White's
game with Josh Wotten grabbing every rebound and Thomas O'Connor and Eddie Stein. Blue
has better depth though, so I could be wrong. I like White. In Low Senior Softball, I like Blue
(finally). Giancarlo is terrific for Blue as is Riley, and they have other good players like Liam
Grabie and Tim Melton. In Senior Football, again could be another epic one. I like Blue. Just
think they have more options on offense with Corey Perkins, Jayden Small, Ryan Torres and
Julian Targete. White has not great options at running back, but has many good players. In
Middle Senior Soccer, this should be a terrific game. Blue has Gabe DaSilva, Justice KeanePerez and Christian Limb. White has Kevin Barrera, Lucas Maley and Matt Kern. As bad as its
gone for Blue Middle Seniors so far, they can and probably should get this one. In a close one,
I'm going with Blue. In High Senior Volleyball, again another great matchup. I really like Noah
Oppenheim for Blue. I also like Dutch and Devin up front for White. Wow this is a tough one. I
am leaning slightly Blue because they could have huge momentum on their side. But again, I
could also see this as a game where Devin just owns it. So, I am going with 4-1-1 Blue.
Evening Events
Don’t have much opinion here except I like White HS to win the Spelling Bee. I lean a little
towards White in the Apache b/c they have the better Low Seniors.
If I'm right, we will be close going into Day 3.
Day 2 results
Morning Games
One of the new, modern day, silly traditions is the coaches "Busting out the shirts." In my era the
coaches wore them when they entered. Now the coaches have fancy costumes and "bust out their
shirts" as a motivational ploy to get some momentum. I think it’s beyond silly. Pretty sure a kid
isn’t going to play harder b/c their coach has a cool shirt. I used to tease Dave Voshchin about
this. Then on the Blue Timber, his coaches "Busted out the shirts" and got swept 6-0. I thought
that would be the end of this useless tradition as I roasted him relentlessly after color war with
obnoxious comments like "if you didn’t bust out the shirts, would you have gone 0-7?" (In the
words of Bill Margolin) "HOWEVER," this morning the White Corps "Busted out their shirts"

and got 58 of the 60 color war points and Blue only got 2. Although, that's basically exactly what
was predicted w/o the knowledge that White would have the extra motivation of getting to see
new threads. Sorry, for my old school rant on these young millennial whippersnappers. I think
White coaches chose this morning b/c they knew they looked good so they could claim it worked.
In Relays, White won 8 relays to 2. White had so many good performances, from the likes of
Messiah Bowen, Max Andelman and Christian Edwards. Blue had many solid performances as
well, but was slightly slower. In Intermediate Waterpolo, Hunter Beaulac dominated as predicted
scoring all 4 goals for their first division win. In Low Senior Football, White won easily
again. Ben Grabie got MVP with several TDs. In what was a debacle of a game, White Seniors
continued their momentum with a slaughter rule performance in softball. They are rolling right
now because of chemistry. In Middle Senior Volleyball, Blue was up, White tied it at 2 games
apiece and in the final game 15-7. Bummer for us runners b/c the Blue MS are now 0-3. High
Senior Soccer became the Dutch Senft game. It was tied 0-0 at the half and Dutch scored on a
free kick. Then Alex Hallion scored in the corner and Dutch again to go up 3-0. After a Joey
Cohen goal by Blue to make it 3-1, Dutch scored again for the hat trick. I am very relieved as a
lot of people thought Blue HS were easily going 6-0. Also, I love White in hoops in this division,
so I think it could end up a 3-3 or 4-2 split.
Afternoon Games
In Junior Waterpolo, Blue dominated with Ryder Beaulac leading the way. In my era this game
was 0-0 every year. There is a great story that one year in the low junior waterpolo game that a
motor boat created a wave on the lake and that wave scored a goal. Not sure how true that is and
if someone can verify that, let me know. Intermediate Hoop, was a very good game with Blue
having a 4-10 point lead the entire way. Matty Vogel played well, but the MVP was Michael
Gonzales who owned the glass and had 12 points. For White, Thomas O'Connor and Eddie Stein
were terrific. Ross Israel hit a few jumpers as well. In Low Senior Softball, White won again
comfortably. In Senior Football, White surprisingly won very easily. I think Blue's confidence is
in shambles ever since that Hoop loss. Carl Headges dominated the line and was able to get in
the backfield easily to stop Ryan Torres. Michael Sudkin might be the MVP of Color War right
now leading this group in every game. He could easily have had 4 MVPs so far. In Middle
Senior Soccer, Blue finally got on the board with the Justice Keane-Perez game. "Blue" Justice
had all 4 goals for the Blue. Justice is the only camper I know of that has a first name that was a
former CW team. Although I think there have been a few "Angels" as well. Finally, in another
terrific High Senior game, White and Blue switched winning each game. White won game 5, by
a score of 15-12. Great games for White were had by Devin Usal (shocking), Cole Lepler and
Dutch Senft. For Blue, I thought Noah Oppenheim was the best player in the game, but he didn't
have 2nd guy as good as Dutch at the net with him. High Seniors are now 2-2 and one thing I
have been right about is that the best athlete always wins at least 2 games. So, despite Blue High
Seniors being the 1st overall pick in the draft, they are even at this point. Split was 3-3,
disappointing for Blue who was up 3-1 at one point in the split and looked good this
afternoon. Major missed opportunity for at least 4-2.
Evening Events
White won all 3 spelling bees. The Apache was neck and neck until the kayaking, when White
made the mistake of tipping their kayak before they even took off, which set them back about a
minute or so. For Blue, great performances were at the sweatshirt lap by Michael Gonzales and
at Wiffleball where they made it on about the 4th try. For White, Isaiah Kruse hit his first 3 free
throws. Blue won by about 4 minutes.
White takes a 46-point lead into swim-track. I think Blue needs to cut in a little, but White is
very confident about tomorrow. If it stays the same or if White increases their lead to 60 or so, I

think Blue is toast. I just don’t see Blue going 8-4 or better in the last 2 sets of games or
sweeping all 3 omelets. But we got 3 days left, so plenty can happen.
Day 3 Predictions
Morning
In the Junior Track meet, let’s start with the lowest group. Hard to tell who is going to be good,
but we think Peter Charles will be big for Blue and Colin O'Connor for White. In the
Intermediate group we like White’s kids better with Thomas O'Connor's speed and Josh Wotten
probably winning the Softball throw. Bruce Zhou could be huge for Blue. In the Low Senior
group, we think it will be the Grabie show. But, we think that Blue has a little more help
elsewhere with Riley Bloch and Giancarlo on SB throw. I like White by a little here, let’s say 5347 CW points.
In the Senior Swim meet, in the Senior group, Brandon Goldberg is a beast for the White team. I
do think Blue will get a lot of 2nd and 3rd places with Thomas Tu. In the Middle Senior Group,
Matt Kern and Justice Keane-Perez are going to be neck and neck. I think Kern is slightly
better. Finally, in the High Senior swim meet it could be a great battle between Joey Cohen on
Blue and Devin Usal on White. In their time trials Devin won barely. Luke Lentine and Ryan
Karp could place for White as well. I like White comfortably here with a 55-45 win.
Afternoon
In the Swim meet, starting with the Juniors, I love Blue's kids with Ryder Beaulac, Jacob Dancey
and Zach Andelman. Charlie Weitzman could be big for White though. In the Intermediate
group, Hunter Beaulac is the best, but Michael Gonzales could beat him in a race or 2 for
Blue. In the Low Senior Group, again it should be Grabie v. Grabie. We think Liam is slightly
better and he has help from Riley Bloch. So, for the Swim I am guessing Blue 54-46.
In the Track meet, for the Seniors, we like Damian Auguste for White, but Blue has most of the
other great track guys with Jayden Small, Julian Targete and Ryan Torres. In the Middle Seniors,
Chris Victorin should win the dash for Blue. Kevin Peng should get some points too. Andrew
Kern and Kevin Works should get some points for White, but this could be a huge mismatch in
track for Blue. Finally, in the High Senior group, we think Devin will win most events he does,
especially the Steeplechase for White. I think Tristan Goroshko beats Jon Kraus in the Distance
by a little. Elsewhere, Cole Lepler and George Zabalou should be close in Softball throw and we
think Noah Oppenheim will win the Broad jump. Dezmond Mitchell might win the dash for
Blue. I like White a little in this group. For the Track meet, I'm going 56-44 Blue.
If I am right, White looks better in the morning, Blue in the afternoon. I could see Blue cutting
this lead, but at most by about 10 Color War points.
Day 3 Results
Morning
In the Junior Track meet, Blue won by about 10 color war points. They easily swept the relays,
which is a huge deal. Then they won most of the points in the dash. The best event was the Low
Senior Distance in which the Grabie brother went head to head. It went back and forth and Liam
pulled slightly ahead with about 20 yards left for the win. Peter Charles (Juniors) and Bruce
Zhou (Intermediates) both won the dash and broad jumps for Blue. Another impressive
performance was by Eddie Stein who won the Intermediate Distance easily. Ben Grabie won
both the dash and broad jump for White. Blue took the track meet by 10 color war points.
In the Senior Swim meet, White won by 3 points overall. Of course, Brandon Goldberg won all 3
races he was in for the Senior group. Thomas Tu picked up 3 2nd place finishes. For Blue,
"Blue" Justice Keane-Perez won all 3 races he was in with Matt Kern picking up a couple 2nd
place finishes for White. Nick Silva, "All heart", not surprisingly won the underwater
swim. Probably the most old school athlete in camp. In High Seniors, Joey Cohen (B) and Devin

Usal (W) split their races with each other. But, Joey picked up a 2nd place for Blue in the
distance and John McLaughlin pulled a big upset for Blue winning the distance. Devin
participated in the relay instead for White (and lost). Curious decision, but I guess he had
cramping issues during Waterpolo. Brandon Karp, for White, not surprisingly, won the
underwater swim, as he seems to want this as much as any kid in camp.
Afternoon
In the Swim meet, the juniors didn’t have a dominant swimmer, but had Zach Andelman, Ryder
Beaulac, Jacob Dancey and Gabe Klapman all win races for Blue. Christian Edwards got a
couple 2nd places for White. In the Intermediate division, for White Hunter Beaulac won 2 races
and Eddie Stein took the underwater swim. For Blue, Michael Gonzales, who continues to have a
great color war, won the Backstroke. In the Low Senior group, each Grabie won a race for their
teams and Jeffrey Wang (W) and Riley Bloch (B) took home the Backstroke and Underwater
swims respectively. White won the meet by about 8 color war points.
In the Track meet, Blue won the 1st relay, which was their 4th in a row, but White won the last
2. For the Seniors, Jayden Small was electric in the dash and got a 2nd in the Broad jump. White
did well in the steeplechase with Damian Auguste and Zack Waxman, but Blue got top 3 in the
distance with Ryan Torres winning easily. For the Middle Seniors, Chris Victorin won the dash
as expected. Matt Kern got a couple 2nd places for White. My big sleeper coming into this color
war was Kevin Peng for Blue. He is a really tough and hardworking athlete. He won the broad
jump and easily took the distance. Lucas Maley won the steeple for White. Finally in the High
Senior track meet, Andrew Burton pulled a big upset to win the dash. I was sure it was going to
be Devin or Dezmond. Devin won the broad jump and Cole Lepler won the softball throw
easily. In the Steeple, Luke Lentine pulled a minor upset for White. In the best finish of the day,
Devin just got past Dezmond for 2nd place in a great finish. Finally, Jonathan Kraus got revenge
in the distance after getting upset last year by Tristan Goroshko. Kraus won so easily it looked
like he could have run the race again as he wasn’t even tired. Andrew Burton came in 2nd and
Tristan had a courageous 3nd place finish as he was hurting the entire race. George Zabalou got
4th, which was unexpected and showed a lot of heart for Blue.
So, it’s now a 50-point war right now. I am going to break down Blue's chances to come back
and what they would need to do. Let's say in order (no pun intended) for Blue to have a chance
going into song night they have to be down 20 or less points. That means they need to cut the
lead around 30 points. There are 12 games and 3 Omelet games left, each worth 10 points. So,
for Blue to have a chance they have to win at least 9 of the remaining 15 games, probably
10. Not impossible at all. For White, their path is simple, win 6 or more games. If they win 6,
they take a 22-point lead into song night, which is probably fine.
Day 4 predictions
Morning
Junior Newcombe, I am going with Blue. I really like Blue’s lowest 2 groups. They have more
depth with Gabe Klapman, Jacob Dancey and Christian O'Connor. However, watch out for
Messiah Bowen on White. In Intermediate Softball, I also like Blue as they have been clicking
well. They have better depth with Spencer Parco, Brady Bloch, etc. But, this game could go
either way. In Low Senior soccer, I would say a tossup, but I just don’t like the way Blue's low
seniors seem to have little energy. I am going with White, but this is a game Blue can easily
win. In Senior Waterpolo, I am going with any team that has someone named
Goldberg. Brandon is terrific for White, and Blue is down in the dumps. This could be a
blowout. In Middle Senior Football, Blue has a great combo of Justice and Chris Victorin at
running back. White has Kevin Works, Lucas Maley and Matt Kern. I like Blue's backfield
better and am going with Blue. I really think Kevin Peng and Nick Silva on defense will be big
for Blue. In High Senior Basketball, the more I think about this the more I think White wins

handily. Devin, Lentine and Burton are a terrific scoring punch. Dutch is a great role player as
well. Blue has Griffin Yas, who is the best shooter, but I think White devotes all their energy to
making someone else score and I just don’t see where Blue gets points. George is a really good
all-around player, but not the type to pump in 30 points. If Blue is going to win, it’s going to
have to be Griffin shooting the lights out or Eric Jansky/John McLaughlin playing amazing. I
like White by about 10 points. So, that would mean a 3-3 split, which would be brutal for Blue
who has yet to win a split.
Afternoon
This might be super easy to predict actually. The HS/MS game should go to Blue with Blue's
great softball High Seniors and their MS won easily as well. White should clobber Blue in the
SR/LS game as the Sr. softball game was the most lopsided contest of the entire war. In the
Int/Jr. game, I love Blue. That would make a 2-1 split for Blue
If it goes that way, White would still be up 42 by the end of the day and would make blue need a
6-0 or 5-1 to have a realistic chance on day 5.
Huge Self Promotion. Or as we called it in my era a "MEEEEEEEEE"...When Matt Connelly
explained the idea for the Blue Order, it made me think of the Dan Brown book "Angel's and
Demons." I remember how it was cool that they had the Illuminati spelled the same upside down
in the book like below.

I mentioned it to Matt and went to see if there was a website that would do something like that for
any name you type in. Sure enough there was. I was able to find a site that could flip the word
you type and it could say something completely different. So, here is the "Blue Order" font. It
looks like it just says "order" right? Well look at it upside down.

Day 4 results
Morning
In junior newcombe, Blue came back down 1-0 to win 2-1. This was an extremely important
comeback as if they lost this game; I think they would be toast. In Intermediate Softball, Blue
won a really good game led by Spencer Parco. He made all 3 outs on defense in the final
inning. Terry Jin and Brady Bloch played well for Blue. In Low Senior Soccer, Blue won 50. Riley Bloch scored 2 goals and Cole Betza scored 2 each. In Senior Waterpolo, which I
thought would be a debacle, White only won 3-2. Brandon Goldberg played well as was
expected, as did Corey "CP" Perkins who had 2 goals for Blue. In Middle Senior Football, which
was a great game, White got a late interception and held on 19-14. Chris Victorin scored a TD
early for Blue, but then Kevin Barrera receiving and Kevin Works running made the
difference. In High Senior Basketball, it looked like White was the better team early, but George
Zabalou took over on defense with his length and had probably 10-15 steals. Griffin Yas was on
fire from 3 including a huge 4-point play to open up a lead in what was a tight game early in the
4th. Blue got a good contribution from Eric Jansky. White got a couple baskets each from Cole

Lepler and Brandon Karp (two 3-pointers). Blue just wanted it more, plain and simple. Their
defensive intensity was unreal. So, Blue got their first split of the color war. At this point they
were only down 32 points.
Afternoon
In the Omelet games, White had the choice of 1st overall pick for home game or 2nd and
3rd. They chose the oldest group home game. I was on the middle group, which was LS and
Sr. The White LS/Sr won their softball games by a total of 35-4, so this seemed like a slam dunk
win for White. HOWEVER, Blue got incredible defense by Riley Bloch and Tim Melton and
White made a few silly "throwing the ball around" mistakes. Not only did Blue win, they didn’t
even need their last ups. Amazing upset. Next game to finish was the Jr/Int game. It was
competitive but Blue had great defense from Spencer Parco and a home run to win it by Spencer
Hertz. The last game to finish was the High Senior game. It was 10-5 going into the last ups for
White. White had a few opportunities to get close, but the combination of Griffin Yas, and
George Zabalou at Shortstop and 3rd base and Eric Jansky at first shut them down. Blue did not
let up any runs at all. SWEEP for Blue. Wow, what a comeback. They are now down only
about 2 color war points.
My early projections are 3-3 tomorrow, with white having a slightly better chance at a 4-2. But,
we'll see. I gotta hand it to Sam Eggert, Blue's Softball coach. He actually coached all 3 games
rotating to each one as it finished. One of the best coaching performances I've seen in a while. He
knew exactly where people hit the ball and kept his players focused.
The math is easy now. Either team goes 6-0, 5-1 or in my opinion even 4-2 this thing is probably
over. But a 3-3 split or a 3-2-1 (tie) then it is still gonna be super close. I just don’t think either
team wins song night by 18+.
Day 5 predictions
Morning
In junior Softball, I am going with Blue. They have been Blue's most dominant division so
far. But, I think this one is going to be super close. Just think Blue has more speed on the base
paths. I could see White winning if Christian Edwards gets some big hits. I think the score will
be something like 6-4 blue. In, Newcombe, I think Blue wins easily. We didn't make this
division well and I'm to blame. I underrated a few guys. Bruce Zhou is really good for Blue and
has had a huge color war. In Low Senior Waterpolo, we think White wins comfortably, with
Dom Delgado and Ben Grabie. But, Liam Grabie and Riley Bloch could pull the upset. The Blue
team has some momentum here with a big win in soccer and the Omelet yesterday. In Senior
Soccer, I just don’t see how I go against White. They have the best player, Carl Headges and
great chemistry. Blue could pull the upset though with Jayden Small, Shumbu and Ryan
Torres. Again, they finally have a little momentum as well being part of the huge Omelet upset
yesterday. In Middle Senior Hoop, I like White in a blowout. Blue might have the best player or
2nd best in "Blue" Justice Keane-Perez, but White has Nasir "Tristan Thompson" Simon who will
get 20+ rebounds and Kevin Works. Lucas Maley and Matt Kern are solid as well. I just don't
see where blue gets points, although they have Kevin Peng, who plays sick defense. I like White
by 20+ points. Finally, High Senior Football...It would be kind of perfect if the split landed in
this game’s hands. Impossible game to call, but I'll try. For White, Luke Lentine is one of the
best QBs this camp has seen and could literally run a shotgun-spread game hitting Devin, Dutch
and Burton all day long. Devin should be able to run the ball as well. However, Blue has
Dezmond Mitchell, who is so good at football, we had to move him up to High Seniors in order to
avoid a 50-0 Middle Senior game for whichever team would have him. He is tough, fast and has
a low center of gravity. He can also throw as well. I am sure we will be hearing his name for
Everett High School in the coming years. George Zabalou is a great QB as well for Blue. If
Lentine is healthy (heard he had a sore shoulder) I think White wins a great game, like 20-18. I

like their line better with Eddie Benson, Cole Lepler and the Karps. However, Blue has far better
fighting spirit as seen in the basketball game yesterday. One thing to look out for is Matt
Connelly's waterpolo game will end early and he is a terrific Football coach, so he could help
Jack Lesser (although he doesn't need the help). So, that's 4-2 White which would put them up
about 21 points. The only shocking outcome would be if either team goes 5-1 or 6-0. So, worst
case is probably one team is up 20 or so going into song night.
Song Night
Really hard to predict. I don't think any coach is a song night superstar. I think for White, Jack
Donaldson has a great sense of humor and I bet pulls together a great skit. Jordan Chabot has
been working hard with the campers on their songs. Side note, Jordan was dejected yesterday
after they blew the 50-point lead. He is 0-7 in color war. I saw him pass out at his table during
dinner. For Blue, James Dunlea and Houston Barenholtz seem to be most involved in song night
with Jack Lesser doing a lot of the skit prep. Houston has to leave today to go back to Florida as
he has school tomorrow. I like Blue's campers for song night better with more big camp veterans
like Griffin, Joey Cohen, Jack Zinman, Nick Silva. White has Matt Goroshko, "The Piano Man"
though and Brandon Karp is always entertaining during a skit. Hope he doesn’t play me and roast
me. My sources tell me that Jonathan Kraus has been elevated to a "Song Night Captain" for his
excellent leadership he has shown. I am leaning slightly towards White in song night b/c they
may have a far better skit. Let’s go 103-97 white.
That would make White win by 27 color war points. If I have time, I'll do another update before
song night.
Day 5
I'm going to do this in the order games ended
Morning
In one of the biggest blowouts in a CW hoop game, white won 60-8 and we didn’t play the 2nd
half. Nasir Simon had 20 points and 22 rebounds at half. Kevin Works was amazing too. I'll just
be honest, we underrated Kevin Works badly as he was here the first 2 weeks and I guess we
forgot how good he was. In Waterpolo, White was 4-0 in the division going into yesterday. Blue
won yesterday in Soccer and led the huge Omelet upset. Today, they were at it again. Led by
Liam Grabie, Blue took a 4-2 lead going into the 4th quarter. Dom Delgado scored for White to
cut it to 1, but Liam scored again with 2 minutes left for the clincher. White Seniors finished off
their sweep easily winning 6-0 in soccer. Carl Headges and Antonio Agard were great for
White. So at this point it was White 2-1 in the split. Football was close for a while, but Dezmond
Mitchell had a few TDs and George Zabalou was great again on defense as Blue pulled away late
for an easy win. Now it was 2-2. In Junior Newcombe it looked like Blue had it easy, but White
won game 2 to take it to a 3rd game, which is only up to 6 points. Blue was up 5-3, White got the
ball back, but Blue broke them and got their 6th point for the win. Now it’s 3-2 Blue. White
needed a win. They were up 7-3 in the 5th inning of a 7-inning game. Blue kept chipping at it
and was down only 8-7 going into the bottom of the 5th. Cooper Fitzpatrick got a huge hit to take
a lead and extended their comeback lead up to go 10-8 Blue. White had last ups and went
strikeout, groundout, and a 3rd ground out for a MONSTER comeback victory for Blue. Blue
wins the split 4-2. Yesterday, I said White just needed 6 of the last 15 games to win Color
War. They only got 4. Give Blue credit as this Color War looked over going into day 4.
Notes...
•
•
•

All coaches got at least 2 wins including Luke Stillman winning his last 2 games of his
split in Volleyball.
Mike Sudkin teams have won 10 straight CW games.
There were 3 coaching matchups that finished 3-3.

•
•

There were 2 good divisions, High Seniors and Low Seniors
The rest went White 5-1 (MS), White 6-0 (Sr), Blue 5-1 (Int), Blue 5-1 (Juniors). I think
I am retiring from helping make the teams. The fact this Color War is so close is just
luck, quite honestly.

A 19-point lead is not insurmountable. But, the body language of their kids and coaches is not
giving me too much hope for them.
Song Night: The judges were Andrew Hurvitz (coach of the White Vice and White
Untouchables), Morry Levine (coach of the White Empire, Blue Fever and White Wranglers), and
Morry's father Howie (best known for starting the "Spirit").
Entrances: White entered first and did the new school move of having a camper pretend to be a
guy from the other team and then your team enters and wrestles that guy. They did sing, as
opposed to yelling which I liked better, but faded a little down the stretch. Not surprising, it was
long. I think teams should only do 2 songs, 3 is tiresome. Blue had a revolutionary idea, have 2
kids pretend to be on the white Corps and then their team entered and wrestled those 2
campers. hahaha. Literally the exact same entrance for both teams. Blue did some serious
singing with a lot of "ooohhhhhs." Again, it went too long. I liked the solo from Dezmond
"Barry Sanders" Mitchell. I liked blue by 3; the judges had blue by 2.3 points.
Song from the seats: Blue did "Every Breath you take" by Police and quite frankly it wasn't very
good. The kids sounded sad and depressed during the song. No clue what song White used but
they had cool lines about "Hatchet Harry" and campers used the benches to form a trench during
the song, which was cool. White was way better on this, I had them by 4; the judges had it by
5.6.
Skit: For the millionth straight year, the judges felt there were too many inside jokes. Future
Color War Coaches of West End heed this advice "THE JUDGES DONT GET THE INSIDE
JOKES ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED DURING THE SUMMER!!!!" White had some really
funny performances and had a more concise script. I liked Kieran Flood as Sam Eggert, but the
judges don’t even know Sam, so I am sure it didn’t matter. Devin Usal did a good job as
me. Blue's skit was way too long. Nick Silva played Josh Daigle, which was funny. I liked the
White’s skit better and the fact that it was half as long, made me have white 27-23 on the
skit. The judges were all over the place on this one and had it 26-24 blue. We delved into why
and one judge said that White had way too many inside jokes (fair).
Song from the floor: White did an anchor and I can’t remember what Blue did. Both were ok. I
had 16-14 white. The judges had it 17-13 white. Andrew Hurvitz had the score 26-24, for which
I had to point out that it didn’t add up to 30 points.
Alma Mater: White went first and I thought did an incredible job. They had Matt "the Piano
Man" Goroshko play on the stage and it was lovely. I liked their song better too. Blue did a
really nice job as well. I had it 27-23 White, judges had it 26-24 White.
Final Score of Song Night: White won by about 8. I think White should have won by a little
more, but certainly not near the needed 20 points.
Final Score of Color War 556-544

Final Notes:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Super close Color War and a comeback for the ages. The coaching matchups were really
good, but we could have done a much better job with the divisions. Usually the runners
rejoice about a war this close, but Jordan Leppo, Drew Seifer and I agreed yesterday we
were lucky that both teams each had 2 dominant groups. If one had 3 and the other 1,
we'd have had a potential 600-club situation.
This Color war changed momentum twice. White coming off a tough Apache loss went
6-0 the next morning taking control for 2 days and having a 50 points lead going into day
4. But, I really think Blue's comeback was born at the Omelet game, where the one in
which they were supposed to get crushed, they won without needing a second at
bat. Then they won the 2 games they were supposed to win for the sweep.
White needed 1 more win on day 5 morning. The game Blue pulled the upset was at
Waterpolo, where Liam Grabie, Riley Bloch and Cole Betza were the unsung heroes of
the war as they were great in the Blue comeback.
We have a Triple Crown winner, Michael Colon. He wasn’t even supposed to be at camp
all summer, but extended on and won on 3 dramatic victories for England, Poison and
Order. The England win was the most crazy as they were done until a half court shot
upset undefeated Brazil. Michael was the only camper who had a chance going into
Color War.
I feel awful for 3 white coaches in particular who are all great coaches and were great
athletes. Jordan Chabot is now 0-8, and Victor Svedloff and Mark Karmiy 0-5. Color
War isn't always fair. In fact Jordan won his split 4-2 and his previous color war he was a
6-0 high senior on the White Heat.
The Blue Order's captains on the Plaque resemble a triangle with each last name getting
bigger from Yas-Cohen-Oppenheim. The triangle was their symbol.
"G. Yas" is the smallest name ever on a Color War plaque. It’s the 3rd time a "J. Cohen"
has been on the plaques.
For the 3rd straight year, every single coach in Color War won at least 2 games. At least
we get that right.
White High Middle Seniors went 5-1 and White Seniors went 6-0 and lost Color War. I
think Blue Low Seniors being down 0-4 and winning their last 2 games was the key for
Blue. Their lowest 2 groups dominated.
Most memorable game of Color war for me was the Senior Hoop game. Electric
atmosphere and White came back from 14 down with about 6 minutes left. I truly think
that division was fine, but that loss was demoralizing for Blue. Conversely, I think White
just felt they couldn't be beat after that. The Junior Softball game was the most important
with Blue's comeback solidifying a 4-2 split that won them Color War. It’s amazing how
Color War has come down to junior softball 2 of the last 3 years.

See you next year.

Color War 2017 Schedule/Results
Day 0
Tennis
Google Play Tennis (2)
Sirius Tennis (2)
Pandora Tennis (2)
ITunes Tennis (2)
Spotify Tennis (2)
Soundcloud Tennis (2)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
White
White

Score
8-6
8-2
8-1
8-0
8-4
8-0

Archery
Google Play Archery (2)
Sirius Archery (2)
Pandora Archery (2)
ITunes Archery (2)
Spotify Archery (2)
Soundcloud Archery (2)

Winning Team
White
Tie
White
White
White
White

Score
3-0
0-0
7-0
12-0
8-5
5-0

Player
Colin O’Connor

Evening Tugs
Google Play Tugs (5)
Sirius Tugs (5)
Pandora Tugs (5)
ITunes Tugs (5)
Spotify Tugs (5)
Soundcloud Tugs (5)

Winning Team
White
White
Blue
Blue
White
Blue

Score
2-0
2-1
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0

Anchor of Winner
Christian Edwards
Danny Santos
Brian Tong
Corey Perkins
Christian Martinez
George Zabalou

Score after Day 0:
Blue: 22
White: 32
Day 1
Morning Sports
Winning Team
Google Play Kickball (10)
Blue
Sirius Soccer (10)
Blue
Pandora Basketball (10)
White
ITunes Volleyball (10)
White
Spotify Waterpolo (10)
White
Soundcloud Softball (10)
Blue
Blue: 52
White: 62
Afternoon Sports
Winning Team
Google Play Soccer (10)
Blue
Sirius Kickball (10)
Blue
Pandora Volleyball (10)
White
ITunes Basketball (10)
White
Spotify Softball (10)
White
Soundcloud Waterpolo (10)
Blue
Blue: 82
White: 9

Players
Gabe Klapman + Ryder Beaulac
Brady Bloch + Charley Cantor
Riley Bloch + Cole Betza
Brandon Goldberg + Zach Waxman
Lucas Maley + Matt Celorier
Brandon Karp + Devin Usal

Score
6-3
15-2
57-39
3-1
8-2
14-7

Score
2-0
4-0
3-1
46-44
18-8
6-5

Dom Delgado
Ben Shocket
Kevin Works
Dutch Senft

MVP
Christian O’Connor
Matty Vogel
Isaiah Kruse
Michael Sudkin
Matt Kern
George Zabalou

MVP
Gabe Klapman
Bruce Zhou
Dom Delgado
Mike Sudkin
Gio Tammick
Jack Zinman

Evening Activity
Google Play Spelling Bee (5)
Sirius Spelling Bee (5)
Pandora Spelling Bee (5)
Senior Apache Relay (15)
Score after Day 1:
Day 2
Morning Sports
Google Play Relays (10)
Sirius Waterpolo (10)
Pandora Football (10)
ITunes Softball (10)
Spotify Volleyball (10)
Soundcloud Soccer (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
Blue

Blue: 107

MVP/Winning player
Ryder Beaulac
Ross Israel
Chris SooHoo
Edwin Soto (Wiffleball hit)

White: 97

Winning Team Score
White
8 to 2 (cw points)
White
4-0
White
38-0
White
29-3
White
3-2
White
4-1
Blue: 109
White: 155

Afternoon Sports
Winning Team
Google Play Waterpolo (10) Blue
Sirius Basketball (10)
Blue
Pandora Softball (10)
White
ITunes Football (10)
White
Spotify Soccer (10)
Blue
Soundcloud Volleyball (10)
White
-1 swearing
Blue: 138

Score
4-1
50-45
7-2
20-0
4-1
3-2
-1 swearing
White: 184

MVP
Messiah Bowen
Hunter Beaulac
Ben Grabie
Ben Shocket
Nasir Simon
Dutch Senft

MVP
Ryder Beaulac
Michael Gonzales
Alex Babb
Carl Headges
Justice Keane-Perez
Devin Usal

Evening Activity
Winning Team MVP/Winning player
Junior Apache Relay (15)
Blue
Michael Gonzales (Sweatshirt Swim)
ITunes Spelling Bee (5)
White
Brandon Goldberg
Spotify Spelling Bee (5)
White
Kieran Flood
Soundcloud Spelling Bee (5)
White
Ryan Karp
Score after Day 2:
Blue: 153
White: 199
Day 3
Morning
Blue
White
Junior Track Meet (100)
54.762
45.238
Senior Swim Meet (100)
48.484
51.515
Blue: 256.246
White: 295.753
Afternoon
Junior Swim Meet (100)
Senior Track Meet (100)
Score after Day 3:

Blue
White
45.928
54.071
48.214
51.786
-1 swearing
Blue: 349.388
White: 401.61

Individual Swim and Track Day Results (Day 3)

MORNING
Google Play Track Results
Relay: Blue (Christian O’Connor, Ryder Beaulac, Jacob Dancey, Peter Charles)
Dash: 1) Peter Charles (B), 2) Jacob Dancey (B), 3) Messiah Bowen (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Peter Charles (B), 2) Max Andelman (W), 3) Christian O’Connor (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Christian Edwards (W), 2) Louis Lasu (B), 3) Cooper Fitzpatrick (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Colin O’Connor (W), 2) Griffin Guzman (W), 3) Jacob Dancey (B), 4) Louis Lasu (B)
Distance: 1) Jacob Klapman (B), 2) Messiah Bowen (W), 3) Christian O’Connor (B), 4) Peter Charles (B)
Sirius Track Results
Relay: Blue (Michael Gonzales, Bruce Zhou, Matty Vogel, Nathaniel Candray)
Dash: 1) Bruce Zhou (B), 2) Nathaniel Candray (B), 3) Thomas O’Connor (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Bruce Zhou (B), 2) Thomas O’Connor (W), 3) Nathaniel Candray (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Spencer Parco (B), 2) Spencer Hertz (B), 3) Hunter Beaulac (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Thomas O’Connor (W), 2) Nor-Gul Mohamed (W), 3) Nathaniel Candray (B), Josh
Wotten (W)
Distance: 1) Eddie Stein (W), 2) Bruce Zhou (B), 3) Spencer Parco (B), 4) Matty Vogel (B)
Pandora Track Results
Relay: Blue (Brian Tong, DeAndre Auguste, Cole Betza, Liam Grabie)
Dash: 1) Ben Grabie (W), 2) Bailey Belony (W), 3) Brian Tong (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Ben Grabie (W), 2) Bailey Belony (W), 3) Liam Grabie (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Dom Delgado (W), Tim Melton (B), Giancarlo (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Isaiah Kruse (W), 2) DeAndre Auguste (B), 3) Nathaniel Aronson (W), 4) Bailey Belony
(W)
Distance: 1) Liam Grabie (B), 2) Ben Grabie (W), 3) Cole Betza (B), 4) Alex Babb (W)
ITunes Swim Results
Relay: White (Chris Chun, Damian Auguste, Mike Sudkin, Ben Shocket)
Freestyle: 1) Brandon Goldberg (W), 2) Thomas Tu (B), 3) Ryan Torres (B)
Backstroke: 1) Brandon Goldberg (W), 2) Thomas Tu (B), 3) Ben Shocket (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Ben Shocket (W), 2) Corey Perkins (B), 3) Zach Waxman (W)
Distance: 1) Brandon Goldberg (W), 2) Thomas Tu (B), 3) Mohaned Aljundi (B), 4) Antonio Torres (W)
Spotify Swim Results
Relay: White (Lucas Maley, Matt Celorier, Gio Tammick, Matt Kern)
Freestyle: 1) Justice Keane-Perez (B), 2) Matt Kern (W), 3) Kevin Peng (B)
Backstroke: 1) Justice Keane-Perez (B), 2) Matt Kern (W), 3) Matt Celorier (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Nick Silva (B), 2) Lucas Maley (W), 3) Kevin Barrera (W)
Distance: 1) Justice Keane-Perez (B), 2) Ethan Brodeur (W), 3) Kevin Barrera (W), 4) Chris Lambert (B)
Soundcloud Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Jack Zinman, Noah Oppenheim, Mohamed Aljundi, George Zabalou)
Freestyle: 1) Devin Usal (W), 2) Joey Cohen (B), 3) Luke Lentine (W)
Backstroke: 1) Joey Cohen (B), 2) Devin Usal (W), 3) Luke Lentine (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Brandon Karp (W) 2) Dutch Senft (W), 3) Jack Zinman (B)
Distance: 1) John McLaughlin (B), 2) Joey Cohen (B), 3) Griffin Yas (B), 4) Ryan Karp (W)

AFTERNOON
Google Play Swim Results
Relay: White (Max Andelman, Austin Convard, Jash Mawanda, Colin O’Connor)
Freestyle: 1) Zach Andelman (B), 2) Ryder Beaulac (B), 3) Austin Convard (W)
Backstroke: 1) Ryder Beaulac (B), 2) Christian Edwards (W) 3) NONE
Breath Holding: 1) Jacob Dancey (B), 2) Christian Edwards (W), 3) Griffin Guzman (W)
Distance: 1) Gabe Klapman (B), 2) Ryder Beaulac (B), 3) Jimmy Santos (W), 4) Christian Edwards (W)
Sirius Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Bruce Zhou, Charley Cantor, Michael Gonzales, Terry Jin)
Freestyle: 1) Hunter Beaulac (W), 2) Thomas O’Connor (W), 3) Terry Jin (B)
Backstroke: 1) Michael Gonzales (B), 2) Desmond Gao (W), 3) Eddie Stein (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Eddie Stein (W), 2) Terry Jin (B), 3) Michael Gonzales (B)
Distance: 1) Hunter Beaulac (W), 2) Harry Wu (W), 3) Tymon Cui (B), 4) Matt Goroshko (W)
Pandora Swim Results
Relay: White (Dom Delgado, Nathaniel Aronson, Isaiah Kruse, Jeffery Wang)
Freestyle: 1) Ben Grabie (W), 2) Dom Delgado (W), 3) Liam Grabie (B)
Backstroke: 1) Jeffrey Wang (W), 2) Isaiah Kruse (W), 3) Liam Grabie (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Riley Bloch (B), 2) Isaiah Kruse (W), 3) Nathaniel Aronson (W)
Distance: 1) Liam Grabie (B), 2) Ben Grabie (W), 3) Tim Melton (B), 4) Michael Colon (B)
ITunes Track Results
Relay: Blue (Jayden Small, Julian Targete, Andrew Babb, William Chen)
Dash: 1) Jayden Small (B), 2) Damian Auguste (W), 3) Julian Targete (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Julian Targete (B), 2) Jayden Small (B), 3) Corey Perkins (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Antonio Agard (W), 2) Corey Perkins (B), 3) Zack Waxman (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Damian Auguste (W), 2) Zack Waxman (W), 3) Julian Targete (B), 4) Ben Shocket (W)
Distance: 1) Ryan Torres (B), 2) Thomas Tu (B), 3) Mohaned Aljundi (B), 4) Brandon Goldberg (W)
Spotify Track Results
Relay: White (Kevin Works, Matt Kern, Ethan Brodeur, Lucas Maley)
Dash: 1) Chris Victorin (B), 2) Matt Kern (W), 3) Ethan Brodeur (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Kevin Peng (B), 2) Kevin Works (W), 3) Chris Victorin (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Edwin Soto (B), 2) Matt Kern (W), 3) Nasir Simon (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Lucas Maley (W), 2) Chris Victorin (B), 3) Justice Keane-Perez (B), 4) Nasir Simon (W)
Distance: 1) Kevin Peng (B), 2) Nick Silva (B), 3) Ethan Brodeur (W), 4) Kevin Barrera (W)
Soundcloud Track Results
Relay: White (Devin Usal, Luke Lentine, Andrew Burton, Dutch Senft)
Dash: 1) Andrew Burton (W), 2) Devin Usal (W), 3) Dezmond Mitchell (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Devin Usal (W), 2) George Zabalou (B), 3) Noah Oppenheim (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Cole Lepler (W), 2) George Zabalou (B), 3) Jack Zinman (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Luke Lentine (W), 2) Devin Usal (W), 3) Dezmond Mitchell (B), 4) Joey Cohen (B)
Distance: 1) Jonathan Kraus (W), 2) Andrew Burton (W), 3) Tristan Goroshko (B), 4) George Zabalou (B)

Day 4
Morning
Afternoon Sports
Google Play Newcomb (10)
Sirius Softball (10)
Pandora Soccer (10)
ITunes Waterpolo (10)
Spotify Football (10)
Soundcloud Basketball (10)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
White
Blue

Score
MVP
2-1
Louis Lasu
7-4
Spencer Parco
5-0
Riley Bloch
3-2
Brandon Goldberg
19-14
Kevin Barrera
66-48
Griffin Yas
-1 practicing
White: 420.61

Blue: 389.388
Afternoon
Afternoon Activity
Winning Team
Junior + Intermediate Omelet Game (10) Blue
LS + Senior Omelet Game (10)
Blue
MS + High Senior Omelet Game (10)
Blue

Score
9-8
6-5
10-5

MVP
Spencer Parco
Tim Melton
Griffin Yas

Evening
Song Night Practice
Score after Day 4:

Blue: 419.388

White: 420.61

Day 5
Morning
Afternoon Sports
Google Play Softball (10)
Sirius Newcomb (10)
Pandora Waterpolo (10)
ITunes Soccer (10)
Spotify Basketball (10)
Soundcloud Football (10)
Score after Day 5 Morning:

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
White
Blue
Blue: 459.388

Score
11-8
2-1
6-3
6-0
60-8
38-8

MVP
Cooper Fitzpatrick
Matty Vogel
Liam Grabie
Antonio Agard
Nasir Simon
Dezmond Mitchell

White: 440.61

Afternoon
Song Night Practice
Song Night
Blue
White
Entrance (40 Points)
21.2
18.8
Song from the Seats (30 Points) 12.2
17.8
Skit (50 Points)
26
24
Song from the Floor (30 Points) 13
17
Alma Mater (50 Points)
23.8
26.2
Final Score of Song Night
96.167
103.833
FINAL SCORE OF CW:
Blue: 556 (555.555) White: 544 (544.443)

Every Breath You Take – The Police
Every point we take
Every error you make
Every time you break
Every move you make
Order’s watching you
Every split you play
And every game each day
The white are the prey
Blues here to stay
Order’s watching you
Blue can’t be beat
Its been so easy
How their poor hearts ache
with every game we take
All the white are fake
Every game is cake
Every game no break
There’s no escape
Order’s watching you
Oh cant white see
order will defeat
How their poor hearts ache
With every move we make
Every point we take
Every error you make
Every time you break
Every move you make
Order’s watching you (x2)

Alma Mater
Everglow - Coldplay
Oh they say summers come
They say summers go
But I know that West End, is extra
special
And though we might be gone
And adventures we’ll know
Still I hope that the time goes slow
And I should but I can’t let you go
But when I’m old, old
And when I’m gone, gone
There’s a brotherhood I found
And we’ll come back home
Cuz the spirits inside me, I’m not alone
When buses rolled up
The first hours flied
Then we swore on that night we’d
Be friends till we died
But the changing of plans
And the place’s we’ll go
Summer’s short but I know it’s my
home
And I’m gonna miss you, I know
But when I’m old, old
And when I’m gone, gone
I know you’re always with me
And we’ll come back home
You’ll be with me through sun and the
snow
Cuz the Spirit’s inside me, I’m not alone
What I wouldn’t give for just a moment,
more
Because I live for this feeling, I’m not
alone
So if you’ll miss someone, you should
let them know
Oh the spirit we all share, will everglow

All I Think About Is You - Ansel
Elgort
Corps's supposed to be, the coolest
team
Everyone thinks that blue is weak.
What they don't know, is we stay up
late, watching the camp.
Knowledge and power, are what we
own
blue dominates, White's gone away
[Chorus]
You know we are blue
No white team, no issue
We won splits, we were never down
They made the mistakes
And they're losing the games
Now white don't know what to do
Cuz this war is going to blue - ooo ooooo
Cuz this war is going to blue - ooo ooooo
This war is goin to blue
They lay awake,
Trying to brace the loss they will take,
this is their fate.
Everyone sees the sadness they hold
You can predict what's about to unfold
Up there will be, looking at us
A blue plaque hanging.
[Chorus]
You know we are blue
No white team, no issue
We won splits, we were never down
They made the mistakes
And they're losing the games
Now white don't know what to do
Cuz this war is gone to blue - ooo ooooo
Cuz this war is gone to blue - ooo ooooo
This war is goin to blue
Solo:
The War is going to blue - oooo -ooo –
oo
And white don't know what to do
Cuz this war is going to blue - ooo ooooo
Cuz this war is going to blue - ooo ooooo
Cuz is war is goin to blue.

Cheer Medley
White was duped, Now they know the
truth
Blue runs the camp and there’s nothing
they can do
Now we’re feeling cool, bout to paint to
the plaque blue
Corps would pay a lot to be the team in
our shoes
This is dedicated to all my blue
brothers Hope that you see it bouta
hang another Me and our team we
don’t worry or pretend
Hope you
see it at Old Timers Week
The
Corps they won’t attend
The name is Blue Order
Winning this West End Color War
Every night beating white
Winning splits, taking flight [x2]
When the white falls
When they crumble
Blue will stand tall
Then we win, together
When the corps falls
When they crumble
Order stands tall
Then we win, together
They will fall
Corps will fall
Powerful champs Controlling the camp
We're concentrating while the white's
hesitating
Corps got nothin on blue order
Nothin on blue order
We don't have to try, they can't even
play
They even have Chabot, who's now 0
and 8
Yo, they got nothin on blue order
Nothin on blue order
All Day (All Day) Everyday (Everyday)
Blue is winning splits until we cannot
play
Day to day, it always goes our way
Corps should stop cuz Order is here to
stay
6 hundred club yeah blue got the dub
Missing in action, the corpse they stay
lacking
The blue we have won and the white
corpse is done
The order is here yeah we aint no
imposter
Ok ok ok
Another blue plaque is on the way
In the mess hall we hang it today
yeah in the mess hall we hang it today
I know blue will win tonight
Bunk1 pictures looking nice
Blue plaque, hanging right
600 club we’re taking flight [x2]

We don’t really care if they cry
On the real they shoulda never tried
Shoulda saw the way they looked us
in our eyes
We said, we are the greatest of- alltime
Order is the best, We
are way ahead
Blue is on the
edge, 6 hundos what we said
Turnin’ campers heads, Blue has
won again All the white are dead,
All the white are dead
Electric Avenue – Eddie Grant
(h/t PMT)
[Verse 1]
Out in the fields there was violence
And a lot of splits to be won
No place for white to be winning
And the Corps, we know that theyre
done, oh no
[Chorus]
Another win for blue, Our business
here is through
A blue plaque in the mess hall
White Corps is through, a vic-tree
for the blue
A blue plaque in the mess hall
[Verse 2]
Workin’ so hard the Blue Order
They’re right where we want them
to be
Deep in their minds it is over
Their coaches are 0-16, Good God!
[Chorus]
600 Points for blue, our business
here is through,
A blue plaque in the mess hall
White Corps is through, a vic-tree
for the blue
A blue plaque in the mess hall
Go blue… Go blue…
Another win for blue, our business
here is through,
A blue plaque in the Mess Hall
White Corps is through, a vic-tree
for the blue
A blue plaque in the mess hall
[Verse 3]
Who is to blame on the white team
Karasik might be #1
Dealing with all of their crying
Judges, you know that they’re done,
oh no
600 Points for blue, our business
here is through,
A blue plaque in the mess hall
White Corps is through, a vic-tree
for the blue
A blue plaque in the mess hall

Body Like A Back Road – Sam Hunt
Got team down on long pond
The blue order
First time you see the blue team
You know we’re winning this war
Winning in the ball fields
We took all the splits
Illuminati, Order
100 times 6
Order with the control
Judges you have to know
We’re winning this war and hangin’ a blue
plaque
Going 6-0 on a Thursday, we don’t have to
worry
We just take it slow and keep running this
camp
The way we beat up on the white team
They need some help
Corps is running ‘round
They know they’ve fell
The score keeps running up for the blue team
Aint no team like ours in these West End
Streets
Order with the control
Judges you have to know
We’re winning this war and hanging a blue
plaque
Going 6-0 on a Thursday, we don’t have to
worry
We just take it slow and keep running this
camp
We’re out here on the H-Dock
With the breeze and our boys
Talking bout the week with
Our best friends
In the mess hall we’re hanging
The blue plaque we’ve earned
Get there when we get there, every win we
will smile
Order with the control
Judges you have to know
We’re winning this war and hanging a blue
plaque
Going 6-0 on a Thursday, we don’t have to
worry
We just take it slow and keep running this
camp
We just take it slowKeep running this camp

Go Flex - Post Malone

22 - Taylor Swift

Unstoppable - The Score

Winning game after game, split after split
They tell us stop, we don’t listen no more
Help me forget that this war is so cold
We don't even know if blue’s in it no more
On top of the plaque, just keep searchin' on
It's never enough, point after point, day after
day
We knew that we’d win unless Order gives
up, (ha, ha) +2
In the war yeah we put them in a coma
And their team called talkin' bout some
drama
I swear there ain't no time for Order on the
come up
Blue’s streak comes to an end what a bumma

It feels like a perfect night, to end this
blowout
And make fun of the Blue team, uh uh, uh
uh
It feels like a perfect night for a white
Corps shutout
To raise up a White plaque, uh uh, uh uh

There’s a moment
In this war when
When the white team takes over
Blood is running
Heart is pumping
As the battle gets closer
They can say what they want now
‘Cause we’ll be screaming out

[Hook x2]
Man we just wanna beat blue
White like the Corps right on the plaque
Blue is stone cold in the war
While the Corps’ getting ready for the win
[Verse 2]
Push the gas Order don’t even want more
They ain't ever met a team do it like Corps
Day 0 blue knows we won the war
Chanting so loud that our throat’s sore
They’re acting so tough too bad Eggert can’t
flex
'Cause Blue Order knows what's about to
come next
We hit judges up, sayin’ Corps is the best
We drop some cult boys we just wanna beat
[Hook x2]
Man we just wanna beat blue
White like the Corps right on the plaque
Blue is stone cold in the war
While the Corps’ getting ready for the win
Knowing all of this
Just don't make a difference
They’re just talking lies and nobody listens
Hitting all the shots and we swear we’re
never missing
Blue is just insane and we swear we’re never
losing
Knowing all of this
It just don't make a difference
They’re just talking lies and nobody listens
We come with the heat man, we swear we’re
never missing
And we’re still the same and we swear we’re
never switching
[Hook x2]
Man we just wanna beat blue
White like the Corps right on the plaque
Blue is stone cold in the war
While the Corps’ getting ready for the win

Yeah,
We're happy beating down the Blue inside their
We can be heroes everywhere we go
own lair
We can have all that we ever want
It's miserable and magical
Swinging like Ali, knocking out blue team
Oh, yeah
Top of the plaque were the champions
Tonight's the night a team this far ahead is so rare
Keep on winning every game that we play
It's time
Blue’ll remember when we say
We can be heroes everywhere we go
Uh oh!
Keeping us down is impossible
I don't know about you
‘Cause we’re unstoppable
But we feel like ending Blue
In the fields,
Everything will be alright
In the courts,
If you just accept you'll lose
Blue order just gave up
You can't join the Corps
In this color war,
But I'll bet you want to
We wanted it more,
Everything will be alright
Than the team against us,
If, White just keeps fighting like we're
They can say what they want now,
Beating blue, ooh-ooh
‘Cause we’ll be screaming out
Beating blue, ooh-ooh
We can be heroes everywhere we go
It seems like one of those nights,
We can have all that we ever want
That side is too crowded
Swinging like Ali, knocking out blue team
Too many losers, uh uh, uh uh (Who's
Top of the plaque were the champions
Blue Order anyway, ew?)
Keep on winning every game that we play
It seems like one of those nights,
Blue’ll remember when we say
We ditch the whole war and end up
We can be heroes everywhere we go
screaming
Keeping us down is impossible
Instead of sleeping
‘Cause we’re unstoppable
Yeah,
Oh woah, we're unstoppable
We're happy beating down the Blue inside their Oh
own
woah, we're unstoppable
lair
We're unstoppable
It's miserable and magical
Oh, yeah
Tonight's the night a team this far ahead is so rare
It's time
Uh oh!
I don't know about you
But we feel like ending Blue
Everything will be alright
If you just accept you'll lose
You can't join the Corps
But I'll bet you want to
Everything will be alright
If White just keeps fighting, like we're
Beating Blue, ooh-ooh
Beating Blue, ooh-ooh
I don't know about you
Beating Blue, ooh-ooh
Beating Blue, ooh-ooh
It feels like one of those nights,
We ditch the whole war
It feels like one of those nights,
It's just not worth it
It feels like one of those nights,
This looks like bad news
We feel bad for blue,
Sorry for crushing you.

Cheer Medley
Wildest Dreams - Taylor Swift
Blue’s so weak and scared as hell
They’re so bad while we’re playing so well
We can see the end as the night begins
And When The War is Won
Camp will remember Corps
Dominating Order
Staring at a white plaque with
War stripes and camo gear
Blue will see us again
E ven if it’s in Orders
Nightmares, fight white fight
Nightmares, fight white fight
Congratulations - Post Malone
Color War broke, see it on Bunk1
Said stuff done changed ever since the first, week
We dreamed it all ever since the start
They said white would be nothing
Now blue always says congratulations
Worked so hard forgot camp was vacation
Blue ain't never had the dedication
Order hatin’, say we’re weak and look we’re winning
Yeah were winning
My Sh** - A Boogie Wit da Hoodie
Now every time we play Blue Order they say "This ain't our split"
Y'Know the White Team don't quit
And we know Blue know wassup,
baby this score real lit
Y'Know a white plaque gon' fit
Every Time We Touch (2 Verses)
Cause’ everytime we win, we get this feeling
And every time they lose, we swear we can fly
Order couldn’t handle the corps, so we won the war
Why’d they even try
Cause every time we win, we feel the static
And everytime they lose, we can hear them cry
We're gonna be on top of the plaque and that is a fact
We take this war tonight
There He Go - Kodak Black
Every time you see Corps we're surrounded by them snipers
Blue ain't ever run off with a win in their whole life, bruh
We from training camp we ain't soft like them cult boys
All we do is fight, don't need no secrets that's too much noise
White plaque in the mess hall gon' be hung when the time come
Used to taking orders but today we gonna fight em
There's no cult at West End even Hatchet Harry know that
Blue is in the mess hall talking crazy 'bout a comeback
Glorious - Macklemore
Feelin' vic-torious, torious
Got no chance to start again
White was born for this, born for this
It's who we are, how could Blue compete
Blue made it through the toughest part of the war
And now we see the white flag
And feel vic-torious, torious
Feelin' vic-torious, torious

Timmy's Prayer - Sampha
Now that Blue's listening
They're trapped in a prison
They cannot keep up with Corps
Yeah, White has just won this war
Blue messed up
They're done now
There's no room for blue to comeback
Corps on the plaque that's straight facts
Since day we're breaking through
600 Points, yeah it's nothing new
Order
Can't keep up with white
Don't want to join scientology
Just fight white fight till the order flee
Blue
Didn't try enough
And when we're raising our plaque
Blue will feel the real order comeback
No need to fight back Corps always attacks
Cult's aren't for me we are marines
Best team that this camps ever seen
Blue's bleeding and we don't care
The splits showed that white's unfair
Now that Blue's listening
They're trapped in a prison
They cannot keep up with Corps
Yeah, white has just won this war
Blue messed up
They're done now
There's no room for blue to comeback
Corps on the plaque that's straight facts
One More Light - Linkin Park (Alma Mater)
Wanna stay, where the sun, meets Long Pond
Can I stay here, to not hurt, weeks from now?
We have something, that the world, doesn't know
There are things that we can have, but can't keep
[Chorus]
If they say
Who cares if one more summer ends?
In a life of so many years
They just don't, get it
Who cares if Color War ends now?
If this moment is all we have
At West End, West End
Who cares if one more summer ends?
Well I do
ll my brothers, help me get, through my year
In the Rec Hall, one last song before then, oh
And you're crying, and you should be, it's not fair
Just 'cause you can't be here, doesn't mean it's, not in our hearts
[Chorus]
If they say
Who cares if one more summer ends?
In a life of so many years
They just don't, get it
Who cares if Color War ends now?
If this moment is all we have
At West End, West End
Who cares if one more summer ends?
Well I do
If they say
Who cares if one more summer ends?
In a life of so many years
They just don't, get it
Who cares if Color War ends now?
If this moment is all we have
At West End, West End
Who cares if one more summer ends?
Well I do, I do

5A Sayings and We Leaves 2017
Jacob Roopan - “Stu, you're a shnooboo wubu! “Stu, can I have a mint? Mints, mints,
mints!” "I want snacks", “Random Screeches”
Endless dancing, soft skin, most swag in camp, world cup team Ireland
Marcus Lizardo - “lets play death ball! I'll keep score; it's bulldogs vs jeem.” “I love
diary of a wimpy kid.” “I'm going to join the baseball team.”
Diary of a wimpy kid books, scorekeeper, big baseball hat
Josh Mawanda - “Did you know my brother Farid?”, “Lee get off my bed!", “GET
OUT!”, “My name is spelled with an ‘o’!”
His brother Farid, Lee, could throw a football like no one else, WWE pro wrestler
Leeon Perryman – “I want my box” “Zombie! Not playing!” “Stu wanna play zombie”
“What the heck!” “Are you deaf?” “I am not cheeky!” “HELP!” “I’m not playing!” “I’m
still not playing!” “Ask Lee.” “I love Pokémon more than Lee and Toussaint.”
Lee, Toussaint, zombie, box of snacks, learned to run, Shaw’s bag of pretzel sticks,
gangster, bowls of cheese, king of not playing, camp’s best piggyback rider, “Barbie
Girl” song, camp’s most improved swimmer, camp’s best DJ,
Lee Perryman – “Anyone wanna play chess?” “Stu wanna play zombie?” “That’s
messed up” “Josh, get off my bed!” “This is an all-boys camp.” “Ask Leeon.”
Leeon, Toussaint, zombie, do-rag, chess champion of the bunk, perfect running form,
beast in desert war, better dancer than Jimmy.
Toussaint Nyamweya – “Stu wanna play zombie?” “I wanna be Greninja” “Leeon’s the
zombie!” “Oops!” “Play ‘Barbie Girl’ again! I’m a Barbie girl, in a Barbie world…!”
Blanket cocoon, most improved swimmer, Pop tart lover, best Zombie player in camp,
Pokémon book, Lee and Leeon’s cousin.
Jack Goldberg – “Can we go swimming?” “I’m a 3rd generation West Ender” “Do you
like hockey?” “G’off my bed! Do I sound like Leeon?” “My dad went here.” “Guys, call
me ‘Little Gerbil’” “I’m not Brady Bloch.” “Blushes” “Derek started it!”
BBB, Picture collection, always a happy camper
Mason Felker – “sdfuhvkihjuaiodfuvhapisudvh” “You heard me” “It’s my first year”
“Hi Mom!” “They call me Mickey, like Mickey Mouse.” “Derek stop!” “I like pigs.”
Batting stance of the year, great swimmer, local tour guide, looks like Derek, color war
Jacob Kirwan – “ Can you pleeeaassee take us swimming” “I love tubing!” “Let’s get
funky” “I’m so happy!” “Attention, please! I have an announcement…”
Funky Jacob, hose connoisseur, OS week 4, always smiling, his cousins Matty and Will
Burger, great rookie season
Derek Walsh – “It was an accident!” “My uncle is Danny Walsh, the waterfront
director.” “Mason stop!” “Do I have to?” “Why?”

Danny Walsh, looks like Mason, woke up every morning at 6:00 AM, gaga ball
Jonathon Camargo – *shakes head yes* *shakes head no* “Wanna play soccer?”
Amazing desert war, great kid, hopeful return
Ryder Beaulac - “Oh yeah! Another Package!” “Can we watch a movie tonight?” “
Swimming expert, always last shower, great listener, awesome personality
Jimmy Santos- “Anyone got any ramen noodles?” “I already showered!” “You guys
wanna play god?” “Play Despacito!”
Noodle lover, shower detester, perfect general swim attendance, fish of Long Pond
Gabe Klapman- “You’re out!” “Jimmy, let’s team up” “Who wants to trade?”
Small but mighty, great Color War athlete, GOD champion of 5A
Jacob Dancey - “Could you put on Despacito please?” “Let’s go to the rec hall!” “I
wanted to play soccer!”
Great athlete, dominant Color War, 2nd generation West Ender
Cooper Fitzpatrick- “Do I HAVE to shower tonight?” “Anyone want some snacks?”
“Despacito! NOW!”
Snack Connoisseur, perseveres through all injuries, bunk ghost expert
Louis Lasu- “I’m from Portland” “I want to stay for Funtown”
His Portland friends, a great smile, good rookie year
Messiah Bowen- “I’m really 7” “Can I go visit Antonio?”
The Club, his brothers, his increased maturity
STAFF
Jack Donaldson - “Off the back porch!” “Who wants a movie tonight?” “How could
you have showered that quick?”
Photographer, Desert War runner, 3-3 in Water polo, skit upset
Drew Seifer- “Anyone want to play disc golf?” “Check the job chart!” “Only one!”
Great Color War runner, great World Cup runner, great Desert War coach
Stu Lustig- “Alright, I’ll play zombie this one time” “Hey ______, get out of the bunk!”
“Make sure you give me my Rubik’s cube back!”
Rubik’s cube master, permanent zombie, the enforcer
Marc-Andy Mexil- “Clean your areas!” “I know you can read the job chart” “Who wants
to play rafterball?”
Great with kids, great Desert War coach, Intermediate Leagues extraordinaire

5B Sayings and We Leaves
Andrew Vrigneau: “Is hot sauce spicy?” “Leppo, Houston, can you take us
swimming?” “Can I wear my helmet to the meal?” His ever-present helmet, Headbandflashlight, fishing rod, 10-U Soccer, great first year and hopeful return.
Jordan Guevara: “Chahhhlliiieeee!” “No, no, no, it was Alex,” “Is there a general swim
after leagues today?” 10-U soccer; turning the lights on at night; Charlie, Alex, and Nick;
Hopeful return.
Nikoles Joseph: “VJ, play ball with us!” “What do you think is at the side table?” “I
didn’t get an ice-cream last night, so can I get two tonight?” 10-U soccer; Always
smiling; Alex, Charlie, and Jordan; Related to AJ? Awesome rookie year & hopeful
return.
Alex Cruz: “VJ, wake me up early tomorrow,” “Is the scary story going to be scary?” “I
want soccer for leagues!” 10-U soccer; Charlie, Jordan, and Nick; Always playing soccer
in the bunk; team Ireland; solid first year & hopeful return.
Jesse Gagliardi: “Who wants to play signal?” “Owen stop!” “Christian, you are not the
House, you don’t win”
Silence, Tristan, Baseball, Great Athlete, Better Kid, Awesome 1st Year,
Ben Goldberg: “I read this 300 page book in 3 days” “11 and under lacrosse was a
disaster” “Get off my bed” “Stop touching my stuff Ralphie” “I’m the calmest kid in
here”
Little AJ, Reading, Books, Jaden, Sharon, More books, Lacrosse, Great First Summer,
Great Addition to the Bunk
Owen Pfeffer: “I can throw a baseball 75 mph” “Fizz, do your job” “Ralphie
STOOOOOP”
Baseball, Confidence, Dominant Athlete, Awesome Desert War, Good first year.
Jaden Segal: “I’m Jack Lesser’s neighbor.” “Joe, put on Stole the Show” “I’m nice at
ball.” “1 v 1 me bro.” “Joe, you’re a baller, but you still don’t play for UMass” “Yo,
you’re a baller” “It’s everyday bro”
Loud, Funny, Sharon, Ben, Basketball, Lacrosse, Great 1st Year, Stole the Show
Faiz Ahmed: “Guys I'm trying to sleep” “Do I have to take a shower?” “I love Zelda”
Great Kid, Zelda, Hong Kong, Books, fizzy water, Great 1st Year, Nicest Area in Camp
Rafael Lantz: “I need to read before I sleep” “I’m hungry, Houston can you get me a
banana?” “GIVE ME CHARLIE THE CHICKEN!” “Blue man, where are you?” “Blue
man told me not to sleep”
New Jersey, Crazy, Awesome Kid, Sugar, Charlie the Chicken, Blue Man, “Rafi, Ralphie,
Ralph, Rafael”, Energetic 1st Year and hopeful return

Joseph Hernandez: “Don’t cheat in Signal!” “Don’t touch me!” “Get off my bed”
Boston, Smiley Face Shirt, Newcomb Professional, Funny, Good 1st Year
Nor Gul Mohammed: “Don’t be like dat!!” “Vijay can I get a tooth pick???”
Portland, Peter, Phantom Gourmet Shirt, Sleeping, Good 1st year
Colin O’Connor: “Chiiiillllllllll” “I am Spiderman” “Is it weird if I borrow Christian’s
clothes?”
Christian, Thomas, Jake, Broken Fan, Good 2nd Year
Austin Convard: “Joe, were you here as a camper?” “Joe, want to play tetherball?”
“Houston, want to play tetherball?”
The Walking Question Mark, Striped Clothing, Doorbed, Michael, Good 1st year
Griffin Guzman: “Look at my lego fidget spinner” “I’m wearing three hats at the same
time”
White Corps, White Ignition, Plain Green Shirt, Popcorn, Good 2nd year
Christian Edwards: “Hey RJ, I mean VJ” “Clean the bunk” “Guys start cleaning” “Your
team is CHIPS”
White Corps, Poison, Clean-up runner, Good first year
Michael Gonzales: “Rafi STOP” “Guys please clean the bunk” “Okay Toxic”
Only 6 weeker, Toxic, Blue Order, Great Athlete, Better Kid, Great 1st Year
Charlie Weitzman: “Leeon let’s play pokemon” “Heeeeyyyyy VJJJJ” “Who want to
borrow my Pokémon?” “Vijay, Look how many Pokémon I have” “Jordan, you can use
my Mew for the night,” “Pikachu, I choose you!” “Alex, for the last time, you are
waiter!”
Pokémon stuffed animals, Angry Birds Onesie, Pokemon, Team Russia, White Corps,
First 2 Last 2, BB8 Pillow, Good 2nd Year
Christian O’Connor: “I’m Christian” “There’s 4 of us” “Worcester rules”
His brothers, extra chores, Good 2nd Year
Staff
Jordan Leppo: “Guys, Clean the Bunk, this looks awful” “Moat’s Moatloaf was killer
tonight” “Joe, what’s up CIT” “Vijay, control them please!” “Inferno should have won”
Running Color War twice, Inferno coach, Nicest Locker in Camp, Staff Room, California,
Relationship with Jose, Napkin complaints, Great SC year
Houston Barenholtz: “Rafi, go to bed!” “Rafi, Charlie the Chicken is actually mine”
“Kern and Chabot should have listened to me and Leppo”

Blue Order Soccer Coach, 4-2 split, Staff Room, Charlie the Chicken, Blue Morph Suit,
House Game Halftime Show, Great JC Year
Joe Connelly: “Everybody get in their own beds!” “Above a 92, then you get to watch a
movie” “We are watching the same movie for the 4th time because that is all I have” “I
have the best smelling area in camp” “I have never been a basketball ref” “OFF MY
BED” “When I get out of the Shower, you guys better be asleep”
Basketball Ref for CW, 2 Jr Leagues Championships, Matt, Jack, Aidan, STAFF,
Lynnfield, Cabin DJ, UMass Basketball Jersey, Inferno Captain, Awesome CIT year
Vijay Blair: “NO, I’m rec hall guy” “Get away from my area” “Fill the Water, Make the
Juice, Clean the area” “I’m a panda” “I only do track” “Juan, I love bothering Juan”
Track Guy, Jose impression, Marc-Andy, Christian Ho, Kitchen every day for CW,
Broken Glasses, Baby Shake Technique, Great CIT year
2A Sayings and We Leaves
Charlie McCourt – “I already ate” “I’m going to wear my World Cup shirt as long as I
can” “I can’t wait to eat McDonalds and Taco Bell when I get home”
Needham Crew, Team USA, Snacks, constant packages, walk-off hit, hopeful return
Cole Costello – “I love surfing in Kennebunk” “I thoroughly enjoy playing
Watermelon!” “Pass the Lucky Charms bro, the hunger is real”
Needham Crew, Team Greece, Outstanding Sportsman of the Week
Ori Kohl – “Get off my bed!” “I have a question” “Can you take me to the Eddie
Andelman Gym?” “Guys I don’t look like Ferris and he’s not my brother!” “Ooh, can I
have some?”
Rookie of the Year, Team Russia, Poison, always in the Eddie, his “brother” Ferris
Owen Stubblebine – “Feed me the rock, I’m cash from three point land” “I’ll be in the
Rec Hall if anyone needs me” “Ya boy flexes on the A-team for travel hoop”
Shifty, Outstanding Junior, basketball handles, Jared, great Desert War, young Pete
Maravich
Jack Strom – “You know what would be cool….” Hey guys” “I can’t wait to play soccer
in leagues today” “I play soccer with Matty at home”
Great 1st year, Newton Crew, Poison, Soccer skills, Soccer jerseys
Malcolm Metellus – “Is Manny really in the Navy?” “I’ll be in Cancun in 2 days!” “New
York Sports teams are better than Boston sports teams!” “How Interesting”
Great personality, The Man, Poison, great one liners on the spot, handshake with Sean,
Marlon
Ross Israel – “Can I be done with middle aisle now?” “One time in Newton…” “I loved
color war but I do not want to go 1-5 again!” “Where are my sandals?”

Great first year, great athlete, outstanding sportsman, White Corps, Toxic, Great
addition to the bunk, Newton crew, pescatarian
Thomas O’Connor - “I won MVP again” “I can’t believe Victor gave me his Ignition
Coaches shirt” “I’m probably going to plaque”
Dominant athlete, White Corps Intermediate Captain, Rafter Baseball
Spencer Parco – “I love Joey Cohen” “Pass me the bowl of cereal” “I love fruit” “I
really love fruit” “People say I am a mini Eggert” “Karass you’re such a guy”
Newton Crew, Mini Soccer Balls, Rafter Baseball, Beef with Kornbleuth, Blue Order
Zach Andelman – “KARASS!” “I call sinks and toilets” “When are my visitors
coming?” “My clock has a nice wood finish”
Max, Mahogany Clock, his color war shirts, giant bag full of popcorn, fidget spinner
paradise
Spencer Hertz – “Wait let me count your hand for you” “I’m the best at pegging in the
bunk” “Go Blue Go!”
Needham Crew, dominant athlete, Cribbage, Steve Chamberlain
Matty Vogel – “Chill with that!” “I’m the best athlete in camp” “Was I drafted first in
leagues?” “I won my first six cribbage games” “Yeah but Steph Curry is nice”
Newton Crew, dominant athlete, Cribbage, Basketball, Curry Jersey, great color war,
Blue Order
Brady Bloch – “KARASS!”, “I call first shower” “Ok Hustle” “Freedom is chips” “Ok
Order” “I just like it” “Tim, can you help me look for my shoe?”
Bloch Dynasty, great athlete, Ireland, Poison, Order, Cribbage, Calvin Johnson Jersey,
Ramen Socks, Switching his bed four times
Max Andelman – “KARASS!” “I want the Schnitzel!” “Ok Hustle” “Stop” “Rank”
“Freedom is chips” *aggressively waving Hustle shirt while grunting* “Zach, get your
stuff out of my aisle!”
Needham Crew, Zach, Inside-out-backwards shirts, Italy, Poison, Order, White Corps
Junior Captain, Cribbage
Hunter Beaulac – “Guys Ryder can stay” “Spencer, grab a board and let’s get cribby”
“Yo, Parco, do you have a battery?”
4th year, Ryder, Mexico, Toxic, Corps Intermediate Captain, Great Swimmer, First to
learn cribbage, Messy Area
Staff
SC Sam Eggert – “Are you kidding me?!” “Do you think this a joke?!” “Spencer, is this
some sort of sick joke to you?” “Karasik how do you feel about the fact I went 6-3 on
you?” “Who is playing cribbage with me right now?” “Anyone want to get dominated in
rafter baseball?”

Blue Order softball coach, going 3-3 against Karasik but sweeping omelets, Newton
North/UNH Volleyball, self-proclaimed certified Cribbage instructor, Always taking kids
to town in rafter baseball
JC Tim Chu – “Guys stop” “Get out of the bunk” “I swear I don’t need Ben”
“LANGUAGE!” “CHILL!” My name is Christian Ho” “I’m Tim, not Christian Ho”
“Christian Ho is my brother”
Blue Fever, Chills, neat locker, Slim Jim Tim, hit his first home run in watermelon,
Desert War Referee, doing math with Christian Ho
JC Sean Karass – “We’re chillin” “Guys chill out” “The Dark Knight is a great movie”
“I’m not a band wagoner, I just like certain players; particularly safeties” “Do your job
guys!”
Always chillin, Football IQ still insane, 10 Things Podcast, Assorted NFL Safety T-Shirts,
Marblehead, Max
CIT Ben Kaplan – “Clean the bunk!” “Zach, get your stuff out of my aisle!” “Max, let
me hear your legitimate argument on why Freedom was so bad.” “False!” “You are
simply wrong”
Back brace, disc golf king, 2v2 basketball champ, HSC of White Ignition

2B Sayings and We Leaves
Ja’Kobe Watson- “I have four girlfriends” “Pass” “This one time in South Carolina…”
Slim Jims, rap music, loud presence, love for canoe, Never been to South Carolina
Robin Zhong- “Get at me!” “Name a song, I’ll play it” “Next shower!” “Let me tell you
a story about a mushroom” “Pass”
Ukulele, always happy, telling stories, bunk teacher, great attitude
Jackson Magee- “SUUHHH DUDE” “I’m a big baller!” “Ball is life” “Pass”
Always balling, cleanest kid in the cabin, energetic, trying to one up Julian, World Cup
champ
Julian Badger- “Why do you always look mad?” “Breakin’ ankles and shattering
dreams” “Big baller” “Pass”
Draymond Green Jersey, trying to one up Jackson, great camp attitude, eating ramen
Angel Davila- “Can we go swimming” “Are you a lifeguard?” “What’s my job” “Can I
get an oreo?” “What’s the night activity?” “Where does popcorn come from?” “What’s a
synonym” “I juggle to make you struggle” “Pass”
Asking questions, love for waterfront, door bed, A Boogie, Juggling
Mateo Correia- “Say a joke about me” “Pass the yellow mustard” “I’m telling Steve”
Bacon bits & cheese, loud, chipmunks,

Noe Ponce- “Call me Nikki” “Actually, call me Noe” “No way Noe doesn’t get MVP”
Waltham, Great rookie season, Jr MVP
Omar Benmrad- “Can we play soccer today?” “Michael, Jonny likes me better”
“Where’s my batman hat”
Waltham, Bunk soccer, Top bunk, Jonny Camargo
Michael Camargo- “Can we play soccer today?” “Jonny go hang out with Omar” “Idk
what happened to my league team”
Waltham, directions being constantly repeated to him
Patrick O’Connell- “I’m Patrick” “I don’t look anything like my brother” “I look more
like Ryan”
Waltham, Preston, Luck of the Irish
Preston O’Connell- “I’m Preston” “Connor is going to KO Floyd” “No Patrick, I look
more like Ryan”
Waltham, Patrick, Luck of the Irish
Jaden Dominique- “WHAAAAAT??!!” “The 4th time I met the Juice” “Jack, will your
dad come back as a counselor next year?” “Only 3 people have told me I look like him”
Dave Chappelle, Questions, OJ Simpson, Another great summer and hopeful return
Zyaire Abney- “Was I not supposed to do that?” “I’m fast, that’s why they call me
Zebra”
Zebra, mess hall shenanigans, Pokémon, his brothers
Toby Hasanaj- “It’s Hasanaj not Hasanaj” “I’m Toby” “I’m the referee”
Referee, Last name pronunciation, Mature
Maximo Gomez: "What are…?”, “I love Ben Bowman.”, “Ben is like the brother I never
had."
Bowman, Talking, Curious, Bowman
Danny Santos: “Some would say I’m a young George Lopez.”, “I’m nasty at ball.”
Poison headband, Only 8 weeker in the cabin, nice hair
Desmond Gao: “Where is my boy Spencer?” “Looks like its ramen for lunch again."
Always eating, Copious amounts of ramen, Great kid
Ben Bowman: “It wasn’t me!” “Indiana State is a great school if you are looking to
succeed and achieve your long term goals.”
Cat naps, Bear naps, Squirrel naps

Tymon Cui: “Teacher, Teacher….” “Where is Desmond living?” “I have to use the
bathroom.”
boys with Bruce, always reading
Bruce Zhou: “Mah man Tymonnnn!” “Tymon and I are boys back home."
Boys with Tymon, Baseball obsession, Always smiling
Nathaniel Candray: “All of the Ball brothers are trash.” “I love Nascar!” “Danny and I
are boys back home."
Loved camp, loves cleaning
Josh Wotten: “Quiet!” “I have the most colorful blanket in camp.” “Can I have one?"
Portland, pillows, underrated athlete
Eddie Stein: “I play ball.” “I’m nice at ball.” “Some call me a young Kobe.” “Arizona
State is the most academically rigorous college in all of the United States.”
Cards, Portland area, top bunk
Marcos Renderos: “I’m cousins with the Santos’” “I miss my mom.”
Revere, Danny, Jimmy
Jack Gervais: “I’m not sure if I want 2B or the 3’s” “I like camp”
His height, his vacation from his vacation

Staff
Jack Lesser: “Indiana University Babyyy!”, “Brady and I chill 24/7.” “West End is the
greatest place on earth."
World Cup champions with Team England on Roopan’s half-court shot, running DW,
coaching football again, Indiana, Quist poster
Brady Buckman: "I love my bunk this year.”, “I love being a Lacrosse referee."
Poison, Senior Counselor in 2B for a week, Barbie Girl – West End Playlist, Barstool,
pats apparel
Nick Akerstein: “I’m the best watermelon player this side of the Mississippi,” “CLEAN
THE BUNK”, “Respect mah authoritayyy”.
Archery, shoes, many reliefs, many hats
Oudom Seang- “Nah I left it at home” “Me and my boy…” “You know I only rock
Kentucky Blue” “I like 21 Savage even though…”
A new story every night, Extended days off, Spontaneous trips to Cambodia

3A Sayings and We Leaves
Joseph Roopan – “It’s not luck, it’s all skill” “Let’s play rafter baseball”
Half-court Bombardment shot, Bombardment MVP, water bottle, first year O.S. and
World Cup winner
Aaron Weisberg – “Do your jobs!” “Are we watching a movie?” “Let’s go play tennis”
“Is this a man that likes gummy bears?”
Big bag of gummy bears, digital clock, ginger, trying and making both the lacrosse and
football teams, opening his birthday box 4 days early, ICE
Nathan Rivas – “I can’t understAAAnd you!” “Can you play some Queen?” “[Insert
Queen song here]”
Sleeping bag, Nikita’s best friend, Netherlands trip, memes, Queen, Don’t Stop Me Now,
Swing-and-a-miss
Nikita Zakhatov – “Turtle” “Want to play some ‘Trash’?” “At least I can [blank]!”
Watermelon for the bunk, New Yorker, Russian (well, Ukrainian) accent
Ben Chandler – “I don’t play baseball, I just look like I do” “Have you heard about the
[blank] story?”
Stories (scary or otherwise), cards, top bunk
Oliver Eschelbacher – “Get off my bed!” “I swear, my socks keep walking around by
themselves” “WILL!” “Will, get out of my bunk…I’m kidding, Will can stay.”
Brother, perch, empty locker, ginger-isms
Tristan Gagliardi – “Hey I didn’t do that!” “Ben, throw me an alley-oop”
Natick squad, little brother, great first year
Brady Hargraves – “Victor, can you play Piano Man” “Julien I can beat you one-onone.”
Hair, looking like he plays baseball, Bottom bunk, fairly quiet, Natick
Finn Lothridge – “Did I mention I’m not French?” “It was a joke, I’m kidding”
“Julien!” “Julien’s my cousin.”
French (not really), Soccer, mini basketball hoop
Julien Melanson - “Finn is my cousin” “Why did I get OS?”
Finn’s cousin, Natick Squad, bottom bunk, waiter
Teddy Schwab – “Oh, come on” “H-Juan” “Mr. Counselorman”
Soccer, Liverpool jersey, vegan (sort of), Natick

Ferris Way – “My teams is on a baseball tournament” “I’m going to 4B” “Let me bunt”
“[Blank] is my cousin” “Christopher” “North Carolina”
Bread and Butter Boys, Cousins, drifter, baseball, Blue and White baseball hat, North
Carolina
Cole Betza – “JUAN!” “Anyone want to play ChiPo?” “Sure” “I only drink water”
US Lax Shirt, Nike ball, Outstanding Sportsman Trophy, 13-Under soccer tea, Great kid
Harry Wu – “Hello, Bye” “Can I see your math?” Terrrraaaayyyy!” “NO! STOP IT”
Terry, Chinese cards, Crimson Harvard and Future Harvard Graduate shirt
Antonio Agard – “CLEAN UP!” “I’m not leaving” “I’ll beat you in _____” “Yo I’m
going to the courts” “Gaaaarrrry”
Isaiah, 15 under Basketball, Sr. Basketball, 4 fouls, Barks, Gold Cards, Black Jack
Tim Melton – “Can I see your Rubix Cube, Christian” “Can I do _______?”
“Gaaarrrryyy” “Hey Tim Chu, you stole my name”
Malden Baseball team, J’s all day shirt, M hat, Bottom Bunk, Retro 1s, Low Senior
softball
Nathaniel Aronson – “Wanna toss the football?” “Don’t ask me for food, I’ll give it”
“Wanna play rafter baseball?” “I’m just gonna read”
UConn t-shirt, letters, football, books, clock
Terry Jin – “Get out of my way” “Terrraaayy” “STOP IT” “Is anyone in the bathroom?”
“OOOOWWWWW” “Can I see your math?” “YES” “In China we ______”
Harry, Ramen, Flashlight, 20 shirts, top bunk, slippers
DeAndre Auguste – “I’m going to the 4s” “I don’t know” “I let go of the door” “I’m not
going to go to sleep”
Light boy, Damian, Door Bed, Small box, 76ers hat, Great first year
Matt Goroshko – “I was playing chess that’s why I didn’t _____” “Tim and I played
baseball back in Malden” My brother gave me those” “NO, I DON’T WANT TO”
“Hockey is my best sport but there isn’t hockey here”
Moat-Loaf, Rice crispy cereal, Guitar, Blue Nike hat, Green Neon tank top, Baseball Bat,
Wrappers, Sheets and Mattresses, Int. Newcomb, Fan
Giancarlo Miro – “I’m winning!” “I play baseball at home” *Español*
Blue tennis bag, great first year, NS Hat, Bottom Bunk
Keegan Fitzpatrick – “Yes I can” “comment” “My dad is selling 2 hockey rinks and a
cargo ship” “I’m going to keep track of my snacks” “Give me your highest 2” “Hey guys
I’m nice at ChiPo”
Paddling, Full Plate, 24 pack of water, exciting first year, Blue bin, Fisher Hat

Isaiah Kruse – “Wanna hit the outdoor courts?” “STOP!” “Me and Antonio are best
buddies” “Can I have some of your food?”
Mini Fort, Antonio, Late rec hall adventures, Blue bin, Coolsville Shirt, Flashlight, ND
quarter-zip, basketball
Jake O’Connor – “I have 3 brothers in camp and 10 in total.” “Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey,
Hey, Hey, Hey,” “Look I have” *yelling* “I’m trying to not yell”
No sheets, Stickers water bottle, hat, swing, 9000 decks of cards
Staff
Victor Svedloff – “Are you serious?” “Antonio, I can dunk on you” “Believe it or not, I
WAS a HSC” *Dat laff* “Okay Corps” “Okay Jungle” “Okay [insert anything here]”
“Heat was better than Reign” “Gordon Haywood is going to be good at the Celtics” “I
can’t wait to ref this Junior soccer game!”
White Corps soccer coach, Staff hoodie, UMass, Phi Sigma Kappa, Newton, Contact
lenses, Great SC
Juan Ruiz – “Matt, do your job!” “I love being AOD” “I would like to think I’m good at
soccer” *Occasional sarcasm* “Okay, Rumble” “Casual [insert word here]”
[Everyone being surprised by him] Going to College, Soccer, Head ref of Color War
soccer, 13-Under Soccer coach, Underappreciated Music, 5-year plaque, Great 2nd year
on staff
Brandon Buckman – “Guys, do your jobs!” “You’re sleeping early tonight” “Stop
complaining” “Squad” “Chiiiill!” “STOP!” *Random noises* “Ughhh”
Fabreeze, Toxic coach, ‘THE GANG’, Football Color War ref, Junior League coach,
Jungle, Desert War headband collection, Great C.I.T
Christian Ho – “Get out of the bunk!” “CHIPS” “Bricks” “I just don’t understand why”
“My name is Tim” “Tim is my brother” “Just do your job and you can leave” “I gotta do
my homework” “Quick run?” “Kitchen isn’t even that bad” “Last year I was overrated”
“I’m telling you the desert war/color war teams are watermelon and cantaloupe” “That’s
middle aisle tomorrow” “Does anyone have a pencil or can sharpen mine?” “PACE,
PACE, PACE!” “I have the best backhand in camp by far” “Frisbee?” “CAUGHT!”
“AARON!” “Gotta kick” “Running a casual mile tomorrow”
Frisbee Stash, 3 mile runs, thousand showers, Homework, Binder, Kitchen record, Tim
Chu’s Brother, Dock Duty, Grace talks, Kezar loft, Oklahoma Hat, Fake Fever, One
Basketball Move, Last minute cross country training

3B Sayings and We Leaves
Ethan Grayson: “My teeth stay brushed,” “I’m a baller what can I say?” “I don’t even
like hot sauce”
Hard Worker, Talented. Bright Smile
David Michelson: “Can we go fishing?” “JCG why are you dressed like a cowboy?”
“The food is actually pretty good tonight”
Fishing, Triplet, Baller, Curious George
Mathew Michelson: “I’m the better baseball player” “Sevaaaaa” “Yo pass the buns”
Baseball, Triplet, Bed making abilities, Mogul
Greg Michelson: “Guys do your jobs!” “Get off my bed!” “Barrett is the worst boat
driver ever”
13 under, triplet, beast, hustle
Cassius Buissereth: “Money team” “Put on Yachty” “J.C you play the worst music”
Ramen, Bunk Bed
Jared Stubblebine: “I’m gonna be a professional basketball player one day!” “I can’t eat
dairy” “You know what Walsh said to me this morning?”
Loves Basketball, Quiet yet Humble, Heart of a tiger
Marlon Metullus: “How do you do bathroom mop?” “Have you seen Malcolm?” “I’m
wayyyy better than Jared at basketball!”
Great Kid, Awesome D-War, Loves Camp, Good Basketball player
Matty Berger: “I wanna stay for color war” “I hate Russia.” “Russia is the worst”
Terrific Kid, Good Soccer Player, Fast
Jason Alexander: “I get so many more girls than Matty” “Dunlea bro, we should really
chill after camp sometime.” “My favorite meals are the ones that have salad”
Great rookie season, Bright Future, Exceptional Attitude
Coleman Ballweg: “Love ultimate Frisbee, absolutely love it” “Take me swimming
Juan” “Love four square”
Great Dancer, Cool kid, Ian Finn’s little brother, another great summer
Riley Bloch: “Jonah stop taking my things” “Dunlea I want to be like you one day”
Awesome Color War, Nice basketball shoes, Bright Future at West End
Jonah Bloch: “Dunlea I didn’t get ice cream” “I’m gonna be in G1”
Early riser, Soft Skin, Bloch dynasty

Liam Grabie: “When’s canteen?” “I miss my mommy” “I wish I was on the Rumble”
“Ben and I are going kayaking with Walsh during elective time”
Terrific Kid, Good Athlete, Energetic
Ben Grabie: “Should I mop the bathroom?” “Michael get off my bed”
Amazing Desert War, Fast like a cheetah, Strong like a rhino
Michael Colon: “Funtown is the best town” “34 days until Funtown!” “I play football
back at home” “Chilllllllllll”
Most Improved, Loves Camp, Many good things to come, Triple Crown winner
Dom Delgado: “Jonah get out of my area” “Jonah clean up your stuff”
Beast Athlete, Limp Walk, First Color War
Charley Cantor: “Wait, Wait, Wait” “For the win” “Colon and I just played tennis
versus Seva and all of a sudden there were flying pigs soaring over the gaga pit”
Poor Whisperer, Great First Year, Great Sport!
James Kagoda: “Nyindu can dunk” “I love the bongo and poptarts” “Wait, Wait, Wait,
are those poptarts? SMORES?!?!”
Good color war, great kid, always listens, loves to sleep in
Shumbu Emmable: “Zebra Zebra Zebra” “Wow Dunlea, you are such a good dancer,
teach me your ways!” “I am the captain now” “Can I eat some Doritos?”
Unbelievable first year, Awesome Kid, Funny Skit, Hopefully many more years at WEHC
Staff
James Dunlea: “Heat was the best color war team” “Jonah!!” “Shumbu go to sleep! How
do you have this much energy?!”
Soccer player, Color war coach, Bandanas
Seva Filatov: “Clean the bunk” “Charley, take a shower!!!” “Jonah, clean your area!”
Russia, tennis, perfect clothes folder, 4th year
Jake Sudkin: “How have you guys not showered yet?” “Shumbu hit it!”
Always playing music, Loves kitchen, last 6 weeks
Juan Carlos Gonzalez: “I’m gonna go for a run” “I may join the marines”
White Freedom, Olympics prospect, Family drama

4A Sayings and We Leaves
Henry Claytor: “Aidan, can we watch a movie tonight?” “Shut up, Christian”
“Christian, I’m ten times more athletic than you” “Clark, you gotta stop moving at night”
Sharing a bunk bed with Clark, Henry’s Sack, Christian, 100lbs
Christian Claytor: “Back in Newport, we’re so hood” “Henry, I’m taller than you”
“Henry, shut up” “I like to take long Long Pond walks when the sun sets” “Henry, stop
bugging me, I’m studying for my Master’s degree to become a preschool teacher”
Always last out of the bunk, Henry, Rhode Island, Lacrosse, lotion
Andres Lara: “YOOoOOoOO, WHAT ARE YOU DOING??” *endless laughter*
“Aidan, can we watch a movie tonight?” “Remember that time we went fishing on that
cold winter night in Cambodia?”
Great kid, Awesome first two weeks at West End, Door bed, Hopefully many more years
at West End
Kayson Cardoso: “Guys, I’m actually Drake” “Yo Aidan, can you play Drake’s new
song?” “Man, I wish I was Drake” Aidan, can we watch a movie tonight?” “Do you guys
have any tips on how to look more like Drake?” “I met Drake once, I asked for his
autograph and he just walked past me.”
Drake’s dopplegänger, Cleanup enthusiast, hardworking, Drake bed sheets, Drake tshirt, Carl-Jayden-Marllon-Kayson clan, definitely a returner for the future
Marllon Santos: “Kayson, you’re not Drake” “Carl, I’d beat you in a 1v1 with both
hands tied behind my back” *spontaneous laughter* “Kayson, you’re really grinding my
gears right now” “I need some milk”
Carl-Jayden-Marllon-Kayson clan, always has a smile on his face, great camper, Milk,
great first two weeks at West End
Diego Gatti: “Jacob and I are the best frisbee throwers in Scarborough.” “Jacob, you’re
not better than me” “Back home, I like to take Old Rusty out for a spin once in a while.”
Jacob, Scarborough, Ultimate Frisbee, Poison, always first shower, doorbed, Cheese,
great first summer at WEHC, hopeful returner
Jacob Pellenz: “Diego, you’re a year older than me and I’m still better than you at
everything.” “I like taking long walks along the beach with all my girls at home.” “I’m
the coolest kid in 7th grade.” “Why am I so cool?”
Diego, Scarborough, Ultimate Frisbee, Porch & Basket, Side Aisle, Poison, Wild Pizza,
great first summer at WEHC, hopeful returner
Clark Soderberg: “Jayden, stop.” “Aidan, do I still have Mess Hall?” “Aidan, play my
song.” “Anybody down for some burger patty grillin’ boys?” “Barrett, you’re basically
my second father.”
Cookies, happy meals, bunk bed, Mess Hall, Finding the tallest tree and climbing it, Cali,
hopeful return next year

Samuel Castaneda: “Don’t touch that Larry” “Fruco, can we watch movie?”
Colombia, fútbol, Fruco, camp juice, late nights, Adidas 16.3’s, Claire, great first
summer at West End, hopefully many more summers to come
Wilton Eschelbacher: “Yeah, I play soccer.” “Back home, Oliver and I used to feed the
mountain lions we have in the backyard.”
Long hair, Oliver, Toxic, bottom bunk, naps, frisbee, soccer, great first season at West
End, hopeful returner next year
Rowan McConkey: “Aidan, your Space Jams aren’t fake, don’t worry.” “Aidan, what do
you want for your Kyrie II’s?” “I love me some Jordans on a cold West End night.”
“Remember that time we used the Fabreeze?”
Sneakerhead, top bunk, naps, his many different accents, great first session at West End
Corey Perkins: “I love 4A, and I’m never leaving you guys” “Aidan, can I do every job
in cleanup” “Jayden, my crossover would put you in the hospital”
4/5-dog, quintuple mattress, summer reading, Order, Top of the bunk list, very much an
improved camper, leader of 4A
Thomas Tu: “I need do my job” “HAHAHAHAHA” “No” “Yes” “Here, have a
bookmark” “No why?” “WHHHHYYYYYY?” “get off me bed”
China, books, bookmarks, William, Jeffrey, ‘Everything,’ cleanup, great first summer at
West End, hopeful return
William Chen: “What?” “Oh, I’m sorry” “ HAHAHAHAHA” “Ok, I go to Waterfront
now” “I love reading”
China, books, bookmarks, Waterfront, ‘Everything,’ doorbed, flashlight, always reading,
Thomas, Jeffrey, great first 4 weeks at West End, great kid, always has a smile on his
face, hopeful return
Jeffrey Wang: “Ok” “I love the summer on Long Pond”
China, William, Thomas, Very quiet kid, top bunk, either sleeping or reading, Great kid,
great first summer, hopeful returner
Brian Tong: “Chris, you’re my ‘best friend’” “Aidan, can we watch a movie tonight? We
got a 43 on cleanup.” “I mean yeah, if I wear a white polo shirt to Leagues, I’m gonna get
MVP” “What can I say, I’m just good at everything I do.” “I’m so down for some
DaigleTV right now.” “Is DaigleTV on right now?” “I wish I was here when Jeremy
Zucker was here”
Always smiling, smart kid, Order, late night reading, Junior breathholding, translator for
the China boys, another great summer at West End
Mohaned Aljundi: “Messi just can’t beat Ronaldo, he’s just not good enough.” “I love
when Ronaldo scores against Barcelona.” “Aidan, we got a 3 on cleanup, can we watch a
movie?” “The fort is looking pretty dope right now, not gonna lie.”

Barcelona/Messi die hard fan, Color War, underrated athlete, stud if you look closely,
soccer, yet another great summer at West End, great kid, hopeful return next year
Carl Headges: “Aidan, I’m scared” “Can I see the Desert War video, it’s been a week
since you showed the rest of the bunk” “I can’t go to bed without finding my other slide.”
Boston, Gabe-Kevin-Jayden-Marllon-Kayson Clan, backpack, bunk bed with Jeffrey,
Intermediate MVP Week 2, great first year at camp, hopefully many more years to come
Chris SooHoo: “Brian, please turn off your light”” “Chess is a sport guys, come
onnnnnn.” “Rafterball should be a Leagues sport.” “I’m just casually changing West End
right now” “YOOUU’VVEE HAD ENOUGH?”
Low Senior Spelling Bee, Chess with Bill instead of doing the Night Activity, Chess,
Rafterball, more chess, reading with dim light, Toxic, Order, great first summer, hopeful
returner
Bailey Belony: “chuckling” “I wish Cake and Milk was every day” “Not gonna lie, camp
is pretty dope.” “Get off my bed!!” *random laughing at night* “Sometimes I don’t
remember what I say” “I like potato chips”
The Fort, Bottom bunk, great first Color War, great first year at West End, hopeful
returner
STAFF
(SC) Barrett Wilson: “Aidan, did you finish those ‘Sayings and We Leaves yet?’”
“Ricker, get up, and let’s go do legs right now.” “Austin, your mom is paying me to make
you look huge, so let’s go.” “Aidan, did you put me on for the Night Activity?” “I’m the
HC of the White Rumble, the greatest Color War team to ever grace West End… And no,
Uncle Billy didn’t give me the boxing idea” “Corey, we need you to be a leader of
cleanup today.” “The whole hiking intensity thing is pretty sick.” “7:15 yoga. I’m
running it. Be there.” “My Surface came in today, and boy oh boy does it look stunning.”
HC White Rumble, 8 years on staff, 7:15 yoga, hiking, stoops, surface, 1-dog, Top of the
bunk list, Head ref of football, Bangor Savings Bank, Game of Thrones, The office,
Alavert, hired Seva as his laundry service, Casual camp director, fruity dino bites during
staff meetings, boat driver, van driver, cart driver, almost always working out, Half-man
half-bear, Gott. trip, tennis, Rumble chant
(SC) Gabe Sands: “Why am I so good looking?” “I need a haircut.” “Gabe’s not here,
he’s in Gottlieb.” “Imagine going to OTD and just posting up on the railings and taking a
sunset shot. Crazy.” “The Desert War video is coming out on Monday, trust me.” “Damn
I’m good.” “My name is Mango, so call me that from now on.”
France, Tommy Hilfiger jackets, his camera, DW video, House Game video
(CIT) Austin Ricker: "Ak, how are you feeling about a quick Dunkie’s run with
Kornbleuth?” “Aidan, hold down the fort”
Kornbleuth, Akerstein, Skidmore hockey, 3-4 dog, staff bed, Mansfield Hockey, Hallion,
Intermediate Leagues, High Senior Captain White Ignition

(CIT) Aidan Connelly: “BREAKING NEWS… Neymar just left Barcelona. Crazy, right
Mohaned?” “Yikes...” “I’ve been saying this for years, ‘I’m the best softball catcher in
camp.’” “All I’m saying is Torres and I won Desert War for Jungle.” “We’re chillin” “Oh
look, I’m on relief again. Surprising.” “Ok 4A, I’m off to Gottlieb “That’s phat”
“Casual.” “Connelly-Connelly-Connelly back to back to back home runs” “Damn, I
really should’ve plaqued.” I’m not not rooting for Order.”
Jungle, Shur Fine Bread & Butter Boys, the ‘movie guy,’ Faria Clan, Water & Land Staff
Hybrid, 5 El Shaarawy jerseys, Trilingual Translator, 2017 WEHC Family (formerly)
fastest kid in camp (Dezmond Mitchell had to ruin it), High Senior Underwater Swim
4B Sayings and We Leaves
Matt Connolly – “Stoooooooppppp” “Yo Babb”
Brother Chris, Hopeful return for more weeks, Great in clean up, Bunk Leader
Luke Moriarty – “No! I didn’t do it” “It Wasn’t me man!” “Moriartys rule!”
Random two weeks every year, CJ, Moriarty dynasty
CJ Cellucci – “Hey Raymond” “I’m friends with Luke and usually say nothing”
Chillin’ with Raymond, Sister Olivia
Zylas Abney- “Raymond Raymond Raymond” “Can you stop”
13 Under Basketball, Brother of Zyaire and Zamayne, His Laugh
Jaidin Russell- “ BOI !!!!!!” “WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT”
Good athlete, Hopeful return next year, Great 1st year
Chance Hanna- “STOPPP!!!!” “ No Shocket I’m way better than you” “Get off my
bed” “I was born in Guam”
Friends with Shocket, Sharon, Good 1st year, His Adidas sandals
Dakota LeConte – “Nooooooooo” “Cmon” “So this one time…..” “It wasn’t me”
Hopeful return, Positive first year, Sleeping in random places
Ben Shocket- “TISMMMSS” “AHHHHH” “We chillin’ we chillin’”
Great hair, Lacrosse, Super 7, Bright furure
Brandon Goldberg - “Yo, do u know who my father is” “Dean Goldberg” “You know
how many days til my dad comes”
Goldberg swim skills, Great Color War, 6-0 Seniors
Ryan Torres- “CORREYYY” “YO LETRS SKETTIT” “My bro can bench this whole
bunk” “You won’t” “Chiiiiilllllll stoooooppppp”
Dom, Lynnfield, Popcorn, Stepping up

Mike Sudkin- “You guys seen Torres?” “No” “I don’t know” “Do I really have to go to
Waterfront?”
Brother Jake, Torres, Goldberg, Fort, Straight chillin’, CW star
Darren Belizaire- “Where’s Mardochee? Have you seen …?”
Great first year, Silence, friends with Mardochee
Damian Auguste- “HAHAHA” “Where’s Mardochee” “Can I be side aisle?”
Canton, Speed, Great first year, Boys with Darren
Zack Waxman- “Raymond … Hi Raymond” “AHHHHHHHHHHH” “Oops all berries”
Lax, Shocket, 4A, Skills
Julian Targete- “WHAAAATTTT” “I have a lax camp” “Thank you”
Laxachusetts, Damian, Top Bunk, Great manners
Mardochee Mexil- “I’m always munching” “Where’s Darren?” “Gahhhhh” “I was
runnin’”
Eating habits, Darren, Sleeping, Elite Eight
Alex Babb - “Meaney Meaney Meaney” “Whyyyyyyyyy” “Raymond, I didn’t do
anything” “Get ya…..” “I’m not in your area” “Oh boy oh boy”
Craziness, the Juice, Being in Meaney’s area, Singing and Dancing, the Daigles
Adam Bowman- “I’m going to visit my brother” “My dad loved this camp”
Twins with Matt C, family legacy, many good days
Christopher Chun- “Sure, I’ll help” “Next year longer”
Another terrific season, poster boy

STAFF
Jack Meaney- “Babb get up …” “It’s a me Meaney” “Chillin” “SCHZUUUUBBBUU”
Head Coach of White Corps, Italian Voice
Raymond Wu- “Nooooowwwww!!!!” “Guys stop doing that” “Cool it Cool it” “BABB!
GET OUT OF MY AISLE”
10 Year Plaque
Jeremy Freed- “AHH YAHH AAYYY” “I should have been on 16U” “Back in my
Gottlieb year I was a sharpshooter”
His height, OTW work

1A Sayings and We Leaves
Chris Connolly- “What’s for cake and milk?”, “What’s up Babb”,
“HHHHEEEEELLLLLLLLLLOOOOO”
Rafter basketball, MMA, Great big brother
Kale Lloyd- “Guys that’s not funny”, “Karmiy play me in one on one”
Biking, Bottom Bunk, Rafter Basketball, Terrific comeback year
Liam Ross- “I’m sick of it”, “Don’t go to the council ring”, “You know Papa Tones?”
West Engineer, Papa Tones’ brother, Mama’s Cookies
Will Dimidis- “I’m Will”, “Nasir, get out of the bathroom”, “Fine.”
Good kid, basketball, Liam Ross, Great rookie year
Khairi Jones- “I’m the best tennis player in the bunk,” “Do you guys want to know who
my favorite counselor is?”
Seva, tennis racket, rafter baseball
Eli Champoux: “Facts,” “Tyler the creator was my favorite rapper,” “I love being one of
the Melrose boys.”
Brodeur, Melrose, skiing
Jack Rigueiro: “I can’t wait to come for color war next year”, “I know Liam Ross from
home.”
great kid, good desert war, kern doppelganger
Jeremy Rivas: “You guys should meet my cousin, we go way back”, “You guys should
see my memes”, “Why can’t I swim in sweatpants.”
great desert war, brother, watermelon
Fletcher Zeng: “Anyone want to go for a swim?”, “I can’t wait for waterfront,” I’ll
definitely be back”
Speedo, Iron man swim, NH
Antonio Torres: “Justice is my cousin, not my brother.” “ I go to the Club”
Soccer, Justice, Waterpolo
Justice Keane-Perez: “I like this place almost as much as Florida,” “They stacked the
mid senior division against me,” “What’s for dinner”
Antonio, Great camper, Hopeful return, Soccer
Nick Silva: “Matt is my man,” “Everyone is welcome on my bed,” “Staff loves me.”
First place distance, great color war, biggest gottlieb fan

Matt Kern: “Just wait for color war,” “Why does everyone always compare me to
Andrew?” “Stop talking, I’m trying to read.”
Mid senior captain, 5-1, 15 under
Nasir Simon: “I’m a 3 point shooter,” “Give me back my Naruto book” “Are you
serious?” “I miss Will”
Brodeur, 15 under ball, glasses, The Nasir Simon rule
Ethan Brodeur: “Let me tell you the story of Lyle Friess,” “Melrose proud,” “Can’t wait
until track and swim day”
Mid Senior distance, Iron man, Door bed
Chris Lambert: “If you guys didn’t know, I’m from Sharon,” “Anyone want to play
some golf, or tennis”
Sharon, Color war return, Squash
Christian Limb: “Do we play soccer here?” “What is color war,” “It was a long drive
from Long Island”
Great soccer player, Lucas, hopeful gottlieb return
Lucas Maley: “Everyone quiet down,” “I miss Benett,” “I should get moved up”
Great Athlete, Mid senior captain, L. Maley 2018, Awesome kid
Andrew Babb: “Did you know Daigle is my cousin,” “Any updates on the WWE”
Baseball bat, Liam’s hat, Food
Matt Celorier: “Framingham gang” “ I can’t wait for fun town”
Color War improvements, Metrowest
STAFF
Mark Karmiy: “Karasik, you can’t guard me,” “Who’s tryna stoop”
White Corps Head Coach, Intellectual’s club, 15 under ball, Yakisoba
Brendan Flood: “Best gottlieb ever next year,” “Let me get a slice”
Middle Flood brother, Chillin, Khairi
Josh Kornbleuth: “Did you know I coached desert war, and won?!” “I easily have the
best hair in camp” “Top top squad”
Blue exchange 1-5 high seniors, Karmiy

1B Sayings and We-Leaves
Connor Zhong: “silence” “screeching”
Aspiring film director, bunk rooster, synchronized yeller, bug enthusiast, Volume= zero
or a million
Daniel Wu: “Pancakes” “Ahhhhhhhhh” “Biiillllll”
Praying Mantis, didn’t make it into the Wu-Tang Clan, synchronized yeller,
featherweight
Benu Moritz-Jones: “Wait, your school doesn’t give out personal Macbooks” “How
many 3D printers does your middle school have” “Why do I have to go to Canada
tomorrow?”
Fitzie, Packages, Winaukee, master of socio-economic nuances, another great year
Jonny Sotomayor: “Italy’s chips” “I hope I don’t have to play in the House game”
“Why?”
Crab soccer, always sweeping, thumbs up, end of the table, 1-4 Bill chess record, 15under kinda
Jonah Abramson- “Victor’s from Lawrence” “Sammy Sprinkler” “I’m getting in the
shower” “Take it Back” “I don’t want a brain-eating amoeba” “I’ll be done packing”
Nose Blower, hour-long showers, brain-eating amoebas, no sleep, Babb Impression,
Victor Impression, Markelle Fultz, Philadelphia, Sports magazines, Great rookie year
Nathaniel Hasanaj- “…” “I’d like to go back to sleep please”
Pillow, soccer, his brother, silence is golden, has lots of big fans
Victor Tavarez- “I’m from Lawrence” “That’s not how we do it Lawrence” “In
Lawrence we call it a dab”
Cologne, Lawrence, sneakerhead, Lawrence, all white shoes, Lawrence, hype beast,
glasses, Lawrence
Christian Martinez- “Don’t make me take out that middle aisle card” “Today is not my
week” “Hey, let’s talk about womens’ rights” “The brakes were messed up”
Long live the queen, Ben’s cleats, 15U, softball swinger, BOMB SQUAD, yelling at the
worst moments, Middle Aisle card, top of the bunklist, foam mattress
Giovanny Tammick- “Hi, Karasiiiik” “Hi, Papi” “My first language is American”
No pillow, river monster, Angry Birds, Ireland, lungs

Juan Barrios- “What?” “Huh” “Ok” “yeah” “Nah” “Imma try out, nah never mind”
“Can you do waiter for me”
The Ironman, come estas beaches shirt, S.Africa, likeable laziness
Chris Victorin- “Boii” “I swear the dog was bigger than Nathaniel” “Not a fan of dark
meat turkey”
Dog, Long Pond, Cookie, 6 foot drop, spelling team, Nick Lee, McDonald’s, wheels
Tim Beinborn- “We could’ve won” “No please don’t do that”
The Aisle, slippery soap, Alleghany, BLS, Germany, Korea
Kevin Peng- “Where are my cokes” “In China…” “I’m staying OTW”
KPOW, dictionary, forcing it in ChiPo, China, Great letters
Kevin Barrera- “I’m a deep sleeper” “I’ll give you 60 bills” “I got a whole wall full of
shoes and a whole wall of jerseys” “I’ll trade you” “They expected me and Brian to do
everything”
KBOW, goalie, middle bed to door to top bunk to 3-dog, deep sleeper, shoe game, jersey
game, only Barrera, honey mustard convert
Kevin Works- “Nah, bro” “I trust my abilities” “I’m basically part of Gottlieb”
KWOW, jacked, can’t lift weights, football, Gottlieb, shirtless, sweatpants, honey mustard
convert, OTW
Dezmond Mitchell- “Get off my bed” “Do your job” “clean the bunk” “On dead dogs”
“take me to town” “Where’s my du-rag” “I can’t wait til HS football” “You haven’t gone
to AKs” “Y’all be lovin Devin”
Du-rag, bars of soap, bugspray, sunscreen, clean-up, neatness, honey mustard, sign
language, Boston, OTW
Edwin Soto- “I get more girls than all the 1s combined” “KARASIK, KARASIK” “Yo, I
can beat you 1-on-1” “LaGordian and I are the best teammates”
West End House jersey, trash talk, scrunchie, basketball, twig, huge Adam’s apple, door
bed, easy Mac, softball
Gabe Da Silva- “Cool it” “I’m facebook famous, peep how many likes I get” “I’m mad
nice”
Soccer, the Club, Kevin

STAFF
SC Aaron Karasik- “Pass the Honey mustard” “Rest Period Abs?” “I outcoached Eggert
last year” “It’s a stuffed animal,” “Should I work out today? Nah”
Corps, volleyball, Ray-Bans, speaker, Stoops, Arizona Green Tea, Northeastern
SC Gary Gallagher- “Solid” “Hogrider and a half” “If I have to do OD one more time,
….” “What are these guys, Stormtroopers?” “This work out is simple”
Sergeant, fan, sleeping on the wrong side, the Eddie, OD
JC Ben Keller- “Absurd” “The most passionate and dominant hand ball players in all of
camp” “Get off of my pillow” “One clean” “We should’ve won desert war” “We’re never
watching another John Wick movie again”
Toxic, Passion, Pokémon, Bold moves only shirt, Cape Elizabeth, at-camp nights off, athome nights off
CIT LaGordian Brown- “Nick Silva, get out” “Edwin, we’re not teammates” “I was on
15-Under”
Basketball, 15U, ferry, double mattress, no pillow, Texas

Gottlieb Sayings and We Leaves
Griffin Yas – “FEET!” **screeching** “Ok Laundry, IM BACK BABY” “Ok Order”
“Hey Joe”
HSC of the Blue Order, DW Captain for Toxic, James J, England WC win (thanks to
Jackson Magee), Zinman, Sharon, Awesome year and hopeful CIT in ‘18
Dutch Senft – “I’m actually smart at home” “Do I go W. Senft Jr or D. Senft?” “Matt,
how am I doing?” “Am I a good camper?” “I never whine in the morning”
HSC of the White Corps, DW Captain for Poison, Blonde Boy Band, Baltimore, Sunshine,
Letters, Skit Steve Sensation, Always Smiling, another awesome year and hopeful CIT ‘18
Cole Lepler – “Hmm what hmm?” “Yeah Steve’s my dad/brother/son.” “White
Corps…” “Hey Joe, you looking for Griffin?” “Hey guys, check out this sneaky”
HSC of the White Corps, DW Captain for Toxic, King of the risky one-liner, Definitely Ok
in Baseball, Louis I Kane Leadership Winner, A Phenomenal Summer, hopeful return as
a CIT in ‘18
Joey Cohen – “I’m a cheese guy” “What do bugs think about” “Is that bug dead or is he
asleep” “Don’t worry he’s in my pocket” “Time for dessert, boys!” “My head is at
Kennard’s right now”
HSC of the Blue Order, DW Captain for Toxic, Constant Smile, Mia M, Waterpolo, Time
for Dessert, CW dominance, another award-winning year and a hopeful return next year

Noah Oppenheim – “Can we take a photo for my blog?” “BLUE ORDER…” “My arm
will be better for CW”
HSC of the Blue Order, DW Captain for Toxic, Senior MVP, Having a Blog, Sarcasm,
Movie Critic, Wonder Woman’s Empowering Presence, Song Night Cadence, Awesome
year and hopeful return as a CIT
Josh Wolf – “Hey Luke…” “WHAT DO YOU MEAN…” “I don’t whine like that, are
you serious?” “School starts early in FL”
Youngin’ in Gottlieb, So Close for Team Spain, G1 ’18, Staff ’19, Honorary Member of
the Order, Another Great Year and a hopeful return in ‘18
Alex Hallion – “Hey Martin” “Lukey Pookey get up outta bed, bud!” “My brother is
working at home”
The OG Young Sandwich, Bunk Bed w/ George, Friendship Bracelets, Mia M, Skipped
desert war because scared of ironman, Funniest Kid in Camp, OTW, Outstanding year
and hopeful return as a CIT
John McLaughlin – “I already did my job” “Hey Nick, tryna ball?” “silent moving of
his mouth” “If you need me I’ll be flexing in the Rec Hall”
High Senior Swim Dominance, Having a CANNON in Water Polo, Splashing a three in
the hood game, Great year and a hopeful return in 2018
Kieran Flood – “Matt, who’s your favorite camper?” “Matt I know who your favorite
camper is” “Yay” “Hiya” “Jonah Abrahmson was my boy” “There’s no item in that box”
“I went 5-1”
Going 5-1, John, Hilarious, Calling Will Matt’s Favorite, Another Awesome Year,
Hopeful Return
Will Burger – “Chiiiiiiillll” “Dang dang dang” “I’m Matthew Connelly, a Senior at
South Carolina and…” “I’ll be back, I promise” ***locked hands screaming***
Marty, Luke, Family Vacation, Certified Motorboat Driver, Poison, Hopeful return next
year
Andrew Burton – “I don’t even know what Gordon Hayward looks like” “Play some
Lil’ Uzi” “Matt, your music taste is terrible” “I love banana boating” “Is this an outdoor
mall?”
Being Gordon Hayward, Lil Uzi Burt, great house game, Mexico, Sharon, Neutrality
Acts, great 2nd year, hopeful CIT in 2018
Luke Lentine – “George I’m better than you at ball” “Ok Poison” “Let’s rip in Kitchen
today, fellas” “I swear the girls at Old Orchard were cute”
DW Captain for Poison, Will, Great CW Return, Corps, Football Dominance, Kitchen,
Westboro, another great year and hopefully many more to come

George Zabalou – “Say something” “Play NAV.” “Why aren’t you playing NAV?” “I
am the OG” “ORRRDDAAAHHHHH” “Lemme get that beep bop boop”
Blue Order Dominance, Basketball Dominance, Another Great Year
Mohamed Aljundi – “What are my sayings going to be?” “Me and Ryan O’Connell”
“Bonnelly”
Mohaned, Ryan, Soccer, Alma Mater, Order High Seniors and Another awesome year,
hopeful CIT
Zamayne Abney – “Luke, you should really be using a different type” “You can’t use
fighting against psychic” “Zyaire stop taking my food!”
Zyaire and Zylas, Pokedex, Best on Spain, Chillest Kid in Gottlieb, Hopeful CIT next year
Demitrius Fremming – “I have a question” “China got robbed, it’s messed up” “What’s
up with this bunk, man”
Zamayne and the Abneys, Team China, Another Great Year and Hopeful Return
Kevin Works – “Naaaah Bro” “That’s a force” “Luke, when we doing archery?” “Nah
Fresh, Wash in 10”
Team France, Constant Laughter, Return to Camp for CW (1B), another awesome year,
Gottlieb ‘18
Virgil Shaffer – “Duuude I’m not going to breakfast” “Nah, I’m chillin.” “Yeah this
Fratagonia Sweater is fire” “Yeah me and Gil…”
Nick, Brookline, Poison, Gil, Being a 15y/o College Student, Sleeping in, Reading,
another great year
Nick Lee Soulos – “Dude, I know where the red house is” “Hey Matt, can we go tubing”
Virgil, Toxic, Headlight, Iron Man Successes, another great year
Morris Mao – “Bro, back home, you don’t even know” “Max, wash in 5?” “You guys
are mad strange” “Let me in on that hiking action”
China glory sweatshirt, Max, Chillin like a Villain, Bunk Bed, Dropping 81 in leagues,
Great Year
Devin Usal – “Not a big fan of the juice” “Dutch…” “I’m the reason Poison won” “Don’t
get me fired up, BRO” “Ya krusty” “I didn’t steal that bed, I just finessed it”
Blonde Boy Band w Dutch, House Game, Great Year
Max Zhu - “What is happening boiz?” “Morris, wash in 10, son.” “I got shower, if you
have a problem with that, DON’T.”
Being older than AJ, Speedo, Morris, China, hiking, always smiling and a great first year
Eric Jansky – “Hey Griffin…” “Hey Zinman” “That’s not my job.” “I should have
stayed longer”

Sharon, Hoods, Griffin and Zinman, Baseball, Staying a casual 3 weeks, another great
year
Thomas Cabello – “I’m staff guys, it’s cool.” “It’s Freshwater to you.” “Kev, wash rock
in 5”
Tommy Freshwater, Great Return Appearance after a couple years, Brazil
STAFF
SC Matthew F. Connelly – “Pass” “Hard Pass” “Easy JayDot” “Hey, remember
Lightning?” “Hey Dutch, I’m coaching” “Hey Griffin, I’m running” “Yeah, that’s valid”
Coach of Team Spain, HC of the Blue Order, Old guy on staff, Night Activities Guy,
Ryan’s puppet in the skit, Day 5 Speech, Joe, Aidan, and Jack, Bread and Butter Boys, 10
Year Plaque
SC Luke R. Stillman – “Next up we have this innovative Lava Lamp solution”
“Zamayne, where do you get Riolu” “Hallion get off my bed” “Are you SERIOUS” “Hey
baby, do you play any sports?”
Coach of these United States, Coach on the Blue Order, Being West End’s Science Guy,
Fraternal, Losing his split but winning the war, 10 Year Plaque, Another great year and
hopeful return
JC Alexander S. Joseph – “I’m telling you, the sun’s cold” “IT’S COLD, WHY IS
SPACE COLD THEN?” “IT’S TRUE” “No big deal, but I did win $3” “Matt, cash this
for me” “No, I’m not playing that song… I’m gonna play Same Love”
Denying basic scientific facts, Self-Proclaimed Only Toxic Coach in the Bunk, Bringing
Sean Sullivan to Laundry, movies, funniest counselor in the bunk, another awesome year
and a hopeful return

G1 Sayings and We Leaves
Harvey Chen- “I can’t stay any longer I’m going to San Francisco” “No I don’t need
help” “Do I really have to sleep outside”
Sleeping Bag, Sweeping during cleanup, Sweeping during rest period, Sweeping at night
Brandon Karp- “My stat line in the house game, 2 minutes, 2 turnovers, 1 technical
foul” “Trust me I’ll fold the laundry eventually”
Turkey Caller, Muscle Milk, Gottlieb Camper, Only HSC in G1
Ryan Karp- “Can I sleep through breakfast”, “I will drink this entire water in half an
hour” “That’s not my stuff it’s Brandon’s. Don’t blame me because he doesn’t clean”
University of Miami Clothing, 64 oz. water bottle, Many books
Jonathan Kraus- “I would never do anything to my hair, its perfect, so luscious” “I
don’t care if I win or lose color war I just want to be on Chabot’s team even though I’ve
never won” “I showed up 2 hours early on the first day of camp to make sure I got my
bed”
Best camper bed in camp, Soccer, Song night captain, High senior distance winner
Eddie Benson- “I brought the new set of Christmas lights” “These alligator leather cleats
will definitely make me better” “I don’t know why I bought this protein powder, it’s
gross.”
Alligator cleats, Christmas lights, Fish smelling protein powder
Jack Zinman- “Sorry I can’t be Harvey” “It was my idea to build the loft” “It wasn’t me
who broke the loft” “Door bed in G1 is better than being in Gottlieb”
Patriots Super Bowl shirts, Plenty of food, Great CW
Tristan Goroshko- “This towel I got from hockey is sick” “I got on the Iron man board”
“My Iron man time is awesome” “I’m pumped that I ran a good Iron man this year”
Iron Man Board, Revere Hockey, Creepy Mask
Jordan Chabot - “Harvey was the best camper in G1 this year” “I miss Harvey Chen”
“I wish Harvey had stayed longer”, “Harvey is definitely going on top of the bunk list”
“Clean the bunk”, “Brandon fold your laundry it has been sitting there for almost a week”
“I’m running Color War not coaching”
Tennis with Seva, Bat and Batting Gloves, Volleyball coach on White Corps, Winning
split but losing Color War

The West End House Camp song we sing today was composed by Al Sherman
around 1946; it was first heard at a West End House Show & Dance at the
Statler Ballroom in Boston.
THE HOUSE SONG

Hundreds of hearts that beat as one
Grateful for all the House has done
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
When you’re one of the boys
You’re always one of the boys
And here’s one thing you’ll do –
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through . . . . .
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
Rip, Rip, Rip, Rap, Rap, Rap, West End House (clap, clap, clap),
West End House (clap, clap, clap), YEAH!

